Greatest Codes for the Greatest Games

Ace Combat 4
Agent Under Fire 007
André Ribeiro Racing
ATV Offroad Fury
ATV Offroad Fury 2
Baldur’s Gate: Dark Alliance
Cabela’s Big Game Hunter
Castlevania Symphony of the Night
Codemasters
Crash Bandicoot:
Wrath of Cortex
Crash Team Racing
Crazy Taxi
Dark Cloud
Dave Mirra Freestyle BMX 2
Dead to Rights
Derby Day
Dracula X
Dragon Ball Z: Budokai
Final Fantasy X
Freak Style
Grand Theft Auto 3
Hitman 2: Silent Assassin
Hot Shots Golf 3
Jak & Daxter
Jet Moto
Kingdom Hearts
Lord of the Rings:
The Two Towers
Maxima
Max Payne
Medal of Honor
Medal of Honor: Frontline
Megaman Legends
Megaman X4
Metal Gear Solid 2
Midnight Club Racing
Mortal Kombat:
Deadly Alliance
NBA 2k2
NBA Street
Need for Speed:
High Stakes
Need for Speed Hot Pursuit 2
NFL Blitz 2000
NFL 2k2
Oddworld: Abe’s Odyssey
Onimusha
Onimusha 2
Pac-Man World
Pac-Man World 2
Parasite Eve
Ratchet & Clank
Red Faction
Resident Evil 2
Resident Evil:
Director’s Cut
Resident Evil Code Veronica X
Ridge Racer 5
Scooby Doo! Night of
100 Frights
Silent Hill 2
SineCty 2000
Simpsons Road Rage
Slly Cooper and the
Thievius Raccoonus
Smugglers Run
SOCOM: U.S. Navy Seals
Soul Blade
Spider-Man
Spiderman The Movie
SpongBob Squarepants
Spy Hunter
Spyro the Dragon
Spyro: Ripto’s Rage!
SSX
SSX Tricky
Star Wars Episode I:
Jedi Power Battles
Star Wars: Phantom Menace
Star Wars Rebel Assault II:
The Hidden Empire
Star Wars: Starfighter
State of Emergency
Street Hoops
Stuntman
Stuart Little 2
Syphon Filter
Syphon Filter 2
Syphon Filter 3
Tekken 2
Tekken 4
Tekken Tag Tournament
Tenchu
Test Drive
Tomb Raider
Tomb Raider 2
Tomb Raider 3
Tomb Raider: The Last Revelation
Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater 3
Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater 4
Twisted Metal: Black
Virtua Fighter 4
Virtua Fighter 4: Evolution
WCC Nitro
WCC vs. the World
WWF Wrestlemania:
The Arcade Game
Xenosaga
AND MANY MORE!
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## How to Use This Book

### Number in Parentheses
Throughout this book there are numbers in parenthesis after button presses, like this: X(3). This tells you to press the button the number of times written in the parenthesis. For example, if you see Circle (3), Square (2), press the Circle button three times, then press the Square button two times.
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<tr>
<th>DISNEY’S MONSTERS, INC.</th>
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</tr>
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<td>TO KILL</td>
<td>NEED FOR SPEED 3</td>
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<td>DUKES OF HAZZARD:</td>
<td>NEED FOR SPEED HIGH</td>
</tr>
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<td>RACING FOR HOME</td>
<td>STAKES</td>
</tr>
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<td>FIGHTING FORCE</td>
<td>NFL BLITZ</td>
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Alternate colors-Ace locations
To unlock the alternate colors for the planes there is an ace placed in each mission that you must find and shoot down. Here are the planes and locations for each mission.

F-5 north of the allied airbase
A-10 north of the enemy airbase
F-16 south of the second radar station
Mirage 2000 northwest of the west radar jamming plane
MIG-29 South of the west pump station
F-14 North of the north group of enemies on the map
TND-IDS North of the solar tower
F-18 after refueling during the mission the ace will appear to the east of the main combat area
F-15C North of the center beach combat area
RF-01 Far upper northwest corner of the map, north-west of the sub base
SU-35 The ace will appear with about 90 seconds left during this mission
F-2 North of the gun base
F-15E After clearing the radar balloons, enemy fighters will appear, the ace is in the north east
F-22 Ace is in the north east of the map
EF-2000 Ace will be in the center of the map when the mission starts(between the two southern combat zones)
F-117 Ace is located northwest of the westernmost combat zone (Due to stealth sometimes hard to find, head 2 grids north and 1 west)
F-15A Ace is located in the far northwestern corner of the map, past the city
S-37 The ace is located north of megalith.
The F-4 is available after completing hard mode, the X-2 is available after completing expert mode.
The aces don’t show up until you get close. They will be red on the radar.

Ace Difficulty
Beat the game under expert difficulty.
Acquire second color scheme
By completing each mission in normal difficulty with an S-rank you unlock the secondary color for each fighter. By shooting the aces you get the 3rd. It is not necessary to pass the trial missions for the 2nd colors.

Expert Difficulty
Beat the game under hard difficulty

Get All Three X-02
First, beat the game on Hard with “S” ranks in all missions for the gray X-02. Do the same on Expert for the black X-02, and the same on Ace for the white X-02.

Secret Modes
You can get secret modes by defeating the game. Finish the game in any difficulty to get Special Continue, Trial missions, FMV sequences, 36 songs from the game, and to be able to change the color of your aircraft.

Unlock All Aircraft
Complete the game on normal and get an “S” rank for every mission to unlock all aircraft.

View the FMV opening with selected plane
You can do this with all planes and different colors. First go to the start mission and select the plane, after that you'll see the weapon menu. Exit the start mission and go to the title.

X-02 Color Schemes
To get the first color scheme for the bonus aircraft, the X-02, get “S” Rankings on all missions on Hard difficulty, either in Story or Free Mission mode. For the second color, play through the game and get “S” Rankings on all missions on the Expert difficulty.

Hidden planes
SR-71: In shattered skies it is the plane that you are targeting at the beginning. Also it is on the Southwest most corner in Whiskey Corridor.

XB-70:This is at the top left corner in Breaking Arrows

AGENT UNDER FIRE 007
All weapons
Pause the game, hold L1+L2 and press X (3), Up, Down, Circle, Right, Up, Down, Circle.

Unlock Everything Except for Unlimited Ammo
Pause the game, hold L1+R1 and then press Square (9), Circle (2), X (12), Up, Up, Left, Left, Right, Right, Down, Down, X (10).

Unlock all multiplayer levels
PARTY
Unlock all one player levels
PASSPORT

Alpine Guard Skin
Beat “Strets of Bucharest” with a Platinum rank, and all 007 icons.

Calypso Gun
Beat “Fire and Water” with a Platinum rank, and all 007 icons.

Carrier Guard Skin
Beat “Evil Summit” with a Platinum rank, and all 007 icons.

Cyclops Oil Guard Skin
Beat “Poseidon” with a Platinum rank, and all 007 icons.

Full Arsenal
Beat “Forbidden Depths” with a Platinum rank, and all 007 icons.

Golden Accuracy
Beat “Bad Diplomacy” with a Gold rank.

Golden Armor
Beat “Forbidden Depths” with a Gold rank.

Golden Bullet
Beat “Poseidon” with a Gold rank.

Golden CH-6
Beat “Precious Cargo” with a Gold rank.

Golden Clip
Beat “Cold Reception” with a Gold rank.

Golden Grenade
Beat “Night of the Jackal” with a Gold rank.

Golden Gun
Beat “Precious Cargo” with a Platinum rank, and all 007 icons.

Gravity Boots
Beat “Bad Diplomacy” with a Platinum rank, and all 007 icons.

Guard Skin
Beat “Cold Reception” with a Platinum rank, and all 007 icons.

Lotus Esprit
Beat “Streets of Bucharest” with a Gold rank.

Poseidon Guard Skin
Beat “Mediterranean Crisis” with a Platinum rank, and all 007 icons.

Rapid Fire
Beat “Fire and Water” with a Gold rank.

Regenerating Armor
Beat “Mediterranean Crisis” with a Gold rank.

Rocket Manor Beat
“Trouble in Paradise” with a Platinum rank, and all 007 icons.

Stealth Bond Skin
Beat “Dangerous Pursuit” with a Platinum rank, and all 007 icons.
Unlimited Car Missiles
Beat “Dangerous Pursuit” with a Gold rank.

Unlimited Golden Gun Ammo
Beat “Evil Summit” with a Gold rank.

Viper Gun
Beat “Night of the Jackal” with a Platinum rank, and all 007 icons.

Gold and Platinum Medal Rewards:
Level 1: Trouble In Paradise
Gold - 50,000: Golden Gun
Platinum-50,000 + 007 Icons: MP Map - Rocket Manor

Level 2: Precious Cargo
Gold - 50,000: Golden CH-6
Platinum - 50,000 + 007 icons: MP Game Mode - Golden Gun

Level 3: Dangerous Pursuit
Gold - 70,000: Unlimited Missiles
Platinum - 70,000 + 007 Icons: MP Model - Stealth Bond

Level 4: Bad Diplomacy
Gold - 70,000: Golden Accuracy
Platinum - 70,000 + 007 Icons: MP Powerup - Gravity Boots

Level 5: Cold Reception
Gold - 90,000: Golden Clip
Platinum - 90,000 + 007 Icons: MP Model - Guard

Level 6: Night Of The Jackal
Gold - 90,000: Gold Grenades
Platinum - 90,000 + 007 Icons: MP Weapon - Viper

Level 7: Streets Of Bucharest
Gold - 100,000: Lotus Esprit
Platinum - 100,000 + 007 Icons: MP Model - Alpine Guard

Level 8: Fire & Water
Gold-100,000: Rapid Fire
Platinum - 100,000 + 007 Icons: MP Weapon - Calypso

Level 9: Forbidden Depths
Gold - 110,000: Golden Armor
Platinum - 110,000 + 007 Icons: MP Modifier - Full Arsenal

Level 10: Poseidon
Gold - 120,000: Golden Bullets
Platinum - 120,000 + 007 Icons: MP Model - Cyclops Oil Guard

Level 11: Mediterranean Crisis
Gold - 130,000:
Regenerative Armor

Platinum - 130,000 + 007
Icons: MP Model - Poseidon Guard

Level 12: Evil Summit

Gold - 130,000 Unlimited Ammo

Platinum - 130,000 + 007
Icons: MP Model - Carrier Guard

**ATV Offroad Fury**

Enter the following codes as a name in the pro-career mode:

**All ATVs**
CHACHING

**Disable Wrecks**
FLYPAPER

**Expert Mode**
ALLOUTAI

**Unlock All Levels**
WHATEXIT

**Unlock Everything**
IGIVEUP

**Unlock Secret Vehicle**
To unlock a secret vehicle, complete the pro-career mode.

**ATV Offroad Fury 2**

Go into Profile Editor and Click Unlock Items. Scroll down until you see cheats and click it. From there, enter the following code:

1,000 Profile Points
GIMMEPTS

Aggressive AI
Enabled/Disabled
EATDIRT

All ATVs
SHOWROOM

All Championship Events
GOLDCUPS

All Equipment
THREADS

All Games
GAMEON

All Tracks
TRLBLAZR

Maximum stats
GINGHAM

Unlock every rider
BUBBA

Unlock every track
ROADKILL

Unlock every Vehicle
GENEREVERYEE

Unlock Everything
IGIVEUP

Unlock San Jacinto Isles
GABRIEL
Wrecks Disabled/Enabled
FLYPAPER

Unlock Bonus Ride/Outfit
Create a profile using a memory card that also has a save from ATV: Offroad Fury on it. You will unlock a new ATV, the G-Ride, and the Outfit (Suit, Helmet, Gloves, Boots, Glasses) to go with it.

Unlock Ravage Talons
Complete the training course to unlock the Ravage Talons, if you complete the training course, you get the Blue, Red, Yellow, and Green Talons.

Baldur’s Gate: Dark Alliance

Level Warp & Invincibility
At any time during gameplay, hold L1 + R2 + Left + Triangle and press START. After entering the code correctly, a special menu will appear.

Unlock Drizzt Do’Undren
Beat extreme difficulty.

Unlock Gauntlet Mode and Extreme Difficulty
Beat the game on any difficulty level to unlock the Gauntlet Mode. After defeating Gauntlet Mode you will open up the extreme difficulty level.

Loading Screen Trick
While the game is loading and you see the text Loading, use the R3 analog stick to move the flames left, right or up.

Carrying Capacity
Get 1 or 2 rings of strength and equip them. Pickup as much items as it will allow you. Now unequip them and switch them to any other ring you so desire. This will allow you to carry more than you are supposed to, but the only downside is that you don’t want to drop anything or you can’t pick it back up.

Infinite Experience (without using Cheat Menu)
Get to a save point right before a boss that gives a lot of experience. Example: Beholder, Drow Elf Sorceress, Dragon, Onyx Golem. Save the game. Defeat the boss, then go back and save the game under a new file. Load the original file (before you fought the boss). Import the character from the new file (after you fought the boss). Go fight the boss again for more experience.

Infinite Gold or Duplicate Items
Have two players going at the same time. Being in town is a must. Then have one character drop all their stuff. Import the character
that just dropped their stuff and they will have all the things that they just dropped but, it’s also on the ground. Pick up the stuff sell the duplicates and save. You now have more money. Buy expensive items with your extra gold and repeat this cheat again.

Get Level 20 Character and 75,000 gold
When in play mode, press L1, R2, Triangle, Left D-Pad, R3 and start simultaneously to instantly make your character 20th level, with 75000 gold, 1000 Health and 1000 Mana, and a minimum of 1 in every feat, including OTHER character specific feats. The downside is that your character does not gain any further experience points while playing, and is stuck at 20th level, with low level feats. The normal character max is 40th level.

Play as Drizzt Do’Urden
At the character select screen, hold L1, R1, Triangle, and press X. After you begin your game, he should become a playable character.

CABELA’S BIG GAME HUNTER

Bonus Hunters
To get bonus hunters, complete an area in career mode. Save the game and exit. Then load the game and start a new career to get a new hunter. With each area completed, a new hunter will be unlocked.

X-Ray Scope
To get the X-Ray scope, get all the tags in a level. Then play that level again in “Quick Hunt” mode. Press the X button while using the scope to see through the animals.

CRASH BANDICOOT: WRATH OF CORTEX

View Alternate Ending
Collect all 46 Gems to view the alternate ending.

CRAZY TAXI

Another View
To get another view of the Crazy Taxi proceedings, begin a game. While the game is in progress, press and hold L1 and R1, then press Circle to enter first-person driving mode. Press Triangle (while holding L1 and R1) to show things from a wider angle. Press Square (while holding L1 and R1) to see the speedometer.

Taxi Bike
At the character select screen, hit L1+R1 three times quickly. You can now drive a fast taxi bike. You can also gain access to the bike after you beat all Crazy Box challenges. Press D-Up at the select screen to get it.
Turn Off Arrow
To make the arrow that points you to your next destination disappear, hold R1 and press Start before you see the Character Selection screen. “No Arrows” appears on the screen if entered correctly.

Turn Off Destination Mark
To switch off the glowing square that indicates your destination, press and hold, then press Start before you see the Character Selection screen. “No Destination” appears onscreen if done correctly.

Unlock Another Day
To shake things up in the city and play “Another Day,” press and hold R1. Keep holding it until you choose a taxi driver. After you do, “Another Day” appears onscreen, indicating correct code entry.

Unlock Expert Mode
To unlock the special Expert Mode, press and hold L1 and R1, then press Start before you see the Character Selection screen. “Expert” appears onscreen if done properly.

Unlock Demon Shaft
Finish the game, watch the ending and wait till it asks if you want to save. Do so. Now on any game where you have already reached Dark Haven Castle, you will be able to go to the Demon Shaft. The Demon Shaft is a dungeon level with 100 levels.

Unlock All Bikes
To unlock all of the bikes in the game, enter the following code at the main menu: Up, Left, Down, Right, Down, Down, Right, Down, Down, Left, Square. All of the bikes for all of the riders are now available.

Unlock Amish Boy
To unlock Amish Boy, enter the following cheat at the main menu: Up, Left, Down, Right, Right, Left, Left, Down, Up, Left, Square. Now the bearded one will be available for Free play and ProQuest modes.

Unlock Colin Mackay’s Competition Outfit
To unlock this rider’s outfit, go to the main menu and press Up, Down, Right, Down, Up, Right, Right, Up, Square.
Unlock Dave Mirra’s Competition Outfit
To unlock this rider’s outfit, go to the main menu and press Up, Down, Up, Down, Right, Left, Up, Up, Square.

Unlock Joey Garcia’s Competition Outfit
To unlock this rider’s outfit, go to the main menu and press Up, Down, Up, Left, Down, Right, Down, Right, Square.

Unlock Kenan Harkin’s Competition Outfit
To unlock this rider’s outfit, go to the main menu and press Up, Down, Left, Down, Left, Up, Down, Up, Square.

Unlock Leigh Ramsdell’s Competition Outfit
To unlock this rider’s outfit, go to the main menu and press Up, Down, Down, Left, Down, Down, Left, Left, Square.

Unlock Luc-E’s Competition Outfit
To unlock this rider’s outfit, go to the main menu and press Up, Down, Left, Down, Left, Right, Left, Left, Square.

Unlock Mike Dias
To unlock Mike Dias, enter the following code at the main menu: Up, Left, Down, Right, Right, Left, Up, Down, Up, Right, Square. Mike Dias will be available for Free play and ProQuest modes.

Unlock Mike Laird’s Competition Outfit
To unlock this rider’s outfit, go to the main menu and press Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, Right, Right, Left, Square.

Unlock Rick Moliterno’s Competition Outfit
To unlock this rider’s outfit, go to the main menu and press Up, Down, Up, Up, Up, Up, Left, Up, Square.

Unlock Ryan Nyquist’s Competition Outfit
To unlock this rider’s outfit, go to the main menu and press Up, Down, Down, Left, Down, Up, Up, Down, Square.

Unlock Scott Wirch’s Competition Outfit
To unlock this rider’s outfit, go to the main menu and press Up, Down, Right, Down, Up, Right, Right, Up, Square.

Unlock Tim Mirra’s Competition Outfit
To unlock this rider’s outfit, go to the main menu and press Up, Down, Right, Left, Left, Up, Down, Up, Square.

Unlock Todd Lyons’ Competition Outfit
To unlock this rider’s outfit, go to the main menu and press Up, Down, Down, Right, Up, Left, Left, Down, Square.
Unlock Troy McMurray’s Competition Outfit
To unlock this rider’s outfit, go to the main menu and press Up, Down, Left, Down, Right, Left, Up, Left, Square.

Unlock Zack Shaw’s Competition Outfit
To unlock this rider’s outfit, go to the main menu and press Up, Down, Left, Right, Down, Down, Right, Down, Square.

**Dead to Rights**

Lazy Mode
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Down, Left, Down, Triangle, Down. A message confirms correct code entry. This mode unlocks all levels, minigames, and FMV sequences.

10,000 Bullets Mode
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Up, Left, Down, Right, Circle. A message confirms correct code entry. This mode allows unlimited ammunition.

Boomstick Mode
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Right, Circle (3), Square. A message confirms correct code entry. This mode has unlimited shotguns.

Chow Yun Jack Mode
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Triangle, Circle, Up(3). A message confirms correct code entry. You receive a pair of double guns at the beginning of the level, even if you would normally have none.

Time to Pay Mode
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Square (2), Circle (2), Right. A message confirms correct code entry. This mode unlocks all disarms.

One-Hit Wonder Mode
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Triangle, Circle (3), Left. A message confirms correct code entry.

Sharpshooter Mode
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Square (3), Down, Right. A message confirms correct code entry.

Bang Bang Mode
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Circle, Triangle, Square, Circle, Right. A message confirms correct code entry.
Wussy Mode
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Square, Left, Triangle, Up, Down. A message confirms correct code entry. Enemies are less accurate in this mode.

Enemies More Accurate
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Triangle, Square, Left (2), Circle. A message confirms correct code entry.

Precursor Mode
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Up (2), Down (2), Up. A message confirms correct code entry. This mode turns off all targeting cursors, which provides more challenge and a different appearance.

Hard-Boiled Mode
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Triangle, Square, Left (2), Circle. A message confirms correct code entry. Hard-Boiled mode increases the challenge level significantly, especially when used with the Super Cop difficulty setting.

Super Cop Mode
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Square, Triangle, Left, Up, Right. A message confirms correct code entry. The game is more difficult in this mode.

Unlimited Shadow Stamina
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Circle, Square, Triangle, Circle, Down. A message confirms correct code entry.

Unlimited Adrenaline
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Left, Right, Left, Circle, Square. A message confirms correct code entry.

Unlimited Armor
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Up (3), Square, Down. A message confirms correct code entry.

Unlimited Dual Guncons
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Triangle, Circle, Up (3). A message confirms correct code entry.

Unlimited Human Shields
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Square, Triangle, Circle, Triangle, Square. A message confirms correct code entry.
Powered-up Punches and Kicks
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Down, Circle, Left (3). A message confirms correct code entry.

Double Melee Attack Damage
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Circle (2), Up (2), Square. A message confirms correct code entry.

Enemies Disarmed
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Right, Square, Left, Circle, Triangle. A message confirms correct code entry.

Invisible Character
At the New Game screen, just after “Press Start” appears, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Triangle (2), Up (2), Triangle. A message confirms correct code entry. Enemies can still see you, but you can only see your own shadow.

Dante Must Die Mode
Beat Hard Mode to unlock Dante Must Die Mode.

Easy Automatic Mode
Clear any mission from 1-3 using continues, and there will be an option at the start of the next mission asking if you wish to change to Easy. You cannot return to Normal once activated.

Hard Mode
Beat the game once in normal mode to unlock Hard Mode.

 Legendary Dark Knight Mode
Beat the game on hard mode

Super Dante
Beat Dante Must Die Mode to unlock Super Dante. With this, you can transform into a devil, and use magic indefinitely.

DEVIL MAY CRY 2

Dante’s Diesel Bonus Level and Costume
Play Dante’s Mission 1, and then save the game. Reset the PlayStation2, and wait for the “Press Start button” message to reappear. Press L3, R3, L1, R1, L2, R2, L3, R3. A sound confirms correct code entry. Press Start to return to the main menu. Choose the “Load game” option, press L1 or R1 to access the new costume, and then load a game to play the bonus level.
Lucia’s Diesel Bonus Level and Costume
Play Lucia’s Mission 1, and then save the game. Reset the PlayStation2, and wait for the “Press Start button” message to reappear. Press L3, R3, L1, R1, L2, R2, L3, R3. A sound confirms correct code entry. Press Start to return to the main menu. Choose the “Load game” option, press L1 or R1 to access the new costume, and then load a game to play the bonus level.

Dante’s Diesel Costume
Press R1 (2), Triangle, Square, R2 (2) during gameplay.

Lucia’s Diesel Costume
Press L1 (2), Triangle, Square, L2 (2) during gameplay.

In-Game Reset
Press Start+Select during gameplay to return to the title screen.

Completion Bonuses
Use the following trick to unlock the completion bonuses by only playing Dante’s game. Switch from Disc 1 to 2 anytime during Dante’s game. Successfully complete the game to unlock Level Select mode, Hard mode, Bloody Palace mode, and the credits. If you change from Disc 1 to Disc 2 before completing the game in Hard mode, you unlock Trish and other bonuses.

Alternate Costumes for Dante
Successfully complete the game with Dante under the Normal difficulty setting to unlock an alternate costume. Successfully complete the game in Dante Must Die mode to unlock his original costume from Devil May Cry.

Alternate Costumes for Lucia
Successfully complete the game with Lucia to unlock her alternate costume. Successfully complete the game with Lucia under the Hard difficulty setting to unlock another costume. Successfully complete the game in Lucia Must Die mode to unlock her Arius bodyguard costume.

Play as Trish
Successfully complete the game with Dante under the Hard difficulty setting. Trish has Dante’s stats and items and starts with the Sparda.

Bloody Palace Mode
Successfully complete the game with Dante and Lucia to unlock Bloody Palace mode.

Dante Must Die Mode
Successfully complete the game with Dante and Lucia under the Hard difficulty setting.
Lucia Must Die Mode
Successfully complete the game with Lucia under the Hard difficulty setting.

Hard Difficulty Setting
Successfully complete the game with Dante and Lucia.

Level Select
Successfully complete the game as either character under any difficulty setting.

**DRAGON BALL Z: BUDOKAI**

#16
Defeat #16 in Android Saga.

#17
Defeat #17 in Android Saga.

#18
Defeat #18 in Android Saga.

#19
Defeat #19 in Android Saga.

Captain Ginyu
Defeat Ginyu in Story Mode after he takes over Goku's body.

Cell
Defeat Cell in Story Mode.

Dodoria
Defeat Freiza with Vegeta in Story Mode.

Frieza
Defeat Frieza in Story Mode.

Great Saiyaman
Defeat the World Tournament in Advanced Mode.

Hercule
Defeat World Tournament in Adept Mode.

Napp
Defeat Nappa in Story Mode.

Raditz
Defeat Raditz in Story Mode.

Recoome
Defeat Recoome the first time as Vegeta in Story Mode.

Teen Gohan
Beat A Warrior Beyond Goku to unlock him.

Trunks
Clear Perfect Cell Complete.

Vegeta
Defeat Vegeta in Story Mode.

Yamcha
Defeat Yamcha as Cell in Story Mode.

Zarbon
Defeat Zarbon with Vegeta in Story Mode.

**Adept and Advanced World Tournaments**
Beat the Novice World Tournament. You can then buy this mode from Mr. Popo's shop.

**Legend of Hercule Mode**
Beat the World Tournament on Adept Level. You can then buy the mode from Mr. Popo's Shop.

**Cell Side-Quest**
Clear the Android Saga.
Frieza Side-Quest
Clear the Namekian Saga

Vegeta Side-Quest
Beat Story Mode

**Final Fantasy X**

**Blitzball Easy Win**
Whenever you are playing Blitzball, and currently are winning (i.e. your score is higher than the other team's) just swim behind your own goalie. Stay there and everyone else on the field will go to the other side and swim in circles. Sometimes, a member of the opposite team will follow you. Just shake him loose (breaking through him is an easy way) and he too will just leave you alone. Stay there for the remainder of the game and you will win.

**Freekstyle**

Unlock helmet camera
HELMET

Always “Freekout” Time
allfreek

Continuous fire stream comes out of your motorcycle.
FIRESALE

No Bike Mode
flysolo

Slow Motion/Blur Mode
wtchkprs

Unlimited boost
Freebie

Unlock all bikes
wheels

Unlock all characters
populate

Unlock all outfits
yardsale

Unlock Brian Deegan’s Commander outfit
soldier

Unlock Brian Deegan’s Dominator bike
whozaskn

Unlock Brian Deegan’s Heavy Metal bike
hedbangr

Unlock Brian Deegan’s Mulisha Man bike
whatever

Unlock Brian Deegan’s Muscle Bound outfit
ripped

Unlock Clifford Adoptante
cooldude

Unlock Clifford Adoptante’s Gone Tiki bike
supdude

Unlock Clifford Adoptante’s Hang Loose bike
stoked

Unlock Clifford Adoptante’s Island Spirit bike
goflobro
Unlock Clifford Adoptante's Tankin’ It outfit
nosleeve

Unlock Clifford Adoptante’s Tiki outfit
wings

Unlock everything in the game
loksmith

Unlock Greg Albertyn gimegreg

Unlock Greg Albertyn’s Champion bike
number1

Unlock Greg Albertyn’s National Pride bike
patriot

Unlock Greg Albertyn’s Sharp Dresser outfit
ilookgud

Unlock Greg Albertyn’s Star Rider outfit
comet

Unlock Greg Albertyn’s The King bike
allshook

Unlock Jessica Patterson blondie

Unlock Jessica Patterson’s Charged Up bike
lightnin

Unlock Jessica Patterson’s Hoodie Style outfit
not2grly

Unlock Jessica Patterson’s Racer Girl bike
tonboy

Unlock Jessica Patterson’s Speedy bike
hekacool

Unlock Jessica Patterson’s Warming Up outfit
layers

Unlock Leann Tweeden’s Fun Lovin’ outfit
thnpink

Unlock Leann Tweeden’s Hot Stuff bike
ovenmitt

Unlock Leann Tweeden’s Red Hot outfit
spicy

Unlock Leann Tweeden’s Seducer bike
goodlook

Unlock Leann Tweeden’s Trendsetter bike
stylin

Unlock Mike Jones toughguy

Unlock Mike Jones’ Beater bike
kickbutt

Unlock Mike Jones’ Blue Collar outfit
babyblue

Unlock Mike Jones’ High Roller outfit
boxcars
Greatest Hits Code Book

Unlock Mike Jones’ Lil’ Demon bike horns
Unlock Mike Jones’ Plunger bike plunger
Unlock Mike Metzger’s All Tatted Up outfit bodyart
Unlock Mike Metzger’s Bloodshot bike eyedrops
Unlock Mike Metzger’s Ecko MX outfit helloooo
Unlock Mike Metzger’s Rhino Rage bike seventwo
Unlock Mike Metzger’s Rock of Ages bike brrrrrap
Unlock Stefe Bau’s Amore bike hereiam
Unlock Stefy Bau’s 211 bike twoneone
Unlock Stefy Bau’s Disco Tech bike sparkles
Unlock Stefy Bau’s Playing Jax outfit kidsgame
Unlock Stefy Bau’s UFO Racer outfit invasion
Fills boost meter quickly MO BOOST
Fills trick meter quickly FIRESALE
Unlock level select KINGSLEY
Unlock all tracks TRAKMEET
Unlock Burn It Up track carverok
Unlock Crash Pad Freestyle track wideopen
Unlock Gnome Sweet Gnome track clippers
Unlock Let It Ride track blackjak
Unlock Rocket Garden track todamoon
Unlock the Burbs Freestyle track tuckelle

Gran Turismo 3 A-Spec
Complete the races listed to unlock the corresponding automobiles:
Sunday Cup Toyota Sprinter, Trueno GT-Apex (AE-86 Type I)
Clubman Cup
Mazda Eunos Roadster

FF Challenge
Toyota Vitz RS 1.5

FR Challenge
Nissan Silvia K’s 1800cc

MR Challenge
Toyota MR-S S Edition

4WD Challenge
Suzuki Alto Works, Suzuki Sports Limited

Lightweight K Cup
Mini Cooper 1.3i

Stars and Stripes Grand Championship
Chevrolet Camaro SS

Spider/Roadster Cup
Mazda Miata Roadster RS

80's Sports Car Cup
Mazda Savanna RX7 Infini III

NA Race of NA Sports
Honda CRX Del Sol SiR

Turbo Race of Turbo Sports
Daihatsu Mira TR XX Avanzato R

Tourist Trophy Audi TT Race
Audi TT 1.8T Quattro

Legend of Silver Arrow Mercedes Benz
Mercedes SLK 230 Kompressor

Altezza Race
Toyota Celica SS-II

Vitz Race
4 cars, Toyota Vitz RS 1.5

Type R Meeting
Honda Civic SiR-II

Evolution Meeting
Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution IV GSR

Beetle Cup
Volkswagen New Beetle Rsi

Grand Turismo World Championship
Toyota Celica GT-Four, Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution VI GSR, Mazda Miata, Nissan Skyline GTR V-spec II

Get All Golds
Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution V GSR

Japanese Championship
Mazda RX7 Type RZ, Mitsubishi Evolution IV GSR, FTO GP Version R, Subaru Impreza WRX Sti Version VI Wagon

American Championship
Subaru Impreza Sedan WRX STi Version VI, Chevy Camaro Race Car, Audi TT 1.8T Quattro, Mazda RX7 Type RS

European Championship
Lotus Elise 190, Nissan GTR V-Spec, Gillet Vertigo Race Car, Mini Cooper 1.3i

Gran Turismo World Championship
Nissan C-West Razo Silvia, Nissan Z Concept car,
Toyota GT1 Road Car,
Mazda RX8

Deutsche Tourenwagen Challenge
Volkswagen Lupo Cup Car,
Volkswagen Beetle Cup Racer, Astra Touring Car,
RUF 3400S

FF Challenge
Celica TRD Sports M

FR Challenge
Toyota Sprinter Trueno GT-Apex Shigeno Version

MR Challenge
Honda NSX Type S Zero

4WD Challenge
Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution VII GSR

Stars & Stripes Grand Championship
Spoon Sports S2000 Race Car

Boxer Spirit
Subaru Legacy Blitzer B4

80s Sports Car Cup
Skyline GT-R S-tune

NA Race of NA Sports
Mazda RX8 Turbo

Race of Turbo Sports
Mines Lancer Evolution VI GSR

Gran Turismo All-Stars
Mine’s GT-R-N1 V-spec, Raybrig NSX

All Japanese GT Championship
Honda Arta NSX JGTC,
Denso Supra Race Car

Tourist Trophy
Audi S4

Race of Red Emblem
Nismo 400R

Legend of Silver Arrow
Mercedes Benz CLK Touring Car (D2 AMG Mercedes)

Altezza Championship Race
Tom’s X540 Chaser, Toyota Vitz RS 1.5

Type R Meeting
4 cars, Honda NSX Type-R

Evolution Meeting
Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution VI Rally Car

Dream Car Championship
Mitsubishi FTO LM Race Car, Mazda RX7 LM Race Car

Get all Golds
Team ORECA Dodge Viper GTSR

British GT Car Cup
Aston Martin Vanquish

MR Challenge
Tommy Kaira ZZII

4WD Challenge
Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution VII Rally Car Prototype

Spider & Roadster Championship
Shelby Cobra
Dream Car Championship
- Toyota GT1, Panoz
- Esperante GTR, FTO LM
- Race Car, F090/s

Like the Wind
- Mazda 787B

Tahiti Challenge of Rally
- Toyota Celica Rally Car

Tahiti Maze
- Ford Escort Rally Car

Smokey Mountain Rally
- Ford Focus Rally Car

Swiss Alps
- Peugeot 206 Rally Car

Tahiti Challenge of Rally II
- Toyota Corolla Rally Car

Tahiti Maze II
- Impreza Rally Car

Smokey Mountain II
- Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution VI Rally Car

Swiss Alps II
- Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution VII Rally Car Prototype

Super Special Route 5 Wet
- Citroen Xsara Rally Car

Super Special Route 5 Wet II
- Subaru Impreza Rally Car Prototype

Get All Golds
- Suzuki Escudo Pikes Peak Version

Super Speedway 150 Miles
- Chevrolet Corvette C5R, Tickford Falcon XR8 Race Car, F090/S

All Golds on B License
- Mazda Miata RS

All Golds on A License
- Mazda RX8

All Golds on IB License
- Nissan Z Concept Car

All Golds on IA License
- Aston Martin Vanqish

All Golds on S License
- Dodge Viper GTS-R Concept Car

All Golds on Rally License
- Subaru Impreza Rally Car Prototype

Win Toyota Sprinter
- Truendo GT-Apex
  To win the sprinty Toyota Truendo, complete the Sunday Cup with gold medals in each of the three races.

Win Mazda Eunos
- Roadster
  To win the Eunos Roadster, complete the Cupman Cup with gold medals in each of the three races.

Unlock Blue Toyota MR-S S Edition

Unlock Mazda Roadster RS
- To unlock the Mazda Roadster RS, complete the Spider and Roadster cup with gold medals across the board.
Unlock Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution VI Rally Car
Win the Amateur Evolution Meeting to unlock the Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution VI Rally Car.

Unlock Nissan Silvia K’s 1800cc
To unlock the Nissan Silvia K’s 1800cc, win the Beginner FR Challenge series.

Unlock Silver Daihatsu Mira TRXX
Unlock Silver Daihatsu Mira TRXX Avanzato R by winning Beginner Race of Turbo Sports.

Unlock Silver Honda CRX Del Sol SiR
To unlock Silver Honda CRX Del Sol SiR, win the Beginner Race of NA Sports series.

Unlock Tan Nissan Skyline GT-R
V-spec II R32
Win the Beginner GT World Championships to unlock Tan Nissan Skyline GT-R V-spec II R32.

Unlock Titanium Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution VII GSR
Win the Amateur 4WD Challenge to unlock the Titanium Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution VII GSR.

Unlock Tracks in Arcade Mode
Arcade mode track unlocking: Beat each tier of tracks on easy mode, and you unlock the next tier of tracks.

Tier 1 (start out with these):
Super Speedway, Midfield Raceway, Smokey Mountain, Swiss Alps, Trial Mountain, Midfield Raceway II

Tier 2:

Tier 3:
Swiss Alps II, Trial Mountain II, Deep Forest Raceway II, Special Stage Route 5, Seattle Circuit, Test Course.

Unlock White Mine’s Lancer Evolution VI
Win the Amateur Race of Turbo Sports to unlock the White Mine’s Lancer Evolution VI.

Unlock Yellow Honda Civic SiR-II EG
Win Beginner Type R Meeting to unlock Yellow Honda Civic SiR.

Grand Theft Auto 3
Tank (Rhino)
Press Circle(6), R1, L2, L1, Triangle, Circle, Triangle during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry. The tank will appear in front of you. This may be repeated as many times as needed.
Flying Car (Low Gravity)
Press Right, R2, Circle, R1, L2, Down, L1, R1 during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry. Accelerate and press Up to fly.

No Wanted Level
Press R2(2), L1, R2, Up, Down, Up, Down, Up, Down during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry. Saving the game will make the effects of this code permanent.

Higher Wanted Level
Press R2(2), L1, R2, Left, Right, Left, Right, Left during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry. Saving the game will make the effects of this code permanent.

All Weapons
Press R2(2), L1, R2, Left, Down, Right, Up, Left, Down, Right, Up during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry. Repeat this code for more ammunition. To get unlimited ammunition, enable the “All Weapons” code continuously until whatever you want is at 9999 shots. The next time your clip runs out, it will reload automatically, but the magazine (9999) will stay the same. If you are busted, your weapons will disappear and this code will have to be repeated.

Full Health
Press R2(2), L1, R1, Left, Down, Right, Up, Left, Down, Right, Up during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry. Note: If this code is enabled during a mission where there is damage on your car, the meter will reset to zero. If your vehicle is on fire, enable the “Full Health” code to extinguish it. This code also repairs your car. You can’t see the repairs, but it acts like a new car. If you’re on a mission where you need a mint-condition car, sometimes enabling the “Full Health” code will fulfill the requirements.

Full Armor
Press R2(2), L1, L2, Left, Down, Right, Up, Left, Down, Right, Up during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry.

More Money
Press R2(2), L1, L1, Left, Down, Right, Up, Left, Down, Right, Up during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry.

Destroy All Cars
Press L2, R2, L1, R1, L2, R2, Triangle, Square, Circle, Triangle, L2, L1. A message will confirm correct code entry.

Better Driving Skills
Press R1, L1, R2, L1, Left, R1(2), Triangle during gameplay. A message will confirm
correct code entry. Press L3 or R3 to jump while driving. Note: Saving the game allows your car to never tip. Also, every car will have hydraulics that enable it to jump 15 feet in the air over other cars. After this code is enabled, any time you roll your car, press Square + X to flip back over. This works as long as your car is not on its roof.

**Increased Gore**
Press Square, L1, Circle, Down, L1, R1, Triangle, Right, L1, X during gameplay. No confirmation message will appear. You can shoot off pedestrians’ arms, legs, and heads with some weapons (sniper rifle, assault rifle, explosives) with an increase in the overall amount of blood left behind. Saving the game will make the effects of this code permanent.

**Fog**
Press L1, L2, R1, R2(2), R1, L2, X during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry.

**Overcast Skies**
Press L1, L2, R1, R2(2), R1, L2, Square during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry.

**Rain**
Press L1, L2, R1, R2(2), R1, L2, Circle during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry.

**Normal Weather**
Press L1, L2, R1, R2(2), R1, L2, Triangle during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry.

**Invisible Cars**
Press L1(2), Square, R2, Triangle, L1, Triangle during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry. Only your vehicle’s wheels will be visible.

**Faster Gameplay**
Press Triangle, Up, Right, Down, Square, L1, L2 during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry. Repeat this code to increase its effect.

**Slower Gameplay**
Press Triangle, Up, Right, Down, Square, R1, R2 during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry. This cheat also continues the effect of an adrenaline pill.

**Speed Up Time**
Press Circle(3), Square(5), L1, Triangle, Circle, Triangle during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry. Repeat this code to increase its effect.

**Different Costume**
Press Right, Down, Left, Up, L1, L2, Up, Left, Down, Right during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry.
Pedestrians Riot
Press Down, Up, Left, Up, X, R1, R2, L2, L1 during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry. Note: Saving the game will make the effects of this code permanent.

All Pedestrians Have Weapons
Press R2, R1, Triangle, X, L2, L1, Up, Down during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry. Some pedestrians will throw bombs or shoot at you if you steal their car. The game will make the effects of this code permanent.

Pedestrians Attack You
Press Down, Up, Left, Up, X, R1, R2, L1, L2 during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry. Note: Saving the game will make the effects of this code permanent.

God Mode
Press R2, L2, Up, Down, X, R2, L2, R1, L1 during gameplay.

All Weapons
Press R2, L2, Up, Down, X, Up, Square, X during gameplay.

SMG and 9mm Pistol SD
Press L2, R2, Up, Down, X, Up, R2 (2) during gameplay.

Full Heal
Press R2, L2, Up, Down, X, Up, Down during gameplay.

Lethal Charge
Press R2, L2, Up, Down, X, R1, R1 during gameplay.

Slow Motion
Press R2, L2, Up, Down, X, Up, L2 during gameplay.

Punch Mode
Press R2, L2, Up, Down, X, Up (2) during gameplay.

Toggle Gravity
Press R2, L2, Up, Down, X, L2 (2) during gameplay.

Bomb Mode
Press R2, L2, Up, Down, X, Up, L1 during gameplay.

Megaforce Mode
Press R2, L2, Up, Down, X, R2 (2) during gameplay. Restart the level to remove its effect.
**Nailgun Mode**
Press R2, L2, Up, Down, X, L1 (2) during gameplay. Weapons pin people to walls when you activate this code.

**Hot Shots Golf 3**

**In-Game Reset**
Press L1 + R1 + L2 + R2 + Start + Select during gameplay.

**Left-Handed Golfer**
Press Start when selecting a golfer.

**J**

**Jak & Daxter**

**Secret Ending**
Get 100 or more power cells and finish the game to see a secret ending. If you get less than 100 power cells, you won’t be able to see it.

**Kingdom Hearts**

**Bonus Movie**
Complete the game with all keyholes, 99 Dalmatians, all of Ansem’s Reports, and the Hades Cup to receive an alternate ending.

**Freeze Timer in the Hercules Cup**
When you reach Hercules in the Hercules Cup, press start then select restart. When the match restarts the timer will freeze. This only happens in the Hercules Cup.

**K**

**Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers**

**Restore Health**
Pause gameplay, hold L1+L2+R1+R2, and press Triangle, Down, X, Up. The sound of a sword confirms correct code entry.

**Restore Ammunition**
Pause gameplay, hold L1+L2+R1+R2, and press X, Down, Triangle, Up. The sound of a sword confirms correct code entry.

**Add 1,000 Experience Points**
Pause gameplay, hold L1+L2+R1+R2, and press X, Down (3). The sound of a sword confirms correct code entry.

**Level 2 Skills**
Pause gameplay, hold L1+L2+R1+R2, and press Circle, Right, Circle, Right. The sound of a sword confirms correct code entry.

**Level 4 Skills**
Pause gameplay, hold L1+L2+R1+R2, and press Triangle, Up, Triangle, Up. The sound of a sword confirms correct code entry.

**Level 6 Skills**
Pause gameplay, hold L1+L2+R1+R2, and press...
Square, Left, Square, Left. The sound of a sword confirms correct code entry.

**Level 8 Skills**
Pause gameplay, hold L1+L2+R1+R2, and press X (2), Down (2). The sound of a sword confirms correct code entry.

**Invincibility**
Pause gameplay, hold L1+L2+R1+R2, and press Triangle, Square, X, Circle. The sound of a sword confirms correct code entry. Note: You must first complete the game before enabling this code.

**Unlimited Missile Weapons**
Pause gameplay, hold L1+L2+R1+R2, and press Square, Circle, X, Triangle. The sound of a sword confirms correct code entry. Note: You must first complete the game before enabling this code.

**Devastating Attacks**
Pause gameplay, hold L1+L2+R1+R2, and press Square (2), Circle (2). The sound of a sword confirms correct code entry. Hold Triangle during battles to do devastating attacks. Note: You must first complete the game before enabling this code.

**All Combo Upgrades**
Pause gameplay, hold L1+L2+R1+R2, and press Triangle, Circle, Triangle, Circle. The sound of a sword confirms correct code entry. Note: You must first complete the game before enabling this code.

**Small Enemies**
Pause gameplay, hold L1+L2+R1+R2 and press Triangle (2), X (2). The sound of a sword confirms correct code entry. Note: You must first complete the game before enabling this code.

**Slow Motion**
Pause gameplay, hold L1+L2+R1+R2, and press Triangle, Circle, X, Square. The sound of a sword confirms correct code entry. Note: You must first complete the game before enabling this code.

**MAXIMO**

**Gallery Mode**
Finish the game with all four Sorceress’ kisses.

**Mastery Level**
Achieve a 100% mastery ranking.

**MAX PAYNE**
Press Start to pause, then press the following:

**8 Pain Killer Pills**
L1, L2, R1, R2, Triangle, Circle, X, Square
All weapons and full ammunition
L1, L2, R1, R2, Triangle, Circle, X, Square

Get Unlimited Bullet Time
L1, L2, R1, R2, TRiANGLE, X, X, TRiANGLE

Invincibility
L1, L1, L2, L2, R1, R1, R2, R2

Level Select
Pass the subway level. Then return to the main menu and press the following Up, Down, Left, Right, Up, Left, Down, Circle.

Slow-Motion Sounds
L1, L2, R1, R2, Triangle, Square, X, Circle

Dead on Arrival and New York Minute Settings
Beat the game so you can unlock the Dead on Arrival and the New York Minute difficulty modes.

Dead On Arrival mode
Complete Hard-boiled mode to unlock Dead On Arrival mode.

Hard-Boiled and New York Minute mode
Complete the game once to unlock Hard-Boiled mode and New York Minute mode.

Secret programmer room
Successfully complete the Last Challenge level. The doors in the back of the room will open up to the Remedy Room.

Secret Stage Complete
Dead On Arrival mode to unlock the secret stage.

Secret Training Level Room
In the training level, near the police barricade look across the street and you should see a van. Jump on it, the front first and then the top. Time a jump onto the set of stairs and ascend them and jump through the window at the top. This is secret room.

MEDAL OF HONOR FRONTLINE

Invincibility
Pause gameplay, then press Square, L1, Circle, R1, Triangle, L2, Select, R2. The game will automatically resume.

Unlimited Ammunition
Pause gameplay, then press Circle, L2, Square, L1, Select, R2, Triangle, Select. The game will automatically resume.

Master Code
Enter DAWOI KS at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable any desired cheat.
Silver Bullet Mode
Enter WHATYOUGET at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat. Silver Bullet mode allows enemies to be killed with one shot.

Rubber Grenade Mode
Enter BOING at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat.

Snipe-O-Rama Mode
Enter LONGSHOT at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat. This cheat allows all guns to zoom like a sniper rifle.

Bullet Shield Mode
Enter BULLETZAP at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat. Any bullets fired at you will not damage you.

Mission 2 (A Storm in the Port)
Enter ORANGUTAN at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat.

Mission 3 (Needle in a Haystack)
Enter BABOON at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat.

Mission 4 (Several Bridges Too Far)
Enter CHIMPNZEE at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat.

Mission 5 (Rolling Thunder)
Enter LEMUR at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat.

Mission 6 (The Horten's Nest)
Enter GORILLA at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat.

Complete Current Mission with Gold Star
Enter MONKEY at the Enigma Machine. Green
lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat.

**Complete Previous Mission with Gold Star**
Enter TIMEWARP at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat.

**Perfectionist**
Enter URTHEMAN at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat. This cheat allows the Nazis to kill you with one shot.

**Mohton Torpedoes**
Enter TPDOMOHTON at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat. Your bullets will change into “photon torpedoes.”

**Achilles’ Head Mode**
Enter GLASSJAW at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat.

Nazis can be killed only with a headshot when this cheat is active.

**Invisible Enemies**
Enter WHERERU at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat. You will see only your enemies’ guns and helmets.

**Men with Hats**
Enter HABRDASHR at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat. Characters will have various objects on their heads.

**Making of D-Day FMV Sequence**
Enter BACKSTAGEO at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat.

**Making of Needle in a Haystack FMV Sequence**
Enter BACKSTAGER at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat.
Making of Several Bridges
Too Far FMV Sequence
Enter BACKSTAGEF at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat.

Making of The Horten’s Nest FMV Sequence
Enter BACKSTAGES at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat.

Making of Storm in the Port FMV Sequence
Enter BACKSTAGET at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat.

Making of Rolling Thunder FMV Sequence
Enter BACKSTAGEL at the Enigma Machine. Green lights will confirm correct code entry. Select the “Bonus” option under the Enigma Machine to enable/disable this cheat.

Secret Medal
Successfully complete the game with a Gold Star in every mission to receive the EA LA Medal of Valor.

Secret Medal
Successfully complete the game with a Gold Star in every mission to receive the EA LA Medal of Valor.

METAL GEAR SOLID 2: SUBSTANCE

Unlock Boss survival mode
Clear the game on any difficulty.

Unlock Photograph mode
Clear bomb disposal mode, “hold-Up” mode, and eliminate mode. Photograph mode is in the VR Missions only.

Unlock Casting theater
Clear the game on any difficulty.

Unlock Ninja Raiden
Clear 50% of the VR missions using Raiden. Ninja Raiden is only available on VR Missions.

Unlock Raiden X
Clear 100% of the VR missions using Raiden and Ninja Raiden.

Unlock Pliskin
Clear 50% of the VR missions using Snake.

Unlock Tuxedo Snake
Clear 100% of the VR missions using Pliskin.

Unlock MGS Snake
Clear 100% of the VR missions as Snake, Pliskin, Tuxedo Snake, Raiden, Ninja Raiden, and Raiden X.

Unlock Digital Camera
Complete the game to unlock the camera. The digital camera is at Strut E Shell 1.
Unlock Sunglasses
Complete the game twice, then Snake and Raiden will be wearing sunglasses.

Alternate Ending
Clear “A Snake Tale” to unlock the M9. Then use it to stun all the Bosses instead of killing them.

**MIDNIGHT CLUB: STREET RACING**

Dune Buggy Car
Use a memory card that has some saved data from the Smugglers Run game.

Bonus Cars
Keep an eye out for red circles that appear on levels. Stop your car on the circle until you hear a gurgling sound. That unlocks a new car. There are red circles on London and New York, but there could be a lot more from other levels.

**MORTAL KOMBAT: DEADLY ALLIANCE**

Random Character Select
Highlight “Shang Tsung” (for player one) or “Quan Chi” (for player two) at the Character Selection screen, and then hold Up+Start.

Versus Mode Stage Select
Press R1 before either player chooses a character to get a screen with a screenshot of a stage. Press Left or Right to change to the desired stage.

Versus Mode Skill Select
Press L2 before either player chooses a character.

Fatalities
You can do fatalities from anywhere on screen. Press L1 at the Finish Him/Her screen to change into your fatality stance, or you have to figure out the distance range.

- Bo Rai Cho (Belly Flop)
  Press Away (3), Down, Circle.

- Johnny Cage (Brain Ripper)
  Press Away, Toward (2), Down, Triangle.

- Kano (Heart Grab)
  Press Toward, Up (2), Down, Square.

- Kenshi (Telekinetic Crush)
  Press Toward, Away, Toward, Down, X.

- Kung Lao (Hat Throw)
  Press Down, Up, Away, X.

- Li Mei (Crush Kick)
  Press Toward (2), Down, Toward, Circle.

- Mavado (Kick Thrust)
  Press Away (2), Up (2), Square.

- Quan Chi (Neck Stretch)
  Press Away (2), Toward, Away, X.
Scorpion (Spear)
Press Away (2), Down, Away+Circle.

Shang Tsung (Soul Steal)
Press Up, Down, Up, Down, Triangle.

Sonya (Kiss)
Press Away, Toward (2), Down, Triangle.

Sub Zero (Spine Rip)
Press Away, Toward (2), Down, X.

Cyrax (Smasher)
Press Toward (2), Up, Triangle.

Drahmin (Iron Bash)
Press Away, Toward (2), Down, X.

Frost (Freeze Shatter)
Press Toward, Away, Up, Down, Square.

Hsu Hao (Laser Slice)
Press Toward, Away, Down, Down, Triangle.

Jax (Head Stomp)
Press Down, Toward (2), Down, Triangle.

Kitana (Kiss of Doom)
Press Down, Up, Toward (2), Triangle.

Nitara (Blood Thirst)
Press Up (2), Toward, Square.

Raiden (Electrocution)
Press Away, Toward, Toward (2), X.

Reptile (Acid Shower)
Press Up (3), Toward, X.

NBA 2K2
Click options, click gameplay, hold your left keypad and move your right analog stick to the right. Hold them and press start. After that, the “CODES” circle will be unlocked:

Type MEGASTARS in codes section to unlock the VC, SEGA, and NBA2K2 teams.

NBA Street
Activate Cheat Mode
After entering one of the icon codes, press Enter direction on the D-Pad to complete code entry.

Unlimited Turbo
Enter Shoe, Basketball, Back-board, Basketball as a code.

No Turbo
Enter Turntable, Microphone, Microphone, Backboard as a code.
Authentic Uniforms
Enter Basketball, Basketball, Turntable, Turntable as a code.

Casual Uniforms
Enter Turntable, Turntable, Basketball, Basketball as a code.

ABA Socks
Enter Microphone, Microphone, Microphone, Basketball as a code.

Tiny Players
Enter Microphone, Basketball, Microphone, Basketball as a code.

Big Heads
Enter Microphone, Turntable, Shoe, Turntable as a code.

Tiny Heads
Enter Microphone, Shoe, Basketball, Shoe as a code.

Less Blocks
Enter Backboard, Turntable, Shoe, Backboard as a code.

Less Steals
Enter Backboard, Turntable, Microphone, Basketball as a code.

No Player Indicators
Enter Microphone, Basketball, Basketball, Microphone as a code.

No Shot Indicator
Enter Microphone, Backboard, Shoe, Microphone as a code.

No Shot Clock
Enter Microphone, Microphone, Basketball, Backboard as a code.

No Alley-oops
Enter Backboard, Microphone, Turntable, Shoe as a code.

No Two-pointers
Enter Backboard, Backboard, Basketball, Backboard as a code.

No Auto Replays
Enter Turntable, Shoe, Turntable, Turntable as a code.

WNBA ball
Enter Basketball, Turntable, Shoe, Basketball as a code.

EA Big Ball
Enter Basketball, Turntable, Microphone, Basketball as a code.

Beach Ball
Enter Basketball, Turntable, Turntable, Shoe as a code.

Soccer Ball
Enter Basketball, Shoe, Turntable, Basketball as a code.

ABA Ball
Enter Basketball, Turntable, Turntable, Basketball as a code.

Medicine Ball
Enter Basketball, Turntable, Turntable, Backboard as a code.
NuFX Ball
Enter Basketball, Turntable, Backboard, Basketball as a code.

Volleyball
Enter Basketball, Turntable, Turntable, Microphone as a code.

Mega Dunking
Enter Backboard, Basketball, Turntable, Basketball as a code.

No Dunks
Enter Backboard, Basketball, Turntable, Shoe as a code.

More Gamebreakers
Enter Turntable, Microphone, Backboard, Shoe as a code.

Less Gamebreakers
Enter Turntable, Backboard, Microphone, Shoe as a code.

No Gamebreakers
Enter Turntable, Microphone, Microphone, Shoe as a code.

Springtime Joe “The Show”
Enter Turntable, Turntable, Basketball, Turntable as a code.

Summertime Joe “The Show”
Enter Turntable, Basketball, Basketball, Turntable as a code.

Athletic Joe “The Show”
Enter Turntable, Shoe, Basketball, Turntable as a code.

Captain Quicks
Enter Backboard, Basketball, Shoe, Turntable as a code.

Explosive Rims
Enter Turntable, Shoe, Microphone, Basketball as a code.

Harder Distance Shots
Enter Shoe, Shoe, Backboard, Basketball as a code.

Easy Distance Shots
Enter Shoe, Turntable, Backboard, Basketball as a code.

Ultimate Power
Enter Backboard, Turntable, Turntable, Basketball as a code.

Mad Handles
Enter Backboard, Shoe, Turntable, Basketball as a code.

Super Swats
Enter Backboard, Backboard, Turntable, Basketball as a code.

Sticky Fingers
Enter Backboard, Microphone, Turntable, Basketball as a code.

Player Names
Enter Basketball, Turntable, Shoe, Backboard as a code.
No HUD Display
Enter Turntable, Microphone, Turntable, Shoe as a code.

Disable All Cheats
Enter Turntable, Turntable, Turntable, Turntable as a code.

Team Big
Enter the “Enter User ID” screen, and get to the User Record box (displays either a user ID’s record information, or “no user record”). Quickly hold L2 and press Up, Down(2), Left, X. Alternately, get 10 wins in any mode.

Team 3LW
Enter the “Enter User ID” screen, and get to the User Record box (displays either a user ID’s record information, or “no user record”). Quickly hold R1 and press Left(2), Right, Down, X. Alternately, get 20 wins in any mode.

NYC Legends Team
Enter the “Enter User ID” screen, and get to the User Record box (displays either a user ID’s record information, or “no user record”). Quickly hold L2 and press Down(3), Left, X. Alternately, get 30 wins in any mode.

Team Street Legends
Enter the “Enter User ID” screen, and get to the User Record box (displays either a user ID’s record information, or “no user record”). Quickly hold R1 and press Right, Left, Up, Down, X. Alternately, win the City Circuit to unlock the Street Legends team. This team includes Biggs, Bonafide, Drake, DJ, Takashi, Stretch, and Michael Jordan.

Team Dream
Enter the “Enter User ID” screen, and get to the User Record box (displays either a user ID’s record information, or “no user record”). Quickly hold R2 and press Up(2), Right(2), X. Alternately, win (complete all the objectives) Hold the Court mode to unlock a team that includes Graylien Alien, Magma Man, and Yeti Snowman.

All Courts
In Hold the Court mode, go to the screen where you choose your court. Hold R2 and press Up, Down, Left, Right, Right, Left, Down, Up, and while still holding Up, press X.

More Player Creation Points
Note: This code can only be used for new players that are created. Hold L1 + L2 and press Left, Down, Right, then press Square, Triangle, Circle at the Create Player menu.

Biggs and Beacon Hill Court
Play the City Circuit and reach the Region 1 City Challenge. Defeat Biggs’
team to unlock him as a selectable player and to unlock the Beacon Hill court.

**Bonafide and Broad Street Court**
Play the City Circuit and reach the Region 2 City Challenge. Defeat Bonafide’s team to unlock him as a selectable player and to unlock the Broad Street court.

**Drake and the Yard Court**
Play the City Circuit and reach the Region 3 City Challenge. Defeat Drake’s team to unlock him as a selectable player and to unlock The Yard court.

**DJ and Venice Beach Court**
Play the City Circuit and reach the Region 4 City Challenge. Defeat DJ’s team to unlock him as a selectable player and to unlock the Venice Beach court.

**Takashi and Yakatomni Plaza Court**
Play the City Circuit and reach the Region 5 City Challenge. Defeat Takashi’s team to unlock him as a selectable player and to unlock the Yakatomni Plaza court.

**Stretch and Rucker Park Court**
Play the City Circuit and reach the Region 2 City Challenge. Defeat Stretch’s team to unlock him as a selectable player and to unlock the Rucker Park court.

**NBA Superstars**
Play the City Challenge and defeat an NBA team to unlock a player from their roster.

**Created Player Pieces**
Successfully complete the Hold the Court challenges to unlock more pieces and development points for created players.

---

**NEED FOR SPEED HOT PURSUIT 2**

At the Main Menu, press the following:

**V12 VANQUISH**
R2, Right, R2, Right, Triangle, Left, Triangle, Left

**Black & White**
R1, L1, Left, Triangle, Left, Left, L1

**BMW Z8**
Square, Right, Square, Right, R2, Triangle, R2, Triangle

**Carrera GT NFS**
R2, Triangle, Triangle, R1, Square, Square, Triangle

**Championship Event 31**
L1, Square, R2, R2, R2, R1, L1, Square

**Chrome Cars**
L2, R2, Left, Square, Left, Left, Left, R2
Clk GTR NFS
Triangle, Left, Left, Left, L1, L2, L2, Left

F1 LM NFS
R1, Square, Square, Square, R2, left, left, Square

Ferrari 360 Moderna
Left, Square, Square, Square, R1, L2, L2, Square

Ferrari F50
L1, Triangle, L1, Triangle, Right, L2, Right, L2

Ferrari F550
L1, Square, L1, Square, Right, R1, Right, R1

Ford TS50
Right, Left, Right, Left, R2, Square, R2, Square

Ford TS50
Right, Left, Right, Left, R2, Square, R2, Square

Heavy Fog
Triangle, Square, Right, R2, Right, Right, Right, Square

HSV Coupe GTS
L1, L2, L1, L2, R1, Triangle, R1, Triangle

Lamborgini Diablo 6.0 VT
Right, R2, Right, R2, R1, L1, R1, L1

McLaren F1 LM
Square, L1, Square, L1, Triangle, Right, Triangle, Right

CLK GTR
R2, R1, R2, R1, Left, Triangle, Left, Triangle Mercedes

Murcielago NFS
L1, R2, R2, R2, Left, Square, Square, R2

Porsche Carrera GT
Left, Right, Left, Right, R1, R2, R1, R2

Porsche Carrera GT
Left, Right, Left, Right, R1, R2, R1, R2

Pursuit Mustang Cobra R
Left, Square, Left, Square, R2, R1, R2, R1

R/C Car
Right, Triangle, L1, R1, L1, L1, L1, triangle

Corvette V06
Left, R2, Left, R2, L1, R1, L1, R1

Ferrari 360 Spider
R2 Square R2 Square Triangle L2 Triangle L2

Unlock Porsche
Square, L1, L2, L1, L2

Unlock the Lotus Elise
Triangle, R2, Triangle, R2, Left, Square, Left, Square

Unlock the McLaren F1
Triangle, L1, Triangle, L1, R1, Left, R1, Left

Vanquish
R2, Right, R2, Right, Triangle, Left, Triangle

Alpine Trail
Complete Championship
Event 22

Alpine Trail
Complete Ultimate Racer
Event 15
Ancient Ruins II
Complete Ultimate Racer Event 12

Autumn Crossing
Complete Ultimate Racer Event 17

Autumn Crossing II
Complete Ultimate Racer Event 14

Calypso Coast
Complete Ultimate Racer Event 10

Calypso Coast II
Complete Ultimate Racer Event 26

Coastal Parklands
Complete Championship Event 4

Desert Heat II
Complete Championship Event 25

Fall Winds II
Complete Championship Event 24

Island Outskirts II
Complete Championship Event 8

Mediterranean Paradise II
Complete Championship Event 14

National Forest
Complete Championship Event 1

National Forest 2
Complete Ultimate Racer Event 6

Outback Complete
Championship Event 11

Outback II
Complete Ultimate Racer Event 25

Palm City Island
Complete Ultimate Racer Event 28

Palm City Island II
Complete Ultimate Racer Event 29

Reward Movie
Complete Championship and Ultimate Racer 100%

Rocky Canyons
Complete Championship Event 27

Rocky Canyons II
Complete Championship Event 9

Scenic Drive II
Complete Championship Event 6

Super Bonus Event 32
Complete the hot pursuit and championship event trees including both of the bonus events (Event 31) to unlock Event 32 in hot pursuit ultimate racer mode.

Tropical Circuit
Complete Championship Event 29

Tropical Circuit II
Complete Championship Event 28

Unlock Corvette Z06
Complete Hot Pursuit event 13.
Unlock Diablo Murcielago
Complete Championship Event 21

Unlock Ferrari 360 Moderna
Complete Ultimate Racer Event 32

Unlock Ford Crown Victoria
Complete Hot Pursuit Event 5.

Unlock Porsche Camera GT
Complete Championship Event 26

Unlock Vauxhall VX220
Lead all laps in a Single Race (one player, 4 laps, world racing, gull grid, advanced).

Unlock Dodge Viper-GTS [NFS Version]
Accumulate 1,500,000 Need For Speed Points.

Unlock Ferrari 550 Barchetta: NFS Edition
Accumulate 1,000,000 Need For Speed Points

Unlock Ferrari F50
Accumulate 300,000 NFS points

Unlock Jaguar XKR Coupe: NFS Edition
Accumulate 150,000 NFS points

Unlock Lotus Elise: NFS Edition
Accumulate 250,000 NFS points

Unlock McLaren F1: NFS Edition
Accumulate 4,000,000 NFS points.

Unlock Mustang Cobra R: NFS edition
Accumulate 500,000 NFS points

Unlock Porsche 911 Turbo - NFS Edition
Accumulate 750,000 NFS Points.

Unlock Lamborghini Diablo VT 6.0 NFS Version
Accumulate 2,000,000 Need for Speed points.

Unlock the McLaren F1 LM NFS Version
Accumulate 5,000,000 Need for Speed points.

Unlock V12 Vanquish: NFS edition
Accumulate 400,000 NFS points

No Opponent in Challenge Mode
You will need two controllers for this. Make sure to set the race as Single Race, it will not work in any other mode. Then set the Race Options to 1 opponent. Then switch the setting to 2 players. Go through the car setup and pick the track. After the race loads, quit the race before it starts. Now go back to Challenge Mode and Switch the Players Option from 2 to 1. After that go to car Select.
(for this to work you have to pick the same car and do the same at the track select). After the race loads you will have no opponent.

**Zone Cam Start/Finish Line Cheat**
In any lapping race (not point to point events) as you cross the start/finish line press the Zone cam button—the one that makes the camera circle your car. If you time it right so your rear wheels are on the checkered line, you will receive 180,000 NFS points.

**NFL 2K2**

**Unlimited Cap Limit**
Pause gameplay in franchise mode and press the following. A message will confirm correct code entry.

Hold L1 with R1 together and press Left twice, Right twice, Triangle, Square, Up four times, Down, Circle twice.

**ONIMUSHA**

**Unlock Easy Mode**
Die in battle against Osric 3 times. After that, Easy Mode will be selectable when you start a New Game. An “S” ranking cannot be achieved in this mode.

**Unlock Extra Kaede**
Complete the game with an “S” ranking. Save the game when prompted to. When you start a new game, select “Extra” for Kaede.

**Unlock Extra Samanosuke**
Complete the game with at least 10 Fluorites found. Save the game when prompted to. When you start a New Game, select “Extra” for Samanosuke. L2 adds/removes helmet.

**Unlock Oni Spirits Mini-game**
Complete the game with all 20 Fluorites found. Save the game when prompted to. Select Special Feature and select Oni Spirits to begin the mini-game.

**Unlock Special Trailer**
Complete the game regardless of how many Fluorites found. Save the game when prompted to. Select Special Feature and select Special Trailer to view a preview FMV of Onimusha 2.

**Unlock Ultimate Mode**
Complete Oni Spirits mini-game once. Save the game when prompted to. After that, Ultimate Mode will become selectable when you start a New Game.

**ONIMUSHA 2**

**Easy Mode**
Start a game and die three times. A message appears
to indicate that a new Easy difficulty setting is available. You cannot achieve an Onimusha rank when playing in Easy mode.

**Hard Mode**
Successfully complete the game under the Normal difficulty setting.

**Critical Mode**
Successfully complete the game under the Hard difficulty setting.

**Ending Bonuses**
Successfully complete the game to unlock the “Scenario Route” option, Man in Black mode, and Team Onimusha mode and an FMV preview of Onimusha 3.

**Team Onimusha One-Hit Kills**
Successfully complete the game in Team Onimusha mode to unlock an option to replay Team Onimusha with one-hit kills.

**Ultimate Mode**
Successfully complete the game under the Hard difficulty setting. Enter the Special Features menu, and enable the “Ultimate Mode” option to begin a new game with the Rekka-Ken Sword, 20,000 in money, 30 Perfect Medicines, 10 Talismans, all Level 3 armors, unlimited ammunition, unlimited magic, and skill always full. Your NPCs also have unlimited subweapons.

**Issen Mode**
Successfully complete the Oni Organization minigame. You must hit with a One-Flash attack to damage opponents. The Issen Strike works on bosses. However, it does not kill them in one strike.

**Mind Twister Mode**
Successfully complete the game with all Paintings.

**Jubei’s Alternate Costume**
Collect the Fashionable Goods item, and successfully complete the game with an “S” rank. Enter the Special Features menu, and enable the “Extra Jubei” option to dress her in leather and sunglasses (press L2 to toggle). In the Japanese version, successfully complete the game with the Onimusha rank.

**Oyu’s Alternate Costume**
Get a 100 percent scenario completion by playing the game multiple times to make good alliances with all NPCs. After you unlock all scenarios in the “Scenario Route” viewer, enter the Special Features menu, and enable the “Extra Oyu” option to dress him in a 1970s style costume.


**PAC-MAN WORLD 2**

**Pac-Man Mini-Game**
Collect 10 tokens during gameplay to unlock the classic Pac-Man arcade game.

**Pac-Attack Mini-Game**
Collect 30 tokens during gameplay to unlock the classic Pac-Attack arcade game.

**Pac-Mania Mini-Game**
Collect 100 tokens during gameplay to unlock the classic Pac-Mania arcade game.

**Ms. Pac-Man Mini-Game**
Collect 180 tokens during gameplay to unlock the classic Ms. Pac-Man arcade game.

**Music Test**
Collect 60 tokens during gameplay to unlock the “Jukebox” option.

**Pre-Production Art and Programmers**
Collect 150 tokens during gameplay to unlock the “Museum” option.

**RATCHET & CLANK**

To activate the cheats, you must have defeated Drek. Then, do one of the needed combos at the Goodies menu to make the cheats work:

**Big Head Mode for Clank**
Flip Back, Hyper-Strike, Comet-Strike, Double Jump, Hyper-Strike, Flip Left, Flip Right, Full Second Crouch

**Big Head Mode for Enemies**
Stretch Jump, Flip Back (x3), Stretch Jump, Flip Back (x3), Stretch Jump, Flip Back (x3), Full Second Crouch

**Big Head Mode for NPCs**
Flip left, Flip Right, Flip Back (x3), Comet-strike, Double Jump, Comet-Strike, Hyper-strike

**Big Head Mode for NPCs (Alternate method)**
Flip left, Flip Right, Flip Back (x2), Comet-strike, Double Jump, Comet-Strike, Hyper-strike

**Big Head Mode for Ratchet**
Flip Back (x3), Full Second Crouch, Strech Jump and a Full Second Glide

**Invincibility (Lasts 0:30 whenever a blue life ball is collected and only at full health)**

**Full Second Crouch Mirrored Levels**
Press Flip Left[4], 3-Hit Wrench Combo, Hyper Strike,
Flip Right[2], Double Jump, Flip Right[2], Double Jump,

Mirrored Levels (Alternate Code)
Left Flip (x4), Multi-Strike, Hyper-Strike, Right Flip (x4), Double Jump, Crouch (1+ sec.)

Trippy (See an effect behind you when during Rail Slides)

Press Wall Jump[10], Double Jump and Hyper-Strike

Infinite Bolts
(You will need the hologuise and the Taunter for this to work.) After you get the hologuise, go to the hoverboard track in Blackwater City. Equip the hologuise and enter the race. You can now freely walk around the racetrack. Head toward the big jump. Stand under the platform where there is a large amount of crates. Equip the taunter. As long as you hold down the circle button, bolts will rain down towards you. Note: this can be done only once per game.

Invincibility with Giant Clank
Go to the Robot Plant on Planet Quartu and beat all of the missions there. Then go turn into giant Clank and destroy all the enemies in and around the stadium. When you destroy all of them, fall off of the edge and die. Now you start by the stadium and no attack can hit you, but you can hit them. This is a good way to get more bolts.

RED FACTION

Secret Roof Location in Lobby Multiplayer Map
You can get on the roof of the Lobby (where there is a giant skylight) to find a Fusion Rocket Launcher and a Rail Driver, as well as a great sniping spot. To get there, go up to the second level of the area where you are able to pick up the Rocket Launcher. Arm that weapon and aim for the corner of the wall where the skylight begins. Fire rockets to punch a hole into the ceiling and the wall. Continue to fire rockets until you form a small alcove where you can jump to, then up onto the roof. After you are there, grab a Fusion Rocket Launcher at one end of the skylight and a Rail Driver at the other end.

RESIDENT EVIL CODE VERONICA X

Get Special Journal
Go to the slot machine in the palace each time through the Battle Game (with the same character). On the third try, a special journal is there. It belongs to someone named D.I.J.
Unlock Linear Launcher for Battle Game
Get an A ranking with the two Claires, Steves, Chrises and Weskers in the Battle Game to unlock the Linear Launcher. After you gain it, it automatically appears in your inventory when you begin the Battle Game again.

Unlock Rocket Launcher
Complete the main game with an “A” Ranking to earn the Rocket Launcher. To do this, do not use First Aid Spray, do not save your game, do not retry. You must save Steve from the Luger room quickly, give the Medicine to your jailer Rodrigo, and finish in under 4:30. When you begin another game, the Launcher will be available from the first Item Box you run across.

Unlock Steve for Battle Game
Unlock Steve in Battle Game by solving a puzzle in the main game. In the underground Save Room in Chris’s walkthrough, complete the drawer puzzle in the corner. Grab the Gold Luger to unlock Mr. Burnside.

Unlock Wesker for Battle Game
Unlock Albert Wesker for use in the Battle Game by beating the Battle game with Chris Redfield.

Unlock the Battle Game
Beat the game once to unlock the Battle Game. Chris and Claire Redfield are now available as playable characters.

RIDGE RACER V
Changing Saved Game Icon
Beat the game with all secrets unlocked. The saved game icon will change from a car to Ai Fukami, a programmer.

Unlock Pac-Man Mode
Race more than 3,000 kilometers in total distance. The Pac-Man race becomes available. Beat the Pac-Man race and the Pac-Man car and the ghosts on scooters become unlocked.

Modifying the Intro Sequence
Press L1+R1 during the intro sequence with the girl. Press R1 once for black-and-white graphics. Press R1 a second time and the game will have a yellow tint. Press R1 a third time to add a blur effect. That blur effect eliminates the jaggies in the graphics. You can press L1 to cycle back through the various effects.

Unlock Duel Mode
Enter Standard Time Attack GP and finish first in lap and overall time.
Onscreen Information
During a race, press and hold Select for a few seconds. A window shows up on the screen with various information. Press and hold Select again to make the information window go away.

Unlocking Bonus Cars
Beat each of the Grand Prix circuits. Or break the Time Attack high scores.

Unlock 50’s Super Drift Caddy
Place first in the Danver Spectra race in Duel mode to unlock this car in Free Run, Duel, and Time Attack modes.

Unlock a Beetle
Place first in the Solort Rumeur race in Duel mode to unlock this car in Free Run, Duel, and Time Attack modes.

Unlock a McLaren Type Car
Place first in the Kamata Angelus race in Duel mode to unlock this car in Free Run, Duel, and Time Attack modes.

Unlock Devil Drift
Place first in the Rivelta Crinale race in Duel mode to unlock this car in Free Run, Duel, and Time Attack modes.

99 Lap Option
Get the top score in all the Time Attack GP races in Extra mode and finish in first place.

Scooby-Doo: Night of 100 Frights
In the Pause menu, hold all four shoulder buttons and press:

All Power-Ups
Circle, Square, Circle, Square, Circle, Square, Circle, Square, Circle, Square, Circle, Circle

Unlock All FMV Sequences
Square, Square, Square, Circle, Circle, Circle, Square, Circle, Square

View Credits
Square, Circle, Circle, Square, Circle, Circle, Square

Holiday bonuses
Change the PS2 system date to the following entries for some special seasonal decoration:

Assorted fireworks: July 4
Giant bats: October 31
More fireworks: January 1
Snow: December 25

Silent Hill 2
Fourth Difficulty
Beat the game using all three Riddle Difficulty settings to unlock a fourth.
New Options
Once you beat the game you will find new options in the Options menu including Bullet Adjust (gives you x2 or x3 bullets when finding ammo) and an option that lets you turn off the noise filters.

Unlock Book Of Lost Memories
After you’ve completed the game, this is in the Newspaper Stand near Texxon gas station.

Unlock Chainsaw
Complete the game on normal difficulty and puzzle settings, start a new game and look in the logs near the cemetery, the chainsaw is there.

Unlock Dog Key
Complete with the rebirth ending and the dog key will be in the dog house near Jack’s Inn.

Unlock Obsidian Goblet
After you’ve completed the game, it’s on a shelf in the Historical Society.

Unlock Hyper Spray
Beat the game 2 times and on the 3rd time, it’s in the motor home on south side.

Extra Options
In the options menu, press L1 or R1 for extra options. These options allow you to change the blood color, whether or not your map is always zoomed in etc.

SIMPSON’S ROAD RAGE
Go into Options menu and hold L1 + R1 and press:

2D Characters
circle four times

Christmas Apu
triangle, triangle, circle, triangle

Disable All Cheats
Start four times

Drive as nuclear bus
triangle, triangle, square, X

Drive as red box
triangle, triangle, square, circle

Halloween Bart
Triangle, Triangle, Circle, X

Horizontal split screen in two-player mode
Square, square, square, square

More camera angles
Triangle, Triangle, Triangle, Triangle

New Year’s Krusty
Triangle, Triangle, Circle, Square

Nighttime on next level
X four times.

No Map
square, triangle, triangle, circle
**Overhead View**
circle, circle, circle, square.

**Play as Smithers**
Triangle twice and Square twice.

**Slow Motion**
X, circle, triangle, square.

**Stop The Time**
Press Triangle to start the timer, 2nd time to stop, 3rd time to reset.
Circle, Triangle, Square, X.

**Thanksgiving Marge**
triangle, triangle, circle, circle

**Turbo Mode**
X, triangle, triangle, X

**Wire-frame pictures**
triangle, triangle, X, X

**Hidden Car**
Complete all 10 missions in mission mode to unlock “Homer: The Car built for the Average Man.” This car is selectable in any mode by clicking on Homer’s picture in the car select screen.

**Hidden Message**
Select the Evergreen Terrace Level. Drive to Springfield Elementary. Carefully drive to the window where Bart usually writes on the chalkboard in the opening theme. Position yourself just right, and it will read, “This in not a clue, or is it?”

**Secret Holiday Characters**
If you set the PS2’s internal clock (from the main menu) to the following dates, you can get secret characters:
10/31/01-Halloween Bart
11/22/01-Thanksgiving Marge
12/25/01-Christmas Apu
1/1/02-New Year’s Barney

**Skip Mission Levels and still get Homer**
After you fail a mission multiple times, you will be given a skip option at the restart menu. Skipping will not prevent you from getting Homer, as long as you beat Mr. Burns in Mission 10.

**Sly Cooper and the Thievius Raccoonus**

**Ending Bonuses**
Get all the bottles hidden in a level to unlock an FMV sequence, special move, or background information.

Successfully complete the game to unlock the introduction sequence from the Japanese version of the game.

Find all Thievius Raccoonus pages to unlock the Thievius Raccoonus ending sequence.

Successfully complete all Master Thief Runs to unlock a background FMV sequence.
**SMUGGLER’S RUN**

**Vehicles from Midnight Club: Street Racing**
Use a saved game from Midnight Club: Street Racing to be able to use vehicles from that game.

**Invisibility**
Pause the game. Press R1, L1 (2), R2, L1 (2), L2. A sound confirms correct entry.

**Less Time Warp**
Pause the game. Press R2, L2, L1, R1, Left (3). A sound confirms correct entry.

**More Time Warp**
Pause the game. Press R1, L1, L2, R2, Right (3). A sound confirms correct entry.

**Light Cars**
Pause the game. Press L1, R1 (2), L2, R2 (2). A sound confirms correct entry.

**No Gravity**
Pause the game. Press R1, R2, R1, R2, Up (3). A sound confirms correct entry.

**SOCOM: U.S. NAVY SEALS**

**More Weapons**
Successfully complete the game under the Ensign difficulty setting to unlock terrorist weapons in the armory during Single-Player mode. Successfully complete the game under the Lieutenant difficulty setting to unlock the MGL (Multiple Grenade Launcher).

**Level Select**
Successfully complete the game under the Lieutenant JG difficulty setting.

**Lieutenant JG Difficulty**
Successfully complete the game under the Ensign difficulty setting.

**Lieutenant JG Difficulty**
Successfully complete the game under the Lieutenant JG difficulty setting.

**Lieutenant Commander Difficulty**
Successfully complete the game under the Lieutenant Commander difficulty setting.

**Commander Difficulty**
Successfully complete the game under the Lieutenant Commander difficulty setting.

**Captain Difficulty**
Successfully complete the game under the Commander difficulty setting.

**Rear Admiral Difficulty**
Successfully complete the game under the Captain difficulty setting.

**Vice Admiral Difficulty**
Successfully complete the game under the Rear Admiral difficulty setting.
Admiral Difficulty
Successfully complete the game under the Vice Admiral difficulty setting.

**SPIDER-MAN: THE MOVIE**

**Master Code**
Enter the Specials menu and enter ARACHNID as a code. A laugh will confirm correct code entry. All levels in the level warp option, all gallery options (movie viewer/production art), and combo moves will be unlocked. Repeat code entry to return to normal.

**Unlimited Webbing**
Enter the Specials menu and enter ORGANICWEBBING as a code. A laugh will confirm correct code entry. Repeat code entry to return to normal. Alternately, accumulate 50,000 points during gameplay.

**All Fighting Controls**
Enter the Specials menu and enter KOALA as a code. A laugh will confirm correct code entry. Repeat code entry to return to normal.

**Level Select**
Enter the Specials menu and enter IMIARMAS as a code. A laugh will confirm correct code entry. Repeat code entry to return to normal.

**Level Skip**
Enter the Specials menu and enter ROMITAS as a code. A laugh will confirm correct code entry. Repeat code entry to return to normal.

Pause gameplay and select the “Next Level” option to advance to the next level.

**Bonus Training Levels**
Enter the Specials menu and enter HEADEXPLODY as a code. A laugh will confirm correct code entry. Repeat code entry to return to normal.

**Play as Mary Jane**
Enter the Specials menu and enter GIRLNEXTDOOR as a code. A laugh will confirm correct code entry. Repeat code entry to return to normal.

**Play as the Shocker**
Enter the Specials menu and enter HERMANSCHULTZ as a code. A laugh will confirm correct code entry. Repeat code entry to return to normal.

**Play as a Scientist**
Enter the Specials menu and enter SERUM as a code. A laugh will confirm correct code entry. Repeat code entry to return to normal.

**Play as a Police Officer**
Enter the Specials menu and enter REALHERO as a code. A laugh will confirm correct code entry. Repeat code entry to return to normal.
Play as Captain Stacey (Helicopter Pilot)
Enter the Specials menu and enter CAPTAINSTACEY as a code. A laugh will confirm correct code entry. Repeat code entry to return to normal.

Play as Skulls Gang Thug
Enter the Specials menu and enter KNUCKLES as a code. A laugh will confirm correct code entry. Repeat code entry to return to normal.

Play as Uncle Ben’s Killer
Enter the Specials menu and enter STICKYRICE as a code. A laugh will confirm correct code entry. Repeat code entry to return to normal.

Play as Shocker’s Thug
Enter the Specials menu and enter THUGSRUS as a code. A laugh will confirm correct code entry. Repeat code entry to return to normal.

Matrix-Style Attacks
Enter the Specials menu and enter DODGETHIS as a code. A laugh will confirm correct code entry. Repeat code entry to return to normal.

Goblin-Style Costume
Enter the Specials menu and enter FREAKOUT as a code. A laugh will confirm correct code entry. Repeat code entry to return to normal.

Small Spider-Man
Enter the Specials menu and enter SPIDERBYTE as a code. A laugh will confirm correct code entry. Repeat code entry to return to normal.

Big Head and Feet for Spider-Man
Enter the Specials menu and enter GOESTOYOURHEAD as a code. A laugh will confirm correct code entry. Repeat code entry to return to normal.

Enemies Have Big Heads
Enter the Specials menu and enter JOELSPEANUTS as a code. A laugh will confirm correct code entry. Repeat code entry to return to normal.

First-Person View
Enter the Specials menu and enter UNDERTHEMASK as a code. A laugh will confirm correct code entry. Repeat code entry to return to normal.

Unlimited Green Goblin Glider Power
Enter the Specials menu and enter CHILLOUT as a code. A laugh will confirm correct code entry. Repeat code entry to return to normal.

Pinhead Bowling Mini-Game
Accumulate 10,000 points during gameplay to unlock the Pinhead bowling mini-game in the training menu.
Vulture FMV Sequence
Accumulate 20,000 points during gameplay to unlock a Vulture FMV sequence in the CG menu.

Shocker FMV Sequence
Accumulate 30,000 points during gameplay to unlock a Vulture FMV sequence in the CG menu.

Green Goblin FMV Sequence
Successfully complete the game under the hero or greater difficulty setting.

Play as Alex Ross
Successfully complete the game under the normal or higher difficulty setting to unlock the Alex Ross costume in the Specials menu.

Play as the Green Goblin
Successfully complete the game under the hero or superhero difficulty setting to unlock the Green Goblin costume option at the Specials menu. Select that option to play as Harry Osborn in the Green Goblin costume, including his weapons, in an alternate storyline in which he tries to correct the Osborn family’s reputation. To unlock this easily, start a new game under the hero or superhero difficulty setting. At the first level, pause gameplay, then quit to the main menu. Enable the ARACHNID code, then go to the “Level Warp” option. Choose the “Conclusion” level (that features Norman revealing himself to Spider-Man followed by the glider sequence), then exit. This marks the game as completed under the selected difficulty setting. The Green Goblin costume option will be unlocked at the “Secret Store” screen.

Alternate Green Goblin Costume
If you are using the Alex Ross Spider-Man, play any level with the Green Goblin in it and he will have an alternate costume that more closely resembles his classic costume.

Play as Peter Parker
Successfully complete the game under the easy or higher difficulty setting to unlock the Peter Parker costume in the Specials menu.

Play as Wrestler
Successfully complete the game under the easy or higher difficulty setting to unlock the wrestler costume in the Specials menu. To unlock this easily, first unlock the “Unlimited Webbing” cheat. When you get to the ring, zip to the top and keep on shooting Spidey Bombs.

Spy Hunter
At the Profile menu, enter the following name as an
agent name. The sound of a chicken clucking will confirm that you have entered the code correctly:

Making of Spy Hunter video
MODEL

Unlock Saliva: Spy Hunter Theme movie
GUNN.

View Concept Art
SCW823

View Making of FMV
MAKING

View Spy Hunter Theme FMV
SALIVA

View Test Animatic FMV
WWS413

Beat the missions in the time listed below and get ALL objectives to open these cheats/extras:

Camera Flip
Beat Mission 11 in 3:10

Concept Art Video
Beat Mission 9 in 3:45

Early Test Video
Beat Mission 5 in 3:25

Extra Cameras
Beat Mission 6 in 3:45

Fisheye View
Beat Mission 10 in 3:15

Green HUD
Beat Mission 2 in 3:35

Hover Spy
Finish Game

Inversion Camera
Beat Mission 8 in 3:05

Making Of Video
Beat Mission 13 in 2:15

Mini Spy Hunter
Beat Mission 14 in 5:10

Night Vision Beat
Mission 4 in 3:15

Puke Camera
Beat Mission 12 in 3:30

Rainbow HUD
Beat Mission 7 in 3:10

Saliva Spy Hunter Video
Beat Mission 1 in 3:40

Saliva Your Disease Video
Beat Mission 3 in 2:40

Super Spy
All Objectives

SSX

Unlock All Courses, Costumes, Characters, and Boards
Go into the Options menu. Hold R1+R2+L1+L2 and press Down, Left, Up, Right, X, Circle, Triangle, Square. A sound confirms correct entry.

Unlockz the Running Man
Go into the Options menu. Hold R1+R2+L1+L2 and press Square, Triangle, Circle, X, Square, Triangle,
Circle, X. A sound confirms correct entry.

**Maximum Stats**
Go into the Options menu. Hold R1+R2+L1+L2 and press X (7), Square. A sound confirms correct entry.

**Unlocking All Course Hints**
Go into the Options menu. Hold R1+R2+L1+L2 and press Circle, X, Circle, X, Circle, X, Circle, X. A sound confirms correct entry.

**Unlocking the Third Board**
Obtain the Rookie rank.

**Unlocking the Fourth Board**
Obtain the Sensei rank.

**Unlocking the Fifth Board**
Obtain the Contender rank.

**Unlocking the Sixth Board**
Obtain the Natural rank.

**Unlocking the Seventh Board**
Obtain the Star rank.

**Unlocking the Eighth Board**
Obtain the Veteran rank.

**Unlocking the Ninth Board**
Obtain the Champ rank.

**Unlocking the 10th Board**
Obtain the Superstar rank.

**Unlocking the 11th Board**
Obtain the Master rank.

**Unlock the Third Costume**
Complete all green circle tricks.

**Unlock the Fourth Costume**
Complete all blue square tricks.

**Unlock Jurgen**
Win one gold medal.

**Unlock JP**
Win two gold medals.

**Unlock Zoe**
Win three gold medals.

**Unlock Hiro**
Win four gold medals.

**Unlock Mercury City Meltdown Track**
Get a medal on Elysium.

**Unlock Mesablanca Track**
Get a medal on Mercury City Meltdown.

**Unlock Tokyo Megaplex Track**
Get a medal on Mesablanca.

**Unlock Aloha Ice Jam Track**
Get a medal on Tokyo Megaplex.

**Unlock Pipedream Track**
Get a medal on Tokyo Megaplex.

**Unlock the Untracked Course**
Get a medal on the Aloha Ice Jam.
SSX Tricky

Master Code
Hold L1 + R1 and press X, Triangle, Right, Circle, Square, Down, Triangle, Square, Left, Circle, X, Up at the title screen. Release L1 + R1 and a sound will confirm correct code entry.

Full Stat Points
Hold L1 + R1 and press Triangle(2), Right, Triangle(2), Down, X(2), Left, X(2), Up at the title screen. Release L1 + R1 and a sound will confirm correct code entry. All the boarders will have full stat points.

Mallora Board
Hold L1 + R1 and press X(2), Right, Circle(2), Down, Triangle(2), Left, Square(2), Up at the title screen. Release L1 + R1 and a sound will confirm correct code entry. Choose Elise and start a track. Elise will have the Mallora Board and a blue outfit. This code only works for Elise.

Sticky Boards
Hold L1 + R1 and press Square(2), Right, Triangle(2), Down, Circle(2), Left, X(2), Up at the title screen. Release L1 + R1 and a sound will confirm correct code entry.

Running Man Mode
Hold L1 + R1 + R2 + L2 press Square, Triangle, Circle, X, Square, Triangle, Circle, X at the Options screen.

Mix Master Mike
Hold L1 + R1 and press X(2), Right, X(2), Down, X(2), Left, X(2), Up at the title screen. Release L1 + R1 and a sound will confirm correct code entry. Choose any boarder at the Character Selection screen and he or she will be replaced by Mix Master Mike on the course. He has decks on his back and a vinyl board. Repeat the code to disable its effect.

Pipedream Course
Win a medal on all Showoff courses.

Untracked Course
Win a medal on all Race courses.

Uberboards
Unlock all of the tricks for a character to get their uber-board, which is their best board.

Fugi Board
Get a gold medal on every course with all boarders with their uberboard to unlock a Fugi board.

Alternate Costumes
To earn more costumes, complete all chapters in your trick book. To unlock the final chrome costume, complete World Circuit mode with a Master rank.
Play as Brodi
Win a gold medal in World Circuit mode.

Play as Zoe
Win two gold medals in World Circuit mode.

Play as JP
Win three gold medals in World Circuit mode.

Play as Kaori
Win four gold medals in World Circuit mode.

Play as Marisol
Win five gold medals in World Circuit mode.

Play as Psymon
Win six gold medals in World Circuit mode.

Play as Seeiah
Win seven gold medals in World Circuit mode.

Play as Luther
Win eight gold medals in World Circuit mode.

Jar Jar Mode
Enter the Options screen from the main menu and then enter the Code screen. Type JARJAR.

View Hidden Picture
At the Code screen type SIMON. You'll be shown a picture of the LEC team.

Unlock Experimental N-1 Fighter
At the Code screen type BLUENSF.

Invincibility
At the Code screen type MINIME.

Unlock Everything
Enter the Options screen from the main menu and then enter the Code screen. Now type OVERSEER.

Director Mode
Enter the Options screen from the main menu and then enter the Code screen. Now type DIRECTOR.

Hidden Message
At the Code screen and type LTDJGD.

No Heads Up Display
Enter the Options screen from the main menu and then enter the Code screen. Now type NOHUD.

View Character Sketches
From the main menu select Options then choose the Code screen. Type HEROES.
View the Credits
Enter the Options screen from the main menu and then enter the Code screen. Now type CREDITS.

Default Message
At the Code screen type either SHOTS or SIZZLE.

Unlock the Gallery
Enter the Options screen from the main menu and then enter the Code screen. Now type SHIPS.

View Planet Sketch-Work
Enter the Options Screen from the main menu and then enter the Codes Screen. Now type PLANETS

View the Dev Team
Enter the Options screen from the main menu and then enter the Code screen. Now type TEAM.

Unlock Multiplayer Mode
Enter the Options screen from the main menu and then enter the Code screen. Now type ANDREW.

Unlock the Outpost Attack Bonus Mission
To play the Outpost Attack Mission you must get Bronze in all 14 missions of the normal game.

Unlock the Space Sweep Bonus Mission
To play the Space Sweep Mission you must get Silver in all 14 missions of the normal game.

Unlock the Guardian Mantis
To use the Guardian Mantis ship in every mission, get gold in these three missions: Contract Infraction, Secrets On Eos, The New Resistance.

Unlock Canyon Sprint Bonus Mission
To play the Canyon Sprint Bonus Mission, get silver in these six missions: Naboo Proving Grounds, the Royal Escort, Taking the Offensive, Midnight Munitions Run, Rescue On the Solleu, the Final Assault.

Unlock Charm’s Way Bonus Mission
To play the Charm’s Way Bonus Mission, get a bronze medal in these six missions: the Royal Escort, Contract Infraction, Piracy Above Lok, Taking the Offensive, the New Resistance, the Final Assault.

Unlock the Havoc
To use the Havoc bomber in every mission, get gold in these five missions using the Havoc in the normal game: Piracy Above Lok, Valuable Goods, Eye Of the Storm, the Crippling Blow, Last Stand On Naboo.

Unlock the N-1 Starfighter
To use the N-1 Starfighter in every mission, get gold in these six missions using the N-1 in the regular game: Naboo Proving Grounds, the
Royal Escort, Taking the Offensive, Midnight Munitions Run, Rescue on Solleu, the Final Assault.

Unlock Darth Maul’s Infiltrator
To use the amazing and super-powerful Infiltrator ship in every mission, get gold in every mission in the normal game.

Unlock Two-Player Canyon Race
To play the hidden two-player games you must first beat the normal game on any difficulty level. Once unlocked, you must get gold in every level of the normal game to play the bonus level.

Unlock Two-Player Capture the Flag
To play the hidden two-player games you must beat the normal game on any difficulty level. Once unlocked, you must get gold in every level of the normal game to play the bonus level.

Grim Fandango Hotrod
Come in first in the Canyon Sprint Bonus Mission.

Outlaw Gallery
To view this Easter Egg, start the first level. Instead of following your instructor’s ship, turn around and go the other way to fly into a large room and view artwork from a game called OUTLAW.

Burger Droid
To witness this Easter Egg, first type the DIRECTOR code. Then enter the Bonus Missions and select Fighter Training. After a few seconds you see an asteroid with an android on it barbecuing some hamburgers.

State of Emergency

Invincibility
Press L1, L2, R1, R2, X during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry.

Unlimited Time in Kaos Mode
Press L1, L2, R1, R2, Circle during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry.

Unlimited Ammunition
Press L1, L2, R1, R2, Triangle during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry. You can’t be holding a weapon for this to work.

All Weapons
Press L1(2), R2(2), X during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry.

Pistol
Press Left, Right, Down, L1, Triangle during gameplay.

Tazer
Press Left, Right, Down, L1, Circle during gameplay.
Pepper Spray
Press Left, Right, Down, L1, Square during gameplay.

Tear Gas
Press Left, Right, Down, L1, X during gameplay.

Shotgun
Press Left, Right, Down, L2, Triangle during gameplay.

Minigun
Press Left, Right, Down, R1, Triangle during gameplay.

Flame Thrower
Press Left, Right, Down, R1, Circle during gameplay.

Grenade Launcher
Press Left, Right, Down, R1, Square during gameplay.

Rocket Launcher
Press Left, Right, Down, R1, X during gameplay.

AK47
Press Left, Right, Down, R2, Triangle during gameplay.

M16
Press Left, Right, Down, R2, Circle during gameplay.

Grenade
Press Left, Right, Down, R2, Square during gameplay.

Molotov Cocktail
Press Left, Right, Down, R2, X during gameplay.

Mission Skip
Press Left(4), Triangle during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry.

Mission Select
Press L1, L2(3), L1, X during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry.

Punches Decapitate
Press L1, L2, R1, R2, Square during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry.

Little Player
Press R1, R2, L1, L2, X during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry.

Big Player
Press R1, R2, L1, L2, Triangle during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry.

Normal Player
Press R1, R2, L1, L2, Circle during gameplay. No confirmation message will appear. Alternately, press R1, R2, L1, L2, Square during gameplay.

Looting on the Rise
Press R1, L1, R2, L2, Triangle during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry.

Bull
Press Right(4), X during gameplay in Kaos mode. A message will confirm correct code entry. Alternately, successfully complete the East Side level in Revolution mode to unlock Bull in Kaos mode.

Freak
Press Right(4), Circle during gameplay in Kaos mode. A message will confirm correct
code entry. Alternately, successfully complete the Chinatown level in Revolution mode to unlock Freak in Kaos mode.

**Spanky**
Press Right(4), Triangle during gameplay in Kaos mode. A message will confirm correct code entry. Alternately, successfully complete the Mall level in Revolution mode to unlock Spanky in Kaos mode.

**Policeman**
Hold L1, then press R2(2), L2, R1 during gameplay. A message will confirm correct code entry.

**Unlimited Kaos Mode Time**
Successfully complete all Kaos levels in Arcade mode.

**Chinatown Level**
Score 25,000 points in the Capitol City Mall level in Kaos mode.

**East Side Level**
Score 50,000 points in the Chinatown level in Kaos mode.

**Corporation Central Level**
Score 100,000 points in the East Side level in Kaos mode.

**Last Clone Standing Levels**
Successfully complete the three-minute and five-minute versions of a level to unlock the Last Clone Standing version of that map in Kaos mode.

---

**GREATEST HITS CODE BOOK**

---

**Street Hoops**
At the cheat screen, press:

**Black Ball**
R2, R2, Circle, L2

**Block Party**
R1, Circle, L2, R2

**Enable Jump Shot**
**Release Text**
L1, L1, R1, R1, Circle, Circle, Square, Square

**Faster Clock**
Circle(x3), Square(x3), L1, L2

**Normal Ball**
R1, Square, Square, L1

**Perfect Field Goals**
circle, circle, circle, square, square, square, R1, R2

**Power Game**
R2, Circle, L2, Circle

**Red, White, And Blue Ball**
Circle, R2, Square, R2

**Super Steal Ability**
Square, R2, Square, R1, Circle, L1, Circle, L2

**Turn Momentum Meter Off**
Square, Circle, Circle, Square, L1, L2, R2, Square

**Unlock All Courts**
Square, Square, L1, R2, L1, Circle, L2, Circle

**Unlock All Teams**
Square, Square, L1, R2, L1, Circle, L2, Circle
Brick City Uniforms
R1, L2, R1, L1, Circle, Square, R1, L1

Circle Clown Uniforms
Square, L1, Square,

Cowboy Uniforms
Circle, R2, R2, R1

Kung Fu Uniforms
Circle, Circle, Square, L1

Pimp Uniforms
R1, Square, Circle, L2

Santa Uniforms
R2, L2, R2, L2

Tuxedo Uniforms
L2, L2, Circle, Square

Unlock And1 Players
To unlock all of the licensed And1 players, (Hot Sauce, Headache, Main Event, Half man, Speedy, Booger, and A-O) just beat World Tournament once (it will cost $10,000 for each player).

STUNTMAN

All Driving Games, Cars, and Toys
Enter BindI as a case-sensitive driver’s name at the New Game menu.

All Toys
Enter MeFf as a case-sensitive driver’s name at the New Game menu.

Filmography Section
Enter fellA as a case-sensitive driver’s name at the New Game menu to unlock all trailers at the Filmography menu.

All Cars
Enter spiDER as a case-sensitive driver’s name at the New Game menu.

Tekken 4

Fight as Eddy Gordo

Fight as Miharu
Successfully complete the game in Story mode as Ling Xiaoyu. Highlight Ling Xiaoyu and press Circle at the Character Selection screen. Miharu looks like Ling in her schoolgirl outfit from Tekken 3 and Tekken Tag Tournament and plays just like her.

Fight as Ling Xiaoyu in School Uniform
Successfully complete the game in Story mode as Ling Xiaoyu. Highlight Ling Xiaoyu and press Triangle at the Character Selection screen.

Fight as Panda
Highlight Kuma at the Character Selection screen, and then press Triangle or Circle.
**Fight as Violet**
Highlight Lee at the Character Selection screen, and then press Circle.

**Unlocking All Characters**
Successfully complete the game with the indicated character to unlock the corresponding fighter.

**TEKKEN TAG TOURNAMENT**

**Play as Angel**
Highlight Devil at the Character Selection screen. Press Start.

**Play as Tiger**
Highlight Eddy at the Character Selection screen. Press Start.

**Bonus Characters**
Beat Arcade mode with any character to unlock one of the hidden characters. A bonus character is revealed each time you beat the game. The bonus characters appear in this order: Kunimitsu, Bruce Irvin, Jack-2, Lee Chaolan, Wang Jinrey, Roger and Alex, Kuma and Panda, Kazuya Mishima, Ogre, True Ogre, Prototype Jack, Mokujin and Tetsujin, Devil and Angel, and Unknown.

**Extra Armor King Costume**
Beat Arcade mode with Armor King. Go to the Character Selection screen and highlight Armor King. Press Start to get his extra costume.

**Extra Ling Ending**
Beat Arcade mode with Ling. Then beat the game a second time with Ling in her school uniform.

**Theater Mode**
Beat Arcade mode once.

**Tekken Bowl Mode**
Once you unlock Ogre you have Tekken Bowl.

**Gallery Mode**
Once you unlock Devil you can access Gallery mode.

**Tekken Bowl Jukebox**
Score higher than 200 in Tekken Bowl. Press Start inside Tekken Bowl to access the Bowling menu. Choose “Bowling Options” and pick what song you want to listen to.

**Change Partners Before a Fight**
Hold the tag button before a match begins to let your partner start first.

**Supercharging**
During a match, press all buttons to charge up. Press X+Circle+Triangle+Square if you kept the default buttons.

**Law’s Stage (New)**
Highlight Practice mode at the main menu. Hold L2 and press R2 (1).

**Yoshimitsu's Stage (Light Snow)**
Highlight Practice mode at the main menu. Hold L2 and press R2 (2).
Ling's Stage
Highlight Practice mode at the main menu. Hold L2 and press R2 (3).

Hwoarang's Stage
Highlight Practice mode at the main menu. Hold L2 and press R2 (4).

Lei's Stage
Highlight Practice mode at the main menu. Hold L2 and press R2 (5).

Ogre's Stage
Highlight Practice mode at the main menu. Hold L2 and press R2 (6).

School Stage (Evening)
Highlight Practice mode at the main menu. Hold L2 and press R2 (7).

Jin's Stage (Evening)
Highlight Practice mode at the main menu. Hold L2 and press R2 (8).

Nina's Stage (Day)
Highlight Practice mode at the main menu. Hold L2 and press R2 (9).

Eddy's Stage (Sunset)
Highlight Practice mode at the main menu. Hold L2 and press R2 (10).

King's Stage
Highlight Practice mode at the main menu. Hold L2 and press R2 (11).

Heihachi's Stage
Highlight Practice mode at the main menu. Hold L2 and press R2 (12).

Eddy's Stage (Day)
Highlight Practice mode at the main menu. Hold L2 and press R2 (13).

Unknown
Highlight Practice mode at the main menu. Hold L2 and press R2 (14).

Law's Stage (Old)
Highlight Practice mode at the main menu. Hold L2 and press R2 (15).

School Stage (Day)
Highlight Practice mode at the main menu. Hold L2 and press R2 (16).

Jin's Stage (Day)
Highlight Practice mode at the main menu. Hold L2 and press R2 (17).

Nina's Stage (Night)
Highlight Practice mode at the main menu. Hold L2 and press R2 (18).

Yoshimitsu's Stage (Heavy Snow)
Highlight Practice mode at the main menu. Hold L2 and press R2 (19).

Paul
Highlight Practice mode at the main menu. Hold L2 and press R2 (20).
**Test Drive**

Unlock all cars and tracks
At the main menu push RIGHT, RIGHT, LEFT, SQUARE, UP, L2, L2, R1

Unlock the G4 Dodge Viper GTS
Set a record in a Drag Race and when the name entry screen comes up enter your name as: PLWCBF

Super Secret Cars
Once you’ve unlocked all the cars, do this to get the special SoundMAX and SPX cars: Enter the SF Drag Race, select the Dodge Concept Viper, set a new time record, enter: “SOUND-MAX” in the Name Entry Screen. The 3 extra Cars (Jaguar XK-R “SoundMAX SPX”, Jaguar XK-R “Analog Devices”), and the Aston Martin db7 “SoundMAX SPX”) will the cars, and prepare to race!

Successfully complete all races in story mode for London in first place to unlock the following cars/tracks in single race mode: Chevrolet Chevelle SS 454, Skeeter’s Pontiac GTO, All London tracks unlocked in Single Race mode, All London tracks unlocked in Cop Chase mode.

---

**Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater 3**

**Cheat Menu**
Enter the Options menu, then select “Cheats.” Enter backdoor (case sensitive) to unlock the Cheat menu at the Pause screen. The sound of money being collected will confirm correct code entry. Press Start to pause gameplay in Career or Free Skate mode to access the Cheat menu. Press X to toggle the options. This does not unlock the hidden characters and bonus levels.

**Master Code**
Enter the Options menu, then select “Cheats.” Enter MAGICMISSILE as a code to unlock all mode options, such as Snowboard, Giant, and First Person. This code also unlocks the “Super Stats,” “Always Perfect,” “Perfect Manuals,” and “Perfect Rails” cheats. The sound of money being collected will confirm correct code entry.

**All Characters**
Enter the Options menu, then select “Cheats.” Enter Yohomies (case sensitive) to unlock all characters. The sound of money being collected will confirm correct code entry. After activating this code, go to “select a level.” Go to the one farthest to the left (the custom park) and select “pre-made parks” to get more secret parks.
Level Select
Enter the Options menu, then select “Cheats.” Enter RoadTrip (case sensitive) to unlock all levels. The sound of money being collected will confirm correct code entry. This code also completes the game for the current skater and gives all stat points and decks. Play any level and, when you complete or exit it, the game will open a trick slot and unlock a new character, cheat, or level. Do this with every character to complete the entire game with everything unlocked.

Full Stats
Enter the Options menu, then select “Cheats.” Enter PUMPMEUP for maximum stat points.

All Decks for Current Skater
Enter the Options menu, then select “Cheats.” Enter givemesomewood (case sensitive) to unlock all decks for the current skater.

All FMV Sequences
Enter the Options menu, then select “Cheats.” Enter Peepshow (case sensitive) to unlock all FMV sequences. The sound of money being collected will confirm correct code entry.

Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 4

Master Code
Enter the Options menu and select “Cheats.” Enter watch_me_xplode to unlock all cheats. Note: You must include the underscore (“_”) character. This does not unlock all the gaps.

Hidden Skaters
Enter the Options menu and select “Cheats.” Enter homielist to unlock Eddie, Jango Fett, and Mike Vallely.

Play as Daisy
Enter the Options menu and select “Cheats.” Enter (o)(o) to unlock Daisy.

Always Special
Enter the Options menu and select “Cheats.” Enter doasuper to always have a full special.

Perfect Manuals
Enter the Options menu and select “Cheats.” Enter mullenpower for perfect manuals.

Perfect Rail
Enter the Options menu and select “Cheats.” Enter ssbsts for perfect rails.

Moon Physics
Enter the Options menu and select “Cheats.” Enter superfly for moon physics.

Matrix Mode
Enter the Options menu and select “Cheats.” Enter
nospoon for Matrix mode. All ollies and aerial tricks are in slow motion.

**Twisted Metal: Black**

**Change Camera**
To change the camera angle, press and hold Select, then press Down. To switch between horizontal and vertical, press and hold Select, then press Left.

**Convert Weapons into Health**
Here’s a handy code that you can use to refill your health when you pick up some weapons. During the game, hold down all four shoulder buttons, then press Triangle, X, Square, Circle. Your weapons vanish and you’re health fills up a little.

**Decipher Minion**
To understand what Minion’s numbered codes mean on the load screens (when playing as him), match the number with its corresponding letter. A=1, B=2, and Z=26.

**Different Weapons Display**
Press and hold Select, then press Right during gameplay to change the weapons selection display.

**Downtown Jackpot**
On one side of the river in the downtown level is the R&D Chemicals Plant. On the left side of the main building are three giant balls, like the ones in the highway loop level. Shoot the one closest to the sign with a gas can, and it rolls into a building, knocking it down and revealing three healths (which are supplied throughout the level at this location). Shoot the ball on the far left and it rolls into the building directly behind the previous one, giving you six power missiles.

**Elevator in Downtown**
Find this elevator to pick up power-ups and escape the city hustle and bustle. Find the Atom Bank and face it. To its left is a building with glass doors. Shoot them and they’ll blow to pieces. Use the elevator to drive up to the higher reaches of the building. There’s one health power-up up there, and it’s a great view!

**Infinite Ammo**
To have unlimited ammunition for your ride, press and hold the shoulder buttons (R1, R2, L1, L2) then press Up, X, Left, Circle.

**Invincibility**
During gameplay (this includes Story mode), press and hold all four shoulder buttons, then press Right, Left, Down, Up.

**Mega Machine Guns**
To enable the Mega Machine Guns feature, press and hold all four shoulder buttons (R1, R2, L1, L2) and press X, X, Triangle.
One Hit Kills
During gameplay, press and hold L1+R1+L2+R2 and quickly press X(2) and Up during gameplay. At the top of the screen, a message confirms you’ve done it right.

Open Elevators Level
Go the Highway Loop Level and kill off six or seven of the combatants. Drive to the raised, broken bridge (with the two health pick-ups and another pick-up in between), and find a power plant, directly off the road. There are two or three giant steel balls there. Shoot the one closest to the bridge with a Gas Can (the projectiles don’t work well for this), and it breaks off and rolls. Stay clear of its path, or you’ll be squashed. Follow the ball. When it crashes through a wall, follow into the newly opened area and find the Black Cube inside. Health and weapon pick-ups are also inside.

Open Freeway Level
To open the Freeway for multiplayer action, get 10 Kills in Survival Mode in the Snowy Roads arena.

Open Mini-Suburbs Level
To open the Mini-Suburbs for multiplayer action, get 10 Kills in Survival Mode in the Drive-In arena.

Unlock Axel
After beating the first level, choose the Freeway level, not Suburbs (and not the Highway Loop level). Drive to the middle of the level, where an entrance to the construction lot and a Repair Station are located. Of the two cranes located here, focus on the left one. Center your vehicle in the middle of the construction site and use the middle ridge to aim any kind of missile toward the orange control box near the center of the crane. Locate your vehicle halfway up the ledge for the perfect shot. Doing this takes time, and enemies are sure to throw a barrage of projectiles at you, so beat down several of them before trying this.

Unlock God Mode
During gameplay, press and hold L1+R1+L2+R2 and rapidly press Up, X, Left, Circle while playing. There is a message at the top of the screen that reads “God Mode On,” confirming you did it right.

Unlock Manslaughter
Manslaughter, the giant dump-truck driven by Black, is located in the Prison Passage level. Down on the docks to the starboard side of the landed ship is a stack of crates holding a health power-up. Shoot the crates to blast open a ramp to the health, then shoot at the ship’s hull above where the crates are stacked against it. A panel opens, and you can
drive into a room inside the ship where Manslaughter is located. As per usual, destroy the control panel to unlock the new car.

Unlock Minion
To unlock the bad-ass truck Minion, beat the Story Mode with every character, including those you unlock in the game. In other words, beat the game with all starting characters plus Manslaughter, Warthog, Yellow Jacket, and Axel.

Unlock Warhawk’s Level
To open Warhawk’s multiplayer level in the first level (Zorko Bros. Scrap and Salvage, a.k.a. the Junkyard), focus your efforts on the vertical crusher. There are two ways to get up on top of the vertical crusher—this first way is easiest. Drive up the ramp to the broken freeway and drive halfway along it. Aim your car toward the Bob’s Big Boy, and shoot it with a Power or a Fire, to avoid hitting any other cars. When that blows up, it creates a ramp to the vertical crusher. Drive down to the newly created green ramp and, when the crusher is down, drive onto it. Drive slowly onto it so you don’t go over it. When it ascends, shoot the building on top of the deck, then drive onto the deck. On the left side is a Black Cube, which opens Warhawk’s multiplayer level.

Unlock Warthog
In the Suburbia level, head to the carnival area. At the gate, take a left and head toward the smoke over the ridge. Aim your vehicle for that, speeding up and ramping off the angled dirt ridge here. You land on a building below with a large hole in its roof. Go inside and look for a control panel in the corner. Shoot it to unlock Warthog.

Unlock Yellow Jacket
In the first level, Zorko Brothers Scrap Salvage, there is an airplane circling around again and again. Use a homing missile and shoot it down. Lead the missile to the plane. Go to the wall near the giant magnetic slammer and shoot from there. After that’s done, drive to the lower section of the level. The plane has crashed and you can drive in it. Go to the end, find the console and shoot it with machine gun fire. After four seconds, you can see Yellow Jacket’s car lower down.

VIRTUA FIGHTER 4
Hangar (Dural’s stage) selectable in Vs. Mode
Have a created character reach the highest ranking, koutei (The Emperor) or taitei (Great Emperor) and it will be selectable in Vs. Mode.
Old Win Pose 1
When a created character has reached nkyuu (Rank 2), he/she will gain the Old Win Pose. 1. To see this, during the match replay, press and hold P + K + G buttons.

Old Win Pose 2
When a created character has reached sandan (Rank 3), he/she will gain the Old Win Pose 2. To see this, during the match replay, press and hold P and K buttons.

Training Stage 1 selectable in Vs. Mode
Have a created character reach shodan (Beginning Rank) and it will be selectable in Vs. Mode.

Training Stage 2 selectable in Vs. Mode
Have a created character reach godan (Rank 5) and it will be selectable in Vs. Mode.

Training Stage 3 selectable in Vs. Mode
Have a created character reach haou (Monarch) and it will be selectable in Vs. Mode.

Unlocking Dural
In Kumite Mode, defeat the boss character Dural, and she will be selectable in Vs. Mode only.

VF1 character model
Select a created character that is shodan (Beginning Rank) and above, press and hold P and K buttons until the round starts.

Quick 1st Dan
With a newly created player file, take your character into versus mode. Beat the 2P Character 100 times to obtain your character’s 100 Win item. When you start Kumite mode with your character, his/her first match will be a Ranking Match. Win that, and you’ll be at 1st Dan!

Alternate Outfits
Hold Start at the character selection screen and press X while still holding the Start button.

Change background on main menu
To change the background on the main menu, simply choose Options, Settings, Game, and press L and R to change the background.

Trophy
Clear all the 26 subjects in Trial Mode under the Training Mode, and a little trophy will appear at the top of your created character’s lifebar.

Virtua Fighter 4: Evolution

Cool Replay
By pressing and holding Punch + Guard at the end of the round, you will see a cool replay. You will also get to see some nice camera angles.
New win poses 1 - 5
In Quest mode, purchase from the shop. During the replay of a match, press and hold down P + G buttons, or P + G with a direction key, depending on the win pose. The number of new win poses differ among the characters. Brad and Goh do not have any.

Old stages
In Quest mode, reach the sixth amusement center, SEGA AREA UPTOWN, and they will be unlocked. During the stage select screen in Vs. mode, press and hold START button after selecting a stage to play the original Virtua Fighter 4 version of it.

Old win pose 1
In Quest mode, purchase from the shop. During the replay of a match, press and hold down P + K buttons.

Old win pose 2
In Quest mode, purchase from the shop. During the replay of a match, press and hold down K + G buttons.

Play as Dural
In Quest mode, reach the sixth amusement center, SEGA AREA UPTOWN, and purchase from the shop. During the character select screen in Vs. mode, move cursor to the top left empty corner to select Dural. Once purchased, Dural will be selectable by anyone.

Training stage 1
In Quest mode, reach the second amusement center, CLUB SEGA BAYAREA, and it will be unlocked. During the stage select screen in Vs. mode, move cursor either left or right out of the stage list to select. Once unlocked, it will be selectable by anyone.

Training stage 2
In Quest mode, reach the third amusement center, SEGA WORLD SOUTH, and it will be unlocked. During the stage select screen in Vs. mode, move cursor either left or right out of the stage list to select. Once unlocked, it will be selectable by anyone.

Training stage 3
In Quest mode, reach the fourth amusement center, CLUB SEGA PLANT AREA, and it will be unlocked. During the stage select screen in Vs. mode, move cursor either left or right out of the stage list to select. Once unlocked, it will be selectable by anyone.

Training stage 4
In Quest mode, reach the fifth amusement center, SEGA AREA MIDTOWN, and it will be unlocked. During the stage select screen in Vs. mode, move cursor either left or right out of the stage list to select. Once unlocked, it will be selectable by anyone.
Unlock Battle Mode in Options
In Quest mode, unlock and win all the 14 underground tournaments at the Event Square with any character. Once done, the ??? will become Battle Mode, and the settings will only affect the Vs. mode.

VF1 character model
In Quest mode, purchase from the shop. During the character select screen press and hold P + K buttons after selecting your character. This works in Arcade and Vs. modes only.

VF1 stage
In Quest mode, purchase from the shop. During the stage select screen in Vs. mode, move cursor to the top left empty corner to select the VF1 stage. Once purchased, it will be selectable by anyone.

Alternate Dural stage music
Reach Dural’s stage in arcade mode in less than nine minutes

Alternate victory poses
Buy the new poses from the shop in quest mode

Fight as Dural Reach the Sega Area Uptown stage in quest mode
Fight Dural with glowing eyes Reach Dural’s stage in arcade mode with a total number of wins with a “9” as the last digit.

Fight transparent Dural
Reach Dural’s stage in arcade mode within a time limit that is set to the number of rounds multiplied by two, plus two minutes

SEGA voice
Before the SEGA logo appears in the rolling game demo, press and hold CIRCLE button, and you will be able to hear the old voice.

Fight glowing eyes Dural
In Arcade mode, reach Dural’s stage with any character having a number 9 as the last digit of the total wins and you will get to fight Dural with purple glowing eyes.

WWE SMACKDOWN!: SHUT YOUR MOUTH
Booker T’s attire, Torrie Wilson’s attire, Moves 4, Moves 6, Create Parts 9 or SummerSlam arena
Win a match at the SummerSlam PPV to get the choice to unlock

Chris Benoit’s attire, Trish Stratus’s attire, Moves 3, Create Parts 5, Unforgiven arena or Foam Hands B
Win a match at the Unforgiven PPV to get the choice to unlock
Chris Jericho’s attire, Stacy Keibler’s attire, Brock Lesnar’s attire, Moves 10 or Rebellion arena
Win a match at the Rebellion PPV to get the choice to unlock

Divas Movie
Obtain 100 Knockouts in Slobberknocker mode

Hulk Hogan (for Season Mode), Faarooq’s attire, Bradshaw’s attire, Moves 1, Create Parts 7 or WrestleMania X8 arena
Win a match at the WrestleMania PPV to get the choice to unlock

Jeff Hardy’s attire, William Regal’s attire, Moves 9, Create Parts 4 or Insurrextion arena
Win a match at the Insurrextion PPV to get the choice to unlock

Kevin Nash (for Season Mode), X-Pac (for Season Mode), Big Show’s attire, The Big Valbowski’s attire, Moves 5 or No Way Out arena
Win a match at the No Way Out PPV to get the choice to unlock

Kurt Angle’s attire, Edge’s attire, Moves 2, Create Parts 8, King of the Ring arena or Plaza B backstage area
Win a match at the King Of The Ring PPV to get the choice to unlock

Lance Storm’s attire, Raven’s attire, Billy Kidman’s attire, Create Parts 3, Vengeance arena A or Vengeance arena B
Win a match at the Vengeance PPV to get the choice to unlock

Matt Hardy’s attire, Hardcore Holly’s attire, Moves 7, Moves 8, 30 Ability Points or Survivor Series arena
Win a match at the Survivor Series PPV to get the choice to unlock

Ric Flair’s attire, Chuck’s attire, Billy’s attire, Armageddon arena, Winter Plaza area or Winter Times Square area
Win a match at the Armageddon PPV to get the choice to unlock

RVD’s attire, Vince McMahon’s attire, Eddie Guerrero’s attire, Undertaker’s attire, Create Parts 2 or Judgment Day arena
Win a match at the Judgment Day PPV to get the choice to unlock

Shawn Michaels’ attire, Stephanie McMahon’s attire, Rikishi’s attire, D-Von’s attire, Molly Holly’s attire or No Mercy arena
Win a match at the No Mercy PPV to get the choice to unlock
Special RVD FMV sequence or SmackDown SYM Special FMV sequence
Win the Undisputed Championship to get the choice to unlock

The Rock’s attire, Christian’s attire, Create Parts 1, Backlash arena or Foam Hands A
Win a match at the Backlash PPV to get the choice to unlock

Triple H’s attire, Steve Austin’s attire, Bubba Ray’s attire, Create Parts 6, Royal Rumble arena or WWE Superstar Special Movie
Win a match at the Royal Rumble PPV to get the choice to unlock

XENOSAGA

Archetype KOS-MOS
It’s located at the A.G.W.S Hangar in Woglinde.

Kirschwasser Momo
It’s located at the third tower in Song of Nephilim.
Playstation
Unlock All Missions
At the main menu, press Select (2), Circle (2), L1 (2), Circle, L1 (2).

Invincibility
Pause, then press Select (2), Circle (2), Triangle, Select.
Reenter this code to disable it.

View All FMV Sequences
At the main menu, press Select (2), Circle (2), L1 (7). This unlocks a “Mov” selection in the Options screen.

All Weapons and 50 Med Kits
Pause, then press Select (2), Circle (2), L1 (2), R1 (2).

Max Health
Pause, then press Select (2), Circle (2), Up (2), Down.

Run Faster
Pause, then press Select (2), Circle (2), Square (2), Circle (2). Re-enter this code to disable it.

Complete Mission
Pause, then press Select (2), Circle (2), Select, Circle.

View Boundaries
Pause, then press Select (2), Circle (2), Triangle (2), Square (2). Reenter this code to disable it.

Cheat Camera
Pause, then press Select (2), Circle (2), R2 (2). Press R1 to move forward, R2 to move right, Triangle to pan up, L1 to move backward, and L2 to move left. Re-enter this code to disable it.

Minimum Health
Pause, then press Select (2), Circle (2), Down (2), Up.

Ethereal Mode
Pause, then press Select (2), Circle (2), Triangle (4). You can move through objects. Re-enter this code to disable it.

Remove Fire
Pause, then press Select (2), Circle (2), Select (2), R1 (2). Re-enter this code to disable it.

Remove All Objects
Pause, then press Select (2), Circle (2), Select (2), Square (2). Re-enter this code to disable it.

Remove Surface Textures
Pause, then press Select (2), Circle (2), Select (2), Circle (2). Re-enter this code to disable it.

Freeze Objects
Pause, then press Select (2), Circle (2), Select (2), Triangle (2) to freeze all objects in the game. Re-enter this code to disable it.

Spy Cam
Pause, then press Select (2), Circle (2), R2 (2), L2 (2).
Mission Select
At the main menu, press Select (2), Circle (2), L1 (2), Circle, L1 (2). A sound confirms correct entry.

Infinite Ammo
Pause, then press Select (2), Circle (3), Triangle.

Debug Info
Pause, then press Select (2), Circle (2), L2, R2, L2. Press Select (2), Circle (2), R2, L2, R2 to disable it.

Exit Door at Any Time
Pause, then press Select (2), Circle (2), Square, Triangle, Square. Re-enter the code to disable it.

1EXTREME

Last Race
254 071 216 094 085 085
177 113 104

Money
229 013 066 016 000 000
000 000 031

Start With Money
243, 255, 063, 000, 000,
000, 176, 113, 012

Ultimate Code
237 190 190 080 000 000
176 113 219

2XTREME

Infinite Energy
Your energy level must be full already. Hold R2 to keep your energy bar full. If you let go, your energy level will start to fall.

Bonus Track
Perform the following code in sequence on any track. Get to the first ramp and perform an easy trick (Square, Triangle). At the second ramp, perform a medium trick (Square, Circle, Triangle). Perform a hard trick (Square, Circle, X) at the third ramp. At the fourth ramp, hit this button sequence: Square, X, Triangle, Circle. Finish the race and the Japan bonus track will load.

Turbo Start
Tuck and press Up when you start a race to start more quickly.

Mountain Bike Special
Use the mountain bike and press X, Square, Triangle, Circle or X, Circle, Square, Triangle to perform a special trick.

Rollerblade Special
Use the rollerblades and press Circle, Square, X, Triangle to perform a special trick.

Skateboard Special
Use the skateboard and press Triangle, X, Square, Circle to perform a special trick.

Snowboard Special
Use the snowboard and press Triangle, Square, X, Circle to perform a special trick.
A Bug’s Life

99 Lives
In the main menu, hold R1 and press X, O, and L2.

Bonus Level
Complete all training level objectives; then kill all the spiders.

Extra Lives
Collect letters F, L, I, C, and K in the training level. Repeat this as often as you like before resuming a regular game.

Air Combat

Cheat Menu
To activate Cheat mode, press and hold R1+Circle as the bird logo appears before the Now Loading screen. When you do this correctly, the screen becomes black, with CDs bouncing across the background. Then you may enter the following codes.

999,999,000 Credits
Enable Cheat mode. As the game loads, press Up, Circle, Triangle (3), Circle, Triangle, Circle, Triangle. Press Circle+Triangle, then hold Circle+Triangle.

Extra Credits
Enable Cheat mode. As the game loads, press Right, Circle, Triangle (3), Circle, Triangle, Circle, Triangle, Circle, Triangle, Circle+Triangle, then press and hold Circle+Triangle.

Mini Game
Enable Cheat mode. As the game loads, press Up, Left, Down, Right.

Original Paint Job
Enable Cheat mode. Press Up, Down, Left, Right, Up, Down, Left, Right, R1 while game loads.

Secret Sub-Game
Enable Cheat mode. Press Up, Left, Down, Right while game loads.

Undecorated Wingman
Enable Cheat mode. Hold R1 and press Start (10).

Alien Trilogy

Level Select
Enter “G0LVL xx,” where xx represents the level you want. For example, if you want to go to Level 14, enter “G0LVL14.”

Ultimate Cheat
Enter “1GOTP1NK8C1DBOOT-SON” as a password.

Ending Sequence
Enter “FLYTO35” as a password.

Instant Shotgun
Pause the game. Press Triangle, Circle (2), Square.
Level 1-2 Password
Enter “J3BBBBBB-DWP8903BBBBBBMBBB-BXJBBB” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Levels 1-3 Password
Enter “LZBBBBBKCPB9N3DBBB-CGBBBMBB-CD1BBB” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 1-4 Password
Enter “FBBBBBBMCPB9XLDBBBBFBBBM-BBCX1BBB” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 1-5 Password
Enter “7LBB7BBBB84PB9K3GBBB-DLBMBB,DB1BBB” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 1-6 Password
Enter “1LBBBBBB6WPB7F3GBBBJ2BBBBB-DX1BBB” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 1-7 Password
Enter “YGBJLBBB70PB9R3CQVCBG9BBD-BQJF9CLB” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 1-8 Password
Enter “WGBBBBBBB0HPBJL-BLL3BTGBLMBVFX9DVB” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 1-9 Password
Enter “XQJLBBBMHPBJNVFAQVTBGLMCBBD9HBB” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 1-10 Password
Enter “4BBBBBBFWP-BQHLPN2BTBLJCG-G29FBB” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 1-11 Password
Enter “3ZJLBBB4HPBQQ3PQGBTLBLJCG-HJ9FBB” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 1-12 Password
Enter “03BJGBBBHWPB9BB0H3BTLBDCCB-HZ9GVB” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 2-1 Password
Enter “3ZBBBSBBB74PB9GVTJVBBBBBB7-JG9BVB” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 2-2 Password
Enter “4BBLGBBB8PB91B4PVBBBBMB-3JZ9C3B” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 2-3 Password
Enter “4GBKVBDBZRPB99BB5QVBBBBKC-GKG9GLB” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.
Level 2-4 Password
Enter “2BBQGBBB-SRPBBBBB5BBBBBBBB-BBKZ9GVB” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 2-5 Password
Enter “0ZBBBBBD9V8PB9QWD-HBBTLBLBC-GLH9G3G” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 2-6 Password
Enter “03BQVBD9VHPB9QWJM7B TLBLGCG-L09HBD” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 2-7 Password
Enter “1LBHXBD354PBJB-CLPQBTBLLBB3-MH9HBD” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 2-8 Password
Enter “RQBBBBD988PBJC-CVDBBTBBLLBV-M09CBH” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 2-9 Password
Enter “4BBQVBFGX4PBJJMVQG-BTLLBLCG-NH9FVK” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 2-10 Password
Enter “77BQVBD-MYMPBJ24XPQBRLBLLBZ-NY9HBD” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 3-1 Password
Enter “8ZBCLBC8RMPBD-KMPB3BS1BLBB3-PF9HBF” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 3-2 Password
Enter “H7BBBBCBSFRPB9DWP3B C7BBBL-P09GVB” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 3-3 Password
Enter “NQBBBBCBSLMP-BQHCLP3BC7BBLB-QQ9GVB” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 3-4 Password
Enter “0GBBBBFGBK8PBLH4KK2B BBBBLB7-Q09CBC” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 3-5 Password
Enter “KBBBBBBFGCWP-BLH4KJVBBBBBBLB3-RH9B3C” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 3-6 Password
Enter “KVBBBBRR0PB9BBB-CBLSQBBMB3-R099CLB” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 3-7 Password
Enter “03BBBB8CPB9BBXQDQB SQBBMC-BSK9CLB” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.
Level 3-8 Password
Enter “WVBBBBBBY8PB9BBXLL33 BN3BLMB-7509CBB” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 3-9 Password
Enter “TQBBBBBB4MP9P3BDQB BBBMCG-TH9BBB” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 3-10 Password
Enter “4VBJLBFGDMP89XVN- QVBJLBBMCB-T49F3J” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 3-11 Password
Enter “4VBFNBCSZ4PB94BNF7B QVBBMB-7VH9F3J” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 3-12 Password
Enter “S3BBBBFGS0PB94BNKZB QVBBMBZ-V09HBL” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Level 3-13 Password
Enter “Q3BQVBDXRCPB94BNQV BTLBLMB-GWH9GBL” to reach that level at Xenomania difficulty.

Change Car Color
Enter the following code at the Pause Race Strategy screen. Hold L1 + L2 + R1 + R2 + X + Circle + Select Then your car should change colors.

Secret Menu
At the Pause menu, highlight Race Statistics, hold the Circle button and press X. You’ll get a secret menu that will allow you access to the games physics, including drafting, and tire wear.

Extra cars
Choose the “Begin Career” option at the main menu and enter your name as “GO BEARS!”. When the Season Setup menu appears, you’ll have access to seven different stock cars instead of just one.

Unlock New F-1 Car
Enter the following code at the Register screen. Go Bruins! Then you should have the new F-1 car.

Ape Escape
99 Lives
While paused press R2, Up, L2, Down, Left, Up, Left, Right, L2 and R2.

Invincibility
While paused press Up, Up, Up, Up, Up, Triangle, Triangle, Circle, X, X, X, Square, Down, Up, Right, Left.

More Explosive Bullets
While paused press: R2, Down, L2, Up, Right, Down, Right, Left.
**Army Men 3D**

**Access Secret Levels**
While paused press Square five times with about one second between each.

**All Weapons**
While paused press Square, Circle, R1, L1, R1 + R2

**Invincibility**
While paused press Square, Circle, L1, L1 + L2

**Invisible Sarge**
While paused press Square, Circle, L1, L1 + L2

**Level Select**
At the Main Menu press Circle, R1, L1, L1 + R1

**Army Men Air Attack**

**All Co-Pilots**
Up, Down, Up, Down, Up, Down, Up, Down

**All Two-Player Helicopters**
Down, Down, Down, Down, X, X, Circle, Circle

**Bonus Cinematic**
Square, Down, X, Down, Right, Right, Up, Up

**Final Mission**
Triangle, Down, Triangle, Down, Square, Up, Square, Up

**Mission 10**
X, Down, Down, Down, Down, X, Left, Right

**Mission 11**
Triangle, Up, Circle, Down, Square, Left, X, Right

**Mission 12**
Up, Up, Triangle, Triangle, Left, Left, Circle, Circle

**Mission 13**
Left, Down, Left, Down, Square, Circle, Square, Circle

**Mission 15**
Square, Right, Left, Circle, Circle, Up, Down, Square

**Mission 16**
Down, Up, Down, Up, Triangle, Circle, Triangle, Circle

**Mission 2**
X, Down, Left, Left, Square, Circle, Circle, Right

**Mission 3**
Triangle, Up, Left, Right, Down, Triangle, Circle, Up

**Mission 4**
Down, Down, Square, Square, Left, Right, Circle, X

**Mission 5**
Right, Right, X, Circle, Down, Up, Down, Up

**Mission 6**
Square, Circle, X, Square, Left, Up, Right

**Mission 7**
Square, Circle, X, Square, Triangle, Left, Up, Right
Mission 8
Right, Down, Left, Up, Triangle, Down, Up, Down

Mission 9
Circle, Circle, Right, Up, Right, Up, X, X

ASTEROIDS

Cheat Menu
At the Start screen hold Select and press Square, Triangle, Circle, Triangle, Triangle, Square, Circle. While playing press start and select to enter the Cheat Menu. Press L1 to return to the game.

99 Lives
While paused press Up, X, Down, Triangle, Left, Square, Right, Circle

Add One Life
While paused press Up, Down, Left, right, Circle, Square, X, Triangle

Invincibility
While paused press Down, Down, Up, Up, Circle, Square, Triangle, Triangle

Classic Asteroids
At the Title screen hold Select and press Circle, Circle, Circle, Triangle, Square, Square, Circle

Fourth Ship
At the Title screen hold Select and press Triangle, Circle, Circle, Triangle, Square, Circle, Square

CASPER

Fast Movement
Hold Triangle and press X, R1 (3) during gameplay.

Drift Over Walls
In top-left corner of any room, hold Up+Left+L1+R1+Start to freeze the game. Release Up+Left and L1, then press Down+Right+Triangle. Use R1 and the D-Pad to fly over walls. Press L1 to resume normal gameplay.

CASTLEVANIA: SYMPHONY OF THE NIGHT

Axe Lord Armor
Complete the game once, then enter AXEARMOR as name in a new game. The armor appears in your inventory.

Enhanced Luck
Complete game once, then enter X-X!”Q as name in a new game. You start with 99 luck, but with reduced strength and hit points.

Extra Options
Enter AXELORD as name, then access the Settings screen.

Control the Now Loading Logo
Use the D-Pad to manipulate the Now Loading logo.
Bonus Music
Place the game disk into an audio CD player. Listen to tracks two and above.

Music Test
Beat the game with a 190 percent or higher ranking with Alucard. Start a new game with Alucard without overwriting the previous saved game. Go to the Librarian to see a Music Select option in the Buy/Sell window.

Play as Richter Belmont
Save a game with one of these attributes: after the final battle in the game, into the middle section of the inverted castle, after beating the final villain, or marked as “clear.” Start a new game and enter RICHTER as a name.

**CHRONO CROSS**

Always Win Roulette Game
When the roulette pointer starts spinning and the red tip is within the west and the south edges of the wheel, pause and press Circle to resume; make it land on north and double your money.

**COOL BOARDERS 2**

Hard Mode
Hold L1 and press X at the beginning of the game in Tour Competition Mode.

New Outfits
At the main menu press Down, R1, Up, R1, Down, R2, Up, R2, Up, R1, Down, R2

All-Around
Take first place in total score on at least 5 courses on freestyle mode.

Alpine
Take first place in time on at least 5 courses in freestyle mode.

Extra Levels
Place first in Competition Mode.

Freestyle
Take first place in trick scoring on at least 5 courses on freestyle mode.

Mirror Mode
Win first place in competition mode, then hold R1 and press X on either competition or freestyle mode

The Boss
Finish in the top 3 in Competition Mode.

**COOL BOARDERS 3**

All Boarders and Boards
OPEN_EM

All Boards
GET EM

All Courses
WONITALL
Big Head Mode
BIGHEADS

View Current Position
SHOWPOS

Cool Boarders 4

Every Mountain
ICHEAT

Every Special Event
IMSPECIAL

Secret Mountain
NEWHILL

Crash Bandicoot

Access All Levels
Triangle, Triangle, Triangle, Triangle, X, Square, Triangle, Square, X, Triangle, Circle, Triangle, Triangle, Circle, Square, Triangle, X, X, X, X

Castle Machinery at 85% completion
Triangle(3), X, Circle, Square, Triangle(2), Circle, X(4), Triangle, Square, Circle, Square, X(3), Square, Triangle(2), Square

Generator Room at 56% completion
Triangle(2), Square, X, Square, X, Circle(2), Triangle, Circle, Triangle(3), Square, Triangle(2), Square, X, Square, Circle(2), Square(2), Circle

Heavy Machinery at 50% completion
Triangle(3), Square, X, Circle(3), Square, Circle(2), X(2), Square, Circle(2), Triangle, X, Square(2), Triangle(2), Square(2)

Level 13, Temple Ruins, No Gems and 27% Complete
X, circle, X, circle, circle, X, square, circle

Level 17, Koala Kong, No Gems, and 36% Complete
X, circle, circle, circle, X, square, X, square

Level 7, Rolling Stones, No Gems and 13% Complete
X, square, X, circle, X, square, triangle, X

Pinstripe at 63% completion
Triangle(2), Square, Triangle, Circle(2), Triangle, Square(2), X(2), Square, X, Triangle(2), Square, Circle, Triangle(2), Square(2)

Skip to Third Island

Slippery Climb at 75% completion
Triangle(3), Circle, Triangle(2), Circle(2), Triangle, X, Square, X, Circle(2), Square(2), Triangle, Circle, Square(3), Circle
Start with half of the levels completed.
Triangle, Triangle, Triangle, Square, Square, Square, Triangle, Circle Circle, X, Square, Square, Triangle, Triangle, Circle, Circle, Circle, X, Square, Square, Square, Circle, Triangle, Circle

The Lab at 95% completion
Triangle(3), Square, Circle, Square, X(2), Square, Triangle, Square, Triangle(2), Square, Circle, X(2), Square, Triangle, Square(2), Circle(2), X

The Lab at 98% completion (all but one gem)
Triangle(3), Square, Circle, Square, X(2), Square, Circle, Triangle, Circle, Square, Circle, X, Circle, X, Circle, Square, Circle(2), Circle, Square, X(2)

You will have 22% completion
Circle, Square, Square, Circle, Circle, X, X, X

You will have 27% completion
X, Circle, X, Circle, Circle, X, Square, Circle

You will have 36% completion
X, Circle, Circle, Circle, X, Square, X, Square

You will have 38% completion
Square, Square, X, Triangle, X, Square, Circle, X

CRASH BANDICOOT 3 WARPED

Instant Mask
Press X + Circle + Square + Triangle

Spyro the Dragon Demo
At the main menu press Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, Square

CRASH TEAM RACING

All codes must be entered at the Main Menu

All Pickups are Invisibility
Hold L1 + R1 and press Down, Left, Right, Up, Down, Right

Display Turbo Counter
Hold L1 + R1 and press Triangle, Down, Down, Circle, Up
Invisible Racer
Hold L1 + R1 and press Up, Up, Down, Right, Right, Up

Komodo
Hold L1 + R1 and press Down, Circle, Left, Left, Triangle, Right, Down

More Tracks
Hold L1 + R1 and press Right, Right, Left, Triangle, Right, Down, Down

N. Tropy
Hold L1 + R1 and press Down, Left, Right, Up, Down, Right, Right

Papu Papu
Hold L1 + R1 and press Left, Triangle, Right, Down, Right, Circle, Left, Left, Down

Penta Penguin
Hold L1 + R1 and press Down, Right, Triangle, Down, Left, Triangle, Up

Pinstripe
Hold L1 + R1 and press Left, Right, Triangle, Down, Right, Down

Ripper Roo
Hold L1 + R1 and press Right, Circle, Circle, Down, Up, Down, Right

Scrapbook Mode
Hold L1 + R1 and press Up, Up, Down, Right, Right, Left, Right, Triangle, Right

Spyro 2 Demo
Hold L1 + R1 and press Down, Circle, Triangle, Triangle, Right

Super Turbo Pads
Hold L1 + R1 and press Triangle, Right, Right, Circle, Left

Unlimited Bombs
Hold L1 + R1 and press Triangle, Right, Down, Right, Up, Triangle, Left

Unlimited Masks
Hold L1 + R1 and press Left, Triangle, Right, Left, Circle, Right, Down, Down

Unlimited Wumpa Fruit
Hold L1 + R1 and press Down, Right, Down, Down

CROC LEGEND OF THE GOBBOS

Level Select
Left, Left, Left, Left, Down, Right, Right, Left, Left, Down, Right, Down, Left, Up, Right

DAVE MIRRA FREESTYLE BMX

All Bikes
At the Bike Selection screen press Up, Left, Up, Down, Up, Right, Left, Right, and Circle

All Styles
At the Style Selection screen press Left, Up, Right, Down, Left, Down, Right, Up, Left, and Circle
Slim Jim
At the Rider Selection screen press Down, Down, Left, Right, Up, Up, and Circle

Unlock All Levels
At the style selection screen press Left, Up, Right, Down, Left, Down, Right, Up, Left, Circle

**DESTRUCTION DERBY**

Select Number of Opponents
Enter the name NPLAYERS, choose a track from the Track Selection menu, and the option becomes available.

Ridge Racer Track
In Two-player mode, name Player 1 RIDGE and Player 2 RACER.

Cow Appears
Enter the name !CUPCAKE!

Animated Credits
Enter CREDITZ! as name.

Bonus Team
Press L1, Left, Circle at piracy warning.

Easy Points
Press Accelerate+Right prior to start of race.

Invulnerability
Enter !DAMAGE! as name.

Monkey on the Track
Enter MONKEY as name, and do five 360’s during game.

Ruined Monastery
Enter REFLECT! as name.

Unfair Advantage
Enter DERBYMAN as name.

**DESTRUCTION DERBY 2**

All Tracks
Enter MACSrPOO as name in Championship mode.

Animated Credits
Enter CREDITZ! as name in Championship mode.

Invincibility
Enter !DAMAGE! as name.

Video Credits
Enter ToNyPaRk as name in Championship mode.

Destruction Derby Raw Ruined Monastery Track
REFLECT!

Invulnerability
!DAMAGE!

Choose Number of Competitors
NPLAYERS

**DIE HARD TRILOGY**

Die Hard 1: Alter Commentary Speed
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Down, Square (2), Right.

Die Hard 1: Display Coordinates
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Left, Circle, Down, Square.
Die Hard 1: Fat Mode
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Right, Square (2), Down.

Die Hard 1: Floating Dead
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Down, Square, Triangle, Down.

Die Hard 1: Grenades
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Right, Square, Down, Circle.

Die Hard 1: Invincibility
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Right, Up, Down, Square.

Die Hard 1: Reverse Directions
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Right, Square, Triangle, Right.

Die Hard 1: Select Level
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Down, Circle, Left, Square, Up, Square, Left. Hold Start and press Left or Right to select level.

Die Hard 1: Silly Mode
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Down, Circle (2), Down, Triangle, Down.

Die Hard 1: Skeleton Mode
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Triangle (10), Right (4).

Die Hard 1: Strange Death Sounds
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Circle (2), Square (2), Right.

Die Hard 1: Unlimited Ammunition
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Right, Up, Down (2), Square, Right.

Die Hard 2: Extra Ammunition
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Right, Square, Left, Circle, Triangle, Down.

Die Hard 2: Fergus Mode
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Circle, Down (2), Square, X, Square.

Die Hard 2: Giant Cars
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Left, Triangle, Right, Down.

Die Hard 2: Invincibility
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Down, Triangle, Right, Square.

Die Hard 2: Odd People
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Left, Triangle, Right, Down.

Die Hard 2: Skeleton Mode
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Down, Square, Triangle, Down.

Die Hard 3: 999 Turbos
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Circle (2), Square (2), Down (2), X (2).

Die Hard 3: Cloudy Skies
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Down, Square, Triangle, Right.
Die Hard 3: Debug Mode
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Right, Up, Down, Square.

Die Hard 3: Disable Texture Mapping
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Down, Up, Left (2), Down, Up, Left (2), Down, Up, Left (2).

Die Hard 3: Fergus Mode with Invincibility
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Circle, Down (2), Triangle, X, Square.

Die Hard 3: Flat Shade Mode
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Down, Up, Left (2), Down, Up, Left (2), Down, Up, Left (2).

Die Hard 3: Flying Saucer Level
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Right, Circle, Triangle, Down, X (3).

Die Hard 3: Fuzzy Dice Model Car Ornaments
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Right, Circle, Left (2), Square, Down.

Die Hard 3: Giant Cars
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Left, Triangle, Right, Down.

Die Hard 3: Sky Camera
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Circle, Right, Down, Square, Triangle, Left.

Die Hard 3: “Sky Cam” Option
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Down, Circle, Down, Circle.

Die Hard 3: Slow Motion
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Left, Up, Left (2), Square, Down.

Die Hard 3: Unlimited Lives
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Left, Circle, Up, Down, Square, Right.

Die Hard 3: Warp Camera Lens
Pause, highlight “Quit,” hold R2, and press Circle, Down (2), Square, Right.

Die Hard 1: Password Level 2
ZN16HTWZJ1HF
GK5N5W7CX7JZR VICYHP-ZRVICXHKZRVICYHPZRVJ

Die Hard 1: Password Level 3
T41X_3_4TD1DP
5B9W974MM6DT7 4XMLG-97T4XMMG
FT74XMLG9T74J

Die Hard 1: Password Level 4
Q_1WSX3WQKICD
!6FSSIM1FFPQ2 SC1D-5JQ2SC1F5
NQ2SC1D5JQ2S_

Die Hard 1: Password Level 5
Y41IZDT3YJMZZ
YIBPYY6MW7DY7 NZMV-H9Y7NZMVWH
FY7NZMVH9Y7NJ
Die Hard 1: Password
Level 6
F8279HY3FLM6X
15K1!TGNWWHF9 P6NV-MBF9P6NWM
GF9P6NVMFBF9P_

Die Hard 1: Password
Level 7
74225VHK7WVMW
H7GRVLCLH1X74 XMLG-9T74XMLH9
Y74XMLG9T74XJ

Die Hard 1: Password
Level 8
TN1ZNJCSJXL
7X5F9N4WL68TR 6XMLMGFR6XWLG
9TR6XWMMGFR6J

Die Hard 1: Password
Level 9
H425H75XGGVRV
BXK479L3XH5 XRLZCT-H5XRLC YH5XRLZCTH5XJ

Die Hard 1: Password
Level 10
3D231ZZI23CK!
8BS_QV9Q7JZ3D FKQ6SW-3DFKQ7S !3DFKQ6SW3DFJ

Die Hard 1: Password
Level 11
W82GN88TVSCFX
WCM79Q5PRZIWC FFPQ-QWVCFPRQ ZWCF-PQQVWCF_

Die Hard 1: Password
Level 12
942RCHX88Z14N
RL3W4XMLM2D95 4NLLL-B9954NMB
F954NLLB9954J

Die Hard 1: Password
Level 13
TJ2HGH_DSD1DP
Z_VN45NTL9G9TM 6DTM-6DTM6DTL6
8TM6DTM6DTM6_

Die Hard 1: Password
Level 14
DX22HW5SGZPQ7
_Z5NGQZGSM2DY MQG-TW7DYMQGSW
3DYMQGTW7DYMJ

Die Hard 1: Password
Level 15
BX21PND98VGP_
4ZB1QDYGNLBY CPGP-VRBYCPGNV MBYCPGPVR-
BYCJ

Die Hard 1: Password
Level 16
XJ2BXT9SZXPG5
DJ6S_Z69SH1XM LG9T7-4XMLG9S7
XMLG9T74XML_

Die Hard 1: Password
Level 17
RS2GX9C5P9SCJ
S3X65LMGYWHRV ICYHP-ZRVI CYGP VRVI CYHPZRVI_

Die Hard 1: Password
Level 18
FS237Z5NHGKQR
871JV7ZXWCFRT R6XW-MGFR6XVMBFTR6XWMMGFRTR_

Die Hard 1: Password
Level 19
B42_RJ498VGPC
7S8DVXYP2PBNB5 8P2NBK-B5P2PB PB58P2NBKB58J
Die Hard 2: Password
Level 2
14_JJ2JB144JL
289144JB__F1_
4JLKT3GS9_L38
F144JL289144J

Die Hard 2: Password
Level 3
SS_XHKG5SW3DF
KQ6SW3FIQQ1SM 3DDQ-RNCCVDF-JQ
2SW3DFKQ6SW3_

Die Hard 2: Password
Level 4
F416QVMBF5NQL
VC9F5NNSLCHF9 NQM1-W6TDP6LWC
FF5NQLVC9F5NJ

Die Hard 2: Password
Level 5
N__V38Y3N2JB1
85_N2J955Y1NL JB_1L4Q-7TV195 4N2JB185_N2J_

Die Hard 2: Password
Level 6
8N_N8KL68P2NB
KB58P2RQIL581 2NB698-681NBJB 18P2NBKB58P2J

Die Hard 2: Password
Level 7
8D142J2_8F1N6
JV38F1JJ3B_8P 1N7BGC-BSV46KV 78F1N6JV38F1J

Die Hard 2: Password
Level 8
N__B58Y3N2JB1
85_N2JHXP2NZ JB_76L-XXNV195 4N2JB185_N2J_

Die Hard 3: Password
Central Park #1
XJ1GFT!7XMLG9
T74XMLD3K72X! LG82RC-8VMZKSH
HXWQZWM7GVHSJ

Die Hard 3: Password
Chinatown #1
T81XMLG9TC5DP
LQBTC5GIVQDT7 5DN9-65F24Y7QQ
7TW1X6CK5JV6J

Die Hard 3: Password
Downtown #1
ZS1!CYHPZWWHF
YRQZWWF7PRJZR WHD-67TBLVY7QR TZ3!!!BK!_2BJ

Die Hard 3: Password
Central Park #2
KS28P3DFKV78Y
3NGKV7BRCN8KQ 78XS4-15M6VCC4_K63SGSJDFT2J

Die Hard 3: Password
Chinatown #2
Z41!5XRLZ7S!3
XHKZ7SY9NHRZC SI27!Z-BGTD7LR JI7XHKICVWFG_

Die Hard 3: Password
Urban #2
!81!MZHTICYHP
ZRV!CYF!QRX!7 YHN57P-C2XX9MH TZ3T!7VPFC4H_

Die Hard 3: Password
Downtown #2
5422VBKB54NLL
B9954NJS29H58 NLMKT6-KFP6VT1 C48J2198NRN6J
**GREATEST HITS CODE BOOK**

**Die Hard 3: Password**

**Aqueduct #1**
S82DFJG1SC1D5
JQ2SC1GH5SQ4S7 1D4C6-FD2_SM_6
7TW5XQ4QGC62_

**Die Hard 3: Password**

**Wharf**
7N23LHKZ7NZMV
H9Y7NZKJ79W7S ZMWN-TLMY!6ST9
T6_V38MH9T9RJ

**Die Hard 3: Password**

**Aqueduct #2**
8J24_KV78K248
K248K262T228Y
249BLCXS-3K66L
3996NV535LHKJ

**Die Hard 3: Password**

**Simon Gruber**
9N24LMLG9P6NV
MBF9P6QJWBC9T 6NW8-V2YX72L82
C89248C9MQZN_

**DIGIMON WORLD**

**Cheat Mode**
Start a new game. Hold Triangle+Square+ Circle after the FMV sequence ends. Release the buttons and check your inventory. Feed your Digimon something, and if it shakes its head or eats it, quickly press Triangle+Square+ Circle. Depending on what you fed it, it turns into a different monster. Repeat as desired.

**DIGITAL LEAGUE**

**Real Faces**
Press Circle, Right, X, Down, Square, Left, Triangle, Up, R1, L1, R2, L2.

**DINO CRISIS**

**Open Chief’s Room Door**
HEAD

**Unlock Door Back to Main Entrance**
NEWCOMER

**Unlock B1 Hall Door**
LABORATORY

**Unlock Rest Station Room Door**
WATERWAY

**Unlock Parts Storage Room Door**
DOCTORKIRK

**B1 Library Computer Code**
3695

**Chief’s Vault Combo**
705037

**Gas Experiment Room Keycode**
7248

**John Doyle’s ID Number**
57036

**Lounge Safe Combo**
8159

**Management Office Safe Combo**
O426
Parts Storage Computer
Code
364204

Paul Baker’s ID Number
59104

Dr. Kirk’s ID Number
31415

Security Pass Room
Keychip Code
O392

Security Pass Room
Computer Code
31415

Stabilizer Design Access
Code 1
O367

Stabilizer Design Access
Code 2
O204

Stabilizer Experiment
Room Case Combo
1281

Army/Battle Costumes
Beat the game once.

Ancient Costume
Beat the game twice.

Operation: WipeOut Mode
At any difficulty, beat the game within five hours.

Grenade Gun
Beat the game three times.

**Disney’s Monsters, Inc.**

99 lives
Hold L1 And R2 And press the following O O O O
Triangle square and square.

Full Scare Meter
While Playing hold L1+R1
and press circle(3),
Square(2), X, Triangle

Max Health
Hold L1 & R1 while holding
press circle 3 times, square,
triangle, X, triangle while
playing the game.

**Disney’s Tarzan**

Cheat Menu
At the main menu press Left,
Left, Right, Right, Up, Down,
Left, Right, Up, Up, Down,
Down

Infinite Lives
At the main menu press L1,
R1, L2, R2, L1, R1, L2, R2

Level Select
At the main menu press L1,
R1, L1, R1, L1, R1, L1, R1,
L2, R2

**Disney’s Toy Story 2**

Level Select
At the options screen press
Right, Left, Circle, Triangle,
Triangle

**Doom**

Full Guns and Ammo
Pause and press X, Triangle,
L1, Up, Down, R2, Left (2).
Full Map
Pause and press Triangle (2),
L2, R2, L2, R2, R1, Square.

God Mode
Pause and press Down, L2,
Square, R1, Right, L1, Left,
Circle.

Level Warp
Pause and press Right, Left,
R2, R1, Triangle, L1, Circle, X

Map with Objects
Pause and press Triangle (2),
L2, R2, L2, R2, R1, Circle.

Level 2 Password
CR!3WDD3DB

Level 3 Password
3JJCMK8W64

Level 4 Password
03LTJ0Y102

Level 5 Password
H33!1HFTHK

Level 6 Password
04MSKZX9Z1

Level 7 Password
YTTLCXXLXV

Level 8 Password
09SMBY04YW

Level 9 Password
7KKBLD7V53

Level 10 Password
FM4217GSGJ

Level 11 Password
H!!3WDGLDB

Level 12 Password
07QPDW26WY

Level 13 Password
WTXQ9C3W12

Level 14 Password
RBR4GILDILN

Level 15 Password
WTXQ9C3W11

Level 16 Password
548C7DFWYX

Level 17 Password
JOC89DZPQS

Level 18 Password
JGB9CT0NRT

Level 19 Password
9QLTKR0102

Level 20 Password
78M63QX921

Level 21 Password
SI61FHVQJG

Level 22 Password
33QHFTT6WY

Level 23 Password
VBGQPJ!Y46

Level 24 Password
ZYKTLW7V53

Level 25 Password
0DJSM4HW64

Level 26 Password
LS5YPTCRKH

Level 27 Password
ZDJSMVRW64

Level 28 Password
1YKTX4QV53
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Password</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>XKF6R8LZ97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>DJX07Q4HTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>C0W1!QNJJQS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>VM!3V1D3DB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>W394W2DMFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>ZQ58ZKJRKH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Z758ZKJ8KH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>5C2V3DQBNL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>NCKBLX7V53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>1Q580FCRKH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>HTMSKZZ9Z1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>WS58ZKCRKH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>CSNRG2W820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>WT670JBQJG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>DQLTJ1Y!02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>2N94VFFMFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>CQLTJ0Y!02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>WR492GDSGJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>PFFGXH3777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>JWCJV2X479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>CJJTM35964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>M!T174XZ XV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>5770MX2CDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>YJLW3PPCPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>DKKBLM58J3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>7L3!266DJK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>4680Q7B5BD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>T3QP7W26WY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>RNSM5YYMYW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>HWKB!57V53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>2394VBXMFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>N1DHQ7C0!8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Level 61 Password
CRMSKZX9Z1

X-Ray Specs
Pause and press L1, R2, L2, R1, Right, Triangle, X, Right.

**DRIVER**

**Rear Wheel Steering**
Press R1 (3), R2, L2, R1, R2, L2, L1, R2, R1, L2, L1 at the main menu and access Cheats menu.

**Long Suspension**
Press R2, L2, R1, R2, L2, L1, R2 (2), L2 (2), L1, R2, R1 at the main menu and access Cheats menu.

**Inverted Screen**
Press R2 (2), R1, L2, L1, R2, L2, L1, R2(2), L2, R2, L1 at the main menu and access Cheats menu.

**View Credits**
Press L1, L2, R1, R2, L1, R1, R2, L2, R1, R2, L1, L2, R1 at the main menu and access Cheats menu.

**Invincibility**
Press L2 (2), R2 (2), L2, R2, L2, L1, R2, R1, L2, L1 (2).

**No Police**
Press L1, L2, R1 4 times, L2 (2), R1 (2), L1 (2), R2.

**Mini Cars**
Press R1, R2, R1, R2, L1, L2, R1, R2, L1, R1, L2 (3).

---

**Driver 2**

**Observing the World**
During gameplay, stand next to a chair and press the action button. Tanner sits down and looks around. Use the right analog stick to change viewpoints.

**Baseball Stadium Secret**
Activate the switch outside the ticket office building in the Chicago level to unlock the secret area and view a text message.

**Mini Car Secret**
Activate the switch outside the garage building in the Havana level to unlock the secret area and view a text message.

**Army Base Secret**
Activate the switch outside the Hidden Switch area in the Havana level to unlock the secret area and view a text message.

**Custom Pick-Up Secret**
Activate the switch outside the garage building in the Vegas level to unlock the secret area and view a text message.

**Construction Site Secret**
In the Vegas level, jump into the construction site to unlock the secret area and view a text message.
Invincible Secret
Activate the switch outside the drug store in the Vegas level to unlock the secret area and view a text message.

Truck Secret
Activate the switch outside the docks in the Rio level to unlock the secret area and view a text message.

Immunity Secret
Activate the switch outside the police station in the Rio level to unlock the secret area and view a text message.

DUKE NUKEM: TIME TO KILL
Invincibility
Pause and press L2, R1, L1, R2, Up, Down, Up, Down, Select (2).

Invisibility
Pause and press L1, R1, L1, R1, L1, R1, L1, R1, L1, R1.

Infinite Ammunition
Pause and press Left, Right, Left, Right, Select, Left, Right, Left, Right, Select.

All Weapons
Pause and press L1, L2, Up, L1, L2, Down, R1, Right, R2, Left.

All Keys
Pause and press Up, Right, Up, Left, Down, Up, Right, Left, Right, Down.

Instant Win
Hold L2+R2 during the game and press Square, Triangle, Circle (2), Start.

All Inventory
Pause and press R1 (5), L2 (5).

2x Damage
Pause and press L2, R2, L2, R2, L2, R2, L2, R2, L2, R2.

Invincibility (Temporary)
Pause and press R1, L2, L1, L2, R1, L1, R1, L2, L1, L2.

Bonus Weapons
Pause and press R1, R2, L2, L1, R1, R2, L2, L1, Select, Select.

Big Head Mode (Duke)
Pause and press R1 (9), Up.

Big Head Mode (Enemies)
Pause and press R1 (9), Left.

Small Head Mode (Duke)
Pause and press Right, R1 (8), Down.

Small Head Mode (Enemies)
Pause and press R1 (9), Right.

Level Select
Pause and press Down (9), Up. Quit game and go to main menu. Choose the “Time to Kill” option, press Left or Right to choose a level and X to begin.

Hidden Movie
Press L1+L2+R1+R2 when the GT Interactive logo appears at the game’s start.
View Kilt Sequence
Pause and press Select, Up (9), Select, R2.

View Intro
Pause and press Select, Up (9), Select, L1.

View Victory
Pause and press Select, Up (9), Select, L2.

View Credits
Pause and press Select, Up (9), Select, R1.

**Dukes of Hazzard: Racing for Home**

**More Power-Ups**
Grab a power-up. Leave the area then return. The power-up reappears. Collect a maximum of five nitro power-ups.

**Level Select**
Beat the game and save it to a memory card. Load the game from the Options screen and choose any episode and scene. Return to the main menu and re-save.

**Beating the Police**
Hit the police cars on the back of the car to escape the police.

**Luke Hanging Out of the Window**
Drive slowly to keep Luke hanging out the window. He goes back in if you hit anything.

---

**Fighting Force**

**Cheat Mode**
At the main menu hold Left + L1 + R2 + Square for several seconds.

**Formula One**

**Bike Mode**
Down, Up, Circle, Triangle, Right, Up, Square, Triangle

**Bonus Track**
Left, Circle, Circle, Triangle, Triangle, Circle, Up, Right

**Buggy Mode**
Right, Up, Triangle, Left, Up, Square, Triangle

**Gibberish Mode**
Left, Circle, Up, Down, Down, Right, Circle, Square, Square

**Lava Mode**
Square, Circle, Up, Right, Right, Circle, X

**Frogger**

**All Zones Open**
While paused press Right, SQuare, Triangle, Square, Triangle, R1, L1, R1, L1, Circle

**Infinite Lives**
While paused press Right, Square, Triangle, Square, Triangle, X
**FROGGER 2**

**Every Character in Multiplayer**
While paused hold Square and press Left, Right, Left, Left, Up, Left, Left

**Level Select**
While paused hold Square and press Up, Down, Left, Right, Right, Down, Left

**Level Skip**
While paused hold Square and press Right, Left, Up, Up, Up, Right, Left, Left

**Mad Garibs On**
While paused hold Square and press Right, Left, Right, Left, Up, Up, Left, Right

**Temporary Invulnerability**
While paused hold Square and press Left, Left, Up, Left, Right, Right, Right

**Unlimited Lives**
While paused hold Square and press Down, Down, Up, Down, Right, Down, Up, Up

**GRAN TURISMO**

**Arcade Mode Bonuses**
The following bonuses are awarded in Arcade mode after winning each track. You must do them in A, B, and C order.

**High Speed Track**
Autumn Ring

---

**Trial Mountain Track**
Deep Forest

**Grand Valley East Track**
SS R5

**Clubman Stage 5 Track**
Grand Valley Speedway

**Autumn Ring Track**
The New Dodge cars

**Deep Forest Track**
TVR cars

**Grand Valley Speedway Track**
Subaru cars

**High Resolution Mode**
Earn an International A license, then win all four cups in the GT League. Alternately, successfully complete all Arcade mode tracks at Hard difficulty.

**Bonus FMV Sequence**
In Arcade mode, place first in all tracks with any car in A, B, and C Class mode at Normal or higher difficulty. A “Staff Video” option appears under Bonus Items.

**Chrysler Copperhead Concept Car**
Win all gold medals in the B Class license test or place first in the UK vs. US championship.
**Toyota TRD3000GT**
Win all gold medals in the A Class license test.

**Nissan Nismo 400**
Win all gold medals in the International A license test.

**Conserve Memory Card Slots**
Play the game in Arcade mode, exit, then enter Simulation mode and save the game. The Arcade and Simulation mode information is saved together, halving the required number of memory card slots.

**Memory Card Battle with Only One Card**
Enter Memory Card Battle mode. A message appears stating that player one is loading and that no memory card was found for player two. Wait until the information has loaded for player one, then remove the memory card and insert it into the second memory card slot. Both players can now participate in the memory card battle.

**Duplicate Parts**
Purchase two identical cars. Buy as many parts as you want for the first car. View the list of fitted parts from the garage. Then switch to the second car, get inside, and view its fitted parts list, which should be empty. In the second car, enter a spot race. At the qualify options, select “Machine Setting,” then “Change Parts.” The first car’s parts should be available. Exit and return to the garage. Note: Only items available on the Change Parts menu may be duplicated. This won’t work on awarded cars.

**GRAN TURISMO 2**

**Super License**

**Event Synthesizer Race**
Earn the Super License to open the Event Synthesizer race in Gran Turismo League.

**Kiddie Medal**
Get a license award if you miss the bronze medal by 3 to 5 seconds (it may take several attempts). It’s the small green-and-yellow object on the Status screen under “licenses.”

**Motor Sports Land Track**
Obtain all licenses to open the Motor Sports Land track in Time Trial mode on the arcade disk.

**All Tracks in Arcade Mode**
Obtain all licenses in Simulation mode on disk two.
FedEx Car
Enter the Gran Turismo League race events until you reach the Pacific League races. Then, enter the Midfield Raceway event to obtain a R*Nissan 300ZX GTS FedEx race car.

Mark Martin’s NASCAR #6 Ford Taurus
Purchase a Ford Taurus and perform the Racing modification.

License Test Cars
Get all gold on the indicated licenses to get the following cars:
- Gold B
- Spoon S2000 (J)
- Gold A
- Dodge Concept Car (red)
- Gold IC
- 3000GT LM Edition
- Gold IB
- Del Sol LM Edition
- Gold IA
- FTO LM Edition
- Gold S
- Toyota GT-ONE Race Car ‘99

Ending Credits
Win every race in Gran Turismo League to see the ending credits on the arcade disk. Or place first on all 21 tracks in Arcade mode on Professional difficulty.

Increasing Number of Days
Go to a race. At the “Start Race” selection, choose “Exit” to add a day.

Increasing Completion Percentage
Each victory moves you 4.5 percent toward game completion.

Obtain Licenses Easier
At the main menu in Simulation mode, select “Transfer” or “Communication.” Load your licenses from the original Gran Turismo here.

More Laps in Max Speed Test
To raise your high speed during this test, drive backward until you reach your desired speed. Then turn back around to finish the race.

More Car Indicator
When shopping for a car, look in the right corner of the screen. Click on the right arrow to see more cars.

Finding Cars
If you cannot find a car you want in the used car lot, check back in about 10 days. Some cars appear only on certain days.

Easy Rally Racing
Use the ESCUDO Pikes Peak version to compete in any of the Rally Races.
**GREATEST HITS CODE BOOK**

**GRAND THEFT AUTO**

Five Times Multiplier
Enter EXCREMENT as name.

9,999,990 Points
Enter WEYHEY as name.

99 Lives
Enter SATANLIVES as name.

All Cities
Enter CHUFF as name.

All Cities (1 and 2)
Enter TURF or INGLORIOUS as name.

All Weapons
Enter GROOVY as name.

Display Coordinates
Enter BLOWME as name.

Liberty City (1 and 2)
Enter FECK as name.

Liberty City and San Andreas
Enter TVTAN as name.

Maximum Wanted Level
Enter EATTHIS as name and set Wanted to Level 4.

Multiple Cheats
Enter BASTARD or THESHIT as name.

All Cities, Weapons, Money
Enter HANGTHEDJ as name.

All Weapons, Armor, Jail Card
Enter PECKINPAH as name.

Select Level
Enter SKYBABIES as name.

**GRAND THEFT AUTO 2**

Level Select
ITSALLUP

Invincibility
LIVELONG

All Weapons
NAVARONE

No Police
LOSEFEDS

Turbo Mode
Enter IGNITION as a player name.

Display Coordinates
Enter WUGGLES as a player name.

Maximum Wanted Level
Enter DESIRES as a player name.

Five Times Multiplier
Enter HIGHFIVE as a player name.

One Million Points
Enter BIGSCORE as a player name.

Debug Basic Scripts
Enter NOFRILLS as a player name.

Game Music
Play all but track one of the game disc in a CD player to hear music from the game.

**GRAND THEFT AUTO: LONDON 1969**

Five Times Multiplier
Enter SIDEBURN as name.
9,999,990 Points
Enter BIGBEN as name.

99 Lives
Enter MCVICAR as name.

All Cities
Enter RAZZLE or READER-WIFE as name.

Display Coordinates
Enter SWEENEY as name.

London (1 and 2)
Enter MAYFAIR as name.

London (1-3)
Enter PENTHOUSE as name.

Maximum Wanted Level
Enter OLDBILL as name.

All Weapons, Jail Card
Enter DONTMESS as name.

Multiple Cheats
Enter FREEMANS, HAROLD-HAND, or GETCARTER as name.

No Police
Enter GRASS as name.

Big Tires
At the main menu, press Square, Triangle, Square, Triangle, R1 (2) L2 (2).

TowJam Car
At the main menu, press Square, Triangle, L1, R1, L2, R2, Square, Triangle. You should hear a sound.

Dude Sounds
At the main menu, press R2, R1, L2, R2, Square, Triangle, L1, R1.

Sol-Aire CX4 (Player 1 Only)
OR8B4ORK8R

Sol-Aire CX4 (Player 1 Only)
3F89JR33LH

Formula 5000 (Player 1 Only)
4WDG84WPDS

Hotwheels 500 (Player 1 Only)
YLKMFFOVNP

Hotwheels 500 (Player 1 Only)
DQBMTODDW8

Slide Out (Player 1 Only)
OM46DOMF4F

Slide Out (Player 1 Only)
_9LNDM_ _CC

Super Van (Player 1 Only)
OP482OPH6B

Super Van (Player 1 Only)
LCPQGPLLJF

Stage Fright (Player 2 Only)
O_JLDO_TJT

Always Have Turbo
At the main menu, press R2, L1, Square, Triangle, R1, L2, L1, R2.

No Textures on Cars
At the main menu, press L1, R1, L2, R2, L1, R1, L2, R2.

HOT WHEELS TURBO RACING

HOT WHEELS TURBO RACING

Always Have Turbo
At the main menu, press R2, L1, Square, Triangle, R1, L2, L1, R2.

No Textures on Cars
At the main menu, press L1, R1, L2, R2, L1, R1, L2, R2.
Stage Fright (Player 2 Only)
CP6O9_CCVR

Slide Out (Player 2 Only)
OWDG8OWPDJ

Slide Out (Player 2 Only)
7KHXNW77QM

Unlock Twinmill 2
TH4T_ROCKS

-----

**JEREMY McGRATH SUPERCROSS 98**

Enable Cheats
Set the Professional Laps to six and go to the main menu and press Circle, Circle, Square, Triangle, Square, Triangle

Frozen Mode
Up, R1, R2, Right, L1, Square, Right, Right

Increase Agility
Down, Circle, Left, L1, Left, Right, Left, Right

Infinite Turbos
Triangle, Circle, Right, R2, Up, Square, Up, Triangle

New Camera Angle
Triangle, Down, Square, Triangle, L2, L2, R2, R2

Rocket
Triangle, Up, Up, L2, L2, Up, Up

Unlock Air Brakes
R1, R2, Right, L2, Up, Circle, Up, Circle

---

**JET MOTO**

Codes Enabled
Circle, Circle, Circle, Square, Triangle, Triangle, Square, Triangle

Better Agility
Down, Circle, Left, L1, Left, Right, Left, Right

Change AI
Circle, Square, R2, Circle, Triangle, L2, Right, Up

Double Point Mode
Right, Up, Circle, L2, Triangle, Circle, R1, R2

Hover Mode
R1, R2, Right, L2, Up, Circle, Up, Circle

Infinite Turbos
Triangle, Circle, Right, R2, Up, Square, Up, Triangle

New Camera Angle
Triangle, Down, Square, L1, L1, R1, R1

No Resistance
Square, L1, Triangle, Right, L1, Down, R2, Triangle

Rocket Racer
Triangle, Up, Up, L2, L2, Up, Up

Full Season
Circle, Square, R2, Circle, Triangle, L2, Right, Up Two Player

Winter Mode
Up, R2, R1, Right, L1, Square, Right, Right
LEGACY OF KAIN SOUL REAPER

All Abilities
While paused hold either L1 or R1 and press Up, Up, Down, Right, Right, Left, Circle, Right, Left, Down

Fire Glyph
Hold L1 and press Up, Up, Right, Up, Triangle, L2, Right

Force Glyph
Hold L1 and press Down, Left, Triangle, Down, Up

Maximum Health
Hold L1 and press Right, Circle, Down, Up, Down, Up

Maximum Magic
Hold L1 and press Triangle, Right, Down, Right, Up, Triangle, Left

Pass Through Barriers
Hold L1 and press Down, Circle, Circle, Left, Right, Triangle, Up

Refill Health
Hold L1 and press Down, Circle, Up, Left, Up, Left

Refill Magic
Hold L1 and press Right, Right, Left, Triangle, Right, Down

Shift at Any Time
Hold L1 and press Up, Up, Down, Right, Right, Left, Circle, Right, Left, Down

Sound Glyph
Hold L1 and press Right, Right, Down, Circle, Up, Up, Down

Stone Glyph
Hold L1 and press Down, Circle, Up, Left, Down, Right, Right

Sunlight Glyph
Hold L1 and press Left, Circle, Left, Right, Right, Up, Up, Left

Wall Climbing
Hold L1 and press Triangle, Down, L2, Right, Up, Down

Water Glyph
Hold L1 and press Down, Circle, Up, Down, Right

Additional Lives
Pause the game and hold L1 + L2 until the red cursor stops. Continue holding those buttons and press Left, Down, Right, Triangle, Square, X, Circle. Then, select Lives from the menu.

Extra Smart Bombs
Pause the game and hold L1 + L2 until the red cursor stops. Continue holding them and press R1, R2, X, Triangle, Square, Circle, R1, R2, Circle, Circle, Square. Then select Smart from the menu.

Increase Ammo
Pause the game and hold L1 + L2 until the red cursor
stops. Continue holding them and press Down, Right, Circle, Left, Right, Circle.

**Level Select**
Pause the game and hold L1 + L2 until the red cursor stops. Continue holding them and press Up, Right, Down, Left, Triangle, Circle, X, Square, X, Triangle, Square, Circle

**Level Skip**
Pause the game and hold L1 + L2 until the red cursor stops. Continue holding them and press X, R1, Triangle, R1, Square, Circle, R2, R2, X

**Max Gun Power**
Pause the game and hold L1 + L2 until the red cursor stops. Continue holding them and press Down, Right, Down, Right, Triangle. Press X to increase gun power.

**Play as a heap of flesh**
Pause the game and do the health trick. The word “Health” will appear. While still paused press Square, Circle, Triangle or X.

**Restore Health**
Pause the game and hold L1 + L2 until the red cursor stops. Continue holding them and press right, Right, Left, Down, Down, Up, Triangle, Circle. Then select Health from the menu.
Add Time to Your Run
During Career Mode, extra time significantly enhances your chance of whipping a tight run. To gain eight more minutes of trick time, pause the game, hold L1 and press Square, Up, Circle, X. Now go ride.

Mega Points
To multiply all your tricks scores by 10, pause the game and hold L1, then press Square, Circle, Circle, Up, Down, Down. Enter the code again to erase its effects.

Infinite Balance
Press and hold L1 at the pause screen, then enter Square, Left, Up, Right.

Infinite Special
To ensure that you will never be out of special sauce, pause the game, hold L1, and press Left, Down, Triangle, Circle, Up, Left, Triangle, Square. You meter for Special Tricks will never deplete. Enter the code again to erase its effects.

Make It Hard on Yourself
To divide all your tricks scores by 10, pause the game, hold L1, and press Up, Down, Up, Circle, Circle, Square. Now you’ll have to work 10 times as hard. Enter the code again to erase its effects.

Maxed Out Bikes
To earn a new bike with maxed out stats, get two Gold Medals in the competition levels. This unlocks your pro’s top bike.

Phat Tires
To play with big wheels, press and hold L1 at the pause screen, then enter Down, Circle, Circle, Down.

See How You’re Grinding
At the pause menu, press and hold L1, then enter Left, Circle, Square, Triangle, Square, Circle, X. This displays a special grind meter so you can see how you’re balancing.
Unlock Grandma
Retry any Career Mode level 10 times without letting the timer run out. On the tenth try, the game will tell you “You ride like a grandma.” This unlocks the geriatric for your next run (and every one thereafter). Grandma, like Tony, has three new bikes (Old School, Basket Case, and Mag Wheels) and three special moves. When you end your first run with her, the screen will say “Granny’s going in for a cup of tea now.” Now you can ride with her any time and take her through Career Mode.

Unlock Tony Hawk
Beat the game with any rider-with 30 Covers and two Gold Medals-to unlock Tony Hawk. Tony has three of his own bikes and his own stable of special tricks.

Unlock Warehouse from THPS
To unlock the Warehouse level from the original Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater, pull off a string of tricks worth 200,000 points or more (without cheating). The screen will say “Your Massive Combo Has Unlocked a Secret Level.”

Unlocking Burnside from THPS
To unlock the Burnside level from the original Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater, beat the game with all eight riders with everything (meaning 30 Covers and two Gold Medals).

Unlocking Grandma’s Video
To unlock Grandma’s video, place in each of the two competition levels with the geezer. A scary movie awaits.

Unlocking Rider Videos
To unlock a rider’s video, earn any Medal on both of the two competition levels in the game.

Unlocking the Bails Video
Grab any two Medals on the Competition Levels with Tony Hawk to score the Bails video.

Medal of Honor
Invincibility
MOSTMEDALS
Infinite Ammunition
BADCOPSHOW
Captain Dye Mode
CAPTAINDYE
Enable Noah in MP
BEACHBALL
Enable Bismark Dog in MP
WOOFWOOF
Enable Evil Col. Muller in MP
BIGFATMAN
Enable Felix in MP
HOODDOWN
Enable Gunther in MP
GUNTHER
Enable Nutcracker in MP
NUTCRACKER
Enable Otto in MP
HERRZOMBIE
Enable Velociraptor in MP
SSPIELBERG
Enable Werner von Braun in MP
ROCKETMAN
Enable Shakespeare in MP
PAYBACK
Enable Churchill in MP
FINESTHOUR
Enable Wolfgang in MP
HOODUP
Everyone Speaks English
SPRECHEN
History and Making of Level 1
INVASION
History and Making of Level 2
BIGGRETA
History and Making of Level 3
DASBOOT
History and Making of Level 4
STUKA
History and Making of Level 5
KOMET

History and Making of Levels 6 and 7
TWOSIXTWO
History and Making of Level 8
VICTORY DAY

Kill Yourself
Press R1, R2, L2, R1 (3), R2, L2, L1 (2) then press Square.

MP Power-ups
DENNISMODE

Mission 1 Password
RETTUNG
Mission 2 Password
ZERSIOREN
Mission 3 Password
BOOTSINKT
Mission 4 Password
SENFGAS
Mission 5 Password
SCHWERES
Mission 6 Password
SICHERUNG
Mission 7 Password
EINSICKERN
Mission 8 Password
GESAMTHEIT

Picture of Adrian Jones
AJRULES
Picture of Lynn Henson
COOLCHICK
Picture of Development Team
DWIMOHTTEAM
press Circle (2), Left (6), hold L1+R2, and press Start.

**Zero’s Ultimate Armor**
Highlight Zero at the Character Select screen, hold R1 and press Right (6), then hold Circle and press X.

### MEDAL OF HONOR UNDERGROUND

**Bouncing Bullets**
RICOCHET

**Cartoon Sketch Pictures**
MOHDESSINS

**Dreamworks Pictures**
DWIECRANS

**Invincibility**
PUISSANCE

**Podoski Mode (1 Hit kills for everyone)**
LATIREUSE

**Quadruple Firing Rate**
BALLESVITE

**Team Pictures**
MOHUEQUIPE

**Wacky Taxi**
AUTODINGUO

### MEGA MAN X4

**Mega Man’s Armor**
Highlight Mega Man at the Character Select screen,
Free Drinks
Go to a vending machine and press Circle. When asked if you want a drink, say "no," then kick the machine and it gives a free drink.

Hard Mode
After beating the game, return to the Start screen to see a new option for harder play.

Hospital Girl
Ira is the little girl in the hospital in a wheelchair. Give the mayor 15,000 Zenny to help the hospital with technology for Ira’s treatment and Ira will give you a flower pearl item.

Bomb Scare
Talk to the police department inspector and he sends you to look for bombs. Defuse the two bombs (on the roof and on the ground) in the Downtown area and you’ll get a bomb and Plastique items.

Lost Cash
Return to the inspector and he asks you to help find a man’s lost money. Talk to the guy and follow the clues in this order: Electronic Store, Bakery, Library, Downtown Soda machine; talk to a kid with red hair outside the library and check the garbage can to get the Bag item. The inspector gives you an Arm Supporter item.

Rescue
To find the missing grocer’s wife, enter the Cardon Forest and talk to her; take her to the hospital. The husband gives you a sunlight item.

METAL GEAR SOLID
Change Title Screen Colors
At the title screen press Up, Down, Left, or Right on the D-Pad.

Destroy the Generator
Use a Nikita in first-person view for better aim.

Extra Modes
VR Training mode is built-in. After defeating all 10 stages you get Time Attack mode. Beat the game in Time Attack mode to receive Gun Shooting mode.

MORTAL KOMBAT TRILOGY
Hidden Menu
At the options screen hold L1 + L2 + R1 + R2 + Up

Level select
Highlight Sonya, and Hold Up and Select till the screen shakes

Play as Chameleon
At the character selection screen highlight any of the male masked ninjas and hold Back + High Punch + High Kick + Run + Block until the match begins
NASCAR 98

Push TRIANGLE to shoot paintballs in a race.
Go to race statistics and then push and hold down R1 + R2 + L1 + L2

Turbo Mode
At the options screen press and hold “circle” then press Up, Left, Down, Right, a new option will appear at the bottom of the screen.

NASCAR 99

Benny Parsons Car
Choose single race and select the Richmond track. Then, highlight Select Car and press R2, R2, L1, L1, L2, L2, R1, R1, R2, L1

Race as Alan Kulwicki
Select Bristol and then highlight the Select Car option. Press R1, R1, R2, R2, Square, Square, Circle, Circle, X, X

Race as Bobby Allison
Select the Charlotte track and highlight the Select Car option. Press Left, Up, Right, Square, X, Circle, L1, L2, R1, R2

Race as Cale Yarborough
Select the Darlington track and highlight the Select Car option. Press Up, Up, Up, Square, Square, Square, Left, Circle, Circle, Left

Race as Davey Allison
Select the Talladega track and highlight the Select Car option. Press Up, X, Down, R1, Left, Circle, Right, Square, L2, R2

Race as Richard Petty
Select the Martinsville Race and highlight the Select Car option. Press Up, R1, Right, Circle, Down, X, Left, Square, L1, R1.

Turbo Mode
At the race setup screen hold Circle and press Up, Left, Down, Right

 NEED FOR SPEED

All Track and Warrior Car
MQKZCL

Lost Vegas and Rally tracks (highlight Lost Vegas and press L1 + R1 in two player mode to access Lost Rally) TSYBNS

No Mercy Mode (while choosing head to head on single player hold L1 + L2), and Arcade Mode (highlight the number of laps option and hold L1 + L2)

Track 01
XRMQHX

Track 02
WRDRTY

Track 03
ZDPBWN
Track 04
MTQRZP

Track 05
JVPZLL

Track 06
ZYMNLH

Track 07
WMRPGZ

Track 08
YXGSJJ

Track 09
KJPQND

Track 10
SDQWCG

Track 11
SLZXDH

Track 12
SPZDFX

Track 13
ZVGRGX

Track 14
XJHVCK

**NEED FOR SPEED 2**

Better Engines
POWRUP

Army Truck
ARMYME

Audi Quattro
QUATME

Be a T-Rex
TREXME

Be a Wagon
WAGOME

BMW
BMRME

Camper Van
VANME

Citroen 2CV
CITME

Drive a Volvo
VOVME

Drive Ford Indigo Car
LILZIP

Landcruiser
LCME

Limo
LIMOME

Log
LOGME

Mazda Miata
MAZME

Mercedes Benz
BNZME

Outhouse
OUTHME

Pick-up Truck
JEPME

School Bus
BUSME

Shipping Crate
CRATME

Snow Truck
SNOWME

Truck Cab
SEMIME
Volkswagon Bug
BUGME

VW Beetle
BUGME

Bonus Track
SHOTME

**NEED FOR SPEED 3**

Active El Nino
ROCKET

Active Jaguar XJR-15
LJAGX

Active Mercedes Benz CLK-GTR
AMGMRC

All Camera Views
SEEALL

All Cars And Bonus Tracks
SPOILT

AutoCross Hidden track
XCNTRY

Caverns Hidden Track
XCAV8

Empire City Bonus Track
MCITYZ

Scorpio-7 Hidden Track
GLDFSH

Space Race Hidden Track
MNBEAM

The Room Hidden Track
PLAYTM

---

**NEED FOR SPEED HIGH STAKES**

Cop Code
NFS_PD

Fly Police Helicopter
WHIRLY

Phantom
FLASH

Titan
HOTROD

---

**NFL BLITZ**

Automatic Play Choice
1 - 1 - 5 - Left

Better Blitzing Mode
0 - 4 - 5 - Up

Better Offense Mode
3 - 1 - 2 - Up

Big Head Mode
0 - 5 - 0 - Right 2 - 0 - 0 - Right

Clear Weather
2 - 1 - 2 - Left

Fast Turbo Mode
0 - 3 - 2 - Left

Faster Passes
2 - 5 - 0 - Left

Faster Team
4 - 0 - 4 - Left

Fog Mode
0 - 3 - 0 - Down

Harder Game Mode
3 - 1 - 4 - Down
Headless Mode: 3 - 2 - 1 - Left
Headless Team Mode: 1 - 2 - 3 - Right
Hide the Receiver’s Name: 1 - 0 - 2 - Down
Huge Head Mode: 0 - 4 - 0 - Up
Hyper Blitz Mode: 5 - 5 - 5 - Up
Infinite Special: 5 - 1 - 4 - Up
Infinite Turbo: 5 - 1 - 4 - Up
Invisible Mode: 4 - 3 - 3 - Up
Late Hit Mode: 0 - 1 - 0 - Up
Longer Field Goals: 1 - 2 - 3 - Left
New Camera Angle: 0 - 2 - 1 - Right
Night Mode: 2 - 2 - 2 - Right
No Computer Assistance: 0 - 1 - 2 - Down
No First Down Mode: 2 - 1 - 0 - Up
No Fumbles: 4 - 2 - 3 - Down
No Interceptions: 3 - 4 - 4 - Up
No Punting Mode: 1 - 5 - 1 - Up
No Receiver Highlight: 3 - 3 - 3 - Left
No Stadium Mode: 5 - 0 - 0 - Left
Rain Mode: 5 - 5 - 5 - Right
Show Field Goal Percentage: 0 - 0 - 1 - Down
Snow Mode: 5 - 2 - 5 - Down
Step Out of Bounds: 2 - 1 - 1 - Left
Stronger Blockers: 3 - 1 - 2 - Left
Stronger Defense: 4 - 2 - 1 - Up
Stronger Team-mates: 2 - 3 - 3 - Up
Super Passing: 4 - 2 - 3 - Right
Team Big Head Mode: 2 - 0 - 3 - Right
Team Big Players: 1 - 4 - 1 - Right
Thick Fog Mode: 0 - 4 - 1 - Down
Tiny Players: 3 - 1 - 0 - Right
Touchdown pass every single time: 3-9-7 Left
Tournament Mode
1 - 1 - 1 - Down

**NFL Blitz 2000**

Able to kick longer field goals
1-2-3-Left

Astroturf
3-0-3-Up

Big football
0-5-0-Right

Big Head mode
2-0-0-Right

Can see more field
0-2-1-Right

Can step out of bounds
2-1-1-Left

Clear weather
2-1-2-Left

Deranged Blitz
2-1-2 Down

Dirt field
3-0-2-Up

Entire team is small
3-1-0-Right

Fast mode
4-0-4-Left

Fast Pass
2-5-0 Left

Fast Passing mode
2-5-0-Left

Fast Turbo running
0-3-2-Left

Fog mode
0-3-0-Down

Futuristic stadium
5-0-2-Left

Grass field
3-0-0-Left

Hard mode
3-1-4-Down

Headless runner mode
3-2-1-Left

Hide receiver name
1-0-2-Right

Huge head mode
0-4-0-Up

Hyper blitz mode
5-5-5-Up

Infinite turbo mode
5-1-4-Up

Invisible
4-3-3- Up

Longer time for late hits
0-1-0-Up

More accurate passes
4-2-3-Right

Negate all other cheats
1-1-1-Down

New ball mode
3-2-3-Left

Night game
2-2-2-Right

Night stadium
5-0-2-Down
No computer assistance
0-1-2-Down
No first downs
2-1-0-Up
No fumbles
4-2-3-Down
No head mode
1-2-3-Right
No Highlighting on Target Receiver
3-2-1 Down
No Interceptions
3-4-4 Up
No Play Selection (2-Player Agreement)
1-1-5 Left
No Punting
1-5-1 Up
No stadium mode
5-0-0-Left
Old stadium
5-0-3-Up
Powerup Offense
3-2-1 Up
Quarterback is invisible
3-4-2-Left
Rain mode
5-5-5-Right
Red, White, and Blue Ball
3-2-3 Left
Roman stadium
5-0-3-Left
Show field goal percentage
0-0-1-Down
Show punt hang meter
0-0-1-Right
Snow mode
5-2-5-Down
Street field
3-0-1-Up
Strong defense
4-2-1-Up
Strong QB mode
2-2-3-Right
Stronger blockers
3-1-2-Left
Stronger offense
3-1-2-Up
Stronger team
2-3-3-Up
Super blitzing mode
0-4-5-Up
Super fog mode
0-4-1-Down
Super hard mode
3-2-3-Up
Team Big Players
1-4-1 Right
Team has big heads
2-0-3-Right
Team Tiny Players
3-1-0 Right
Unidentified Ball Carrier
5-2-2 Down
Weather: Rain
5-5-5 Right
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Better Defense</td>
<td>DEFENSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better Offense</td>
<td>OFFENSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better QB</td>
<td>CANNON.ARM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Mode</td>
<td>BIG.BOYS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy Catches</td>
<td>STICKUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Mode</td>
<td>URNOTREDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Injuries</td>
<td>MAYHEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Interceptions</td>
<td>PICK.CITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skeleton Mode</td>
<td>SKELETON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong Mode</td>
<td>STEROIDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Hits</td>
<td>CRUNCH.TIME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbos (press X)</td>
<td>JUICE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NFL GAMEDAY 97**

Press L1, R1, L2, R2 at the Start Game screen and then enter the following codes.

- **All teams have equal skills**
  - EQUALIZER
- **Bad receivers**
  - JUGGLER
- **Better blockers**
  - PANCAKE
- **Better defense**
  - DEFENSE
- **Better offense**
  - OFFENSE
- **Better one-handed catches**
  - STREACH
- **Better pass coverage**
  - TIGHT_COVER
- **Better running backs**
  - SLAYERS
- **Better spin moves**
  - DERVISH
- **Better spin moves**
  - NYSE
- **Better stiff arms**
  - OUCH
- **Better stiff arms**
  - PISTON
- **Big cheerleaders**
  - BIG_GIRLS
- **Break tackles easier**
  - HATCHET
- **Dark stadium**
  - DARK NIGHT
- **Darker stadium**
  - TEMPEST
- **Defense jumps are higher**
  - REJECTION
Easy catches
GLOVES

Electrified football
ELECTRIC_FB

Exploding hits
ATOMIC_BOMB

Faster QBs
SCRAMBLER

Fat mode
FRIDGE

Hard mode
GD_CHALLENGE

Heavy snow
BLIZZARD

Higher jumps
FROG

Higher kicks
HANG_TIME

Ice Field
ICE_SKATERS

Increased injuries
ASSASSIN

Infinite Time
NO_TIME

Juice Mode
GB_SPEED

Karate Chops
KARATE

Less Injuries
INJURIES_DOWN

Less Penalties
BLIND_REF

Longer Dives
LONG_JUMP

Longer Kicks
DEMPSEY

Loud Announcer
LOUD_MOUTH

Loud Hits
CRUNCHY

Monster Mode
GOLIATH

More accurate QB
BROADWAY_JOE

Fumbles
KRAIG More

More Injuries
BRITTLE

More Penalties
BUSY_REF

No Fouls for Home Team
HOME_COOKING

Quarter back has a stronger arm
BAZOOKA

Rowdy Crowd
SHOUT

Severe winds
SQUALL

Shoulder Charges
BO_KNOWS

Show Credits
CREDITS

Slow Mode
SLOW_MO
GREATEST HITS CODE BOOK

Small Mode
FLEA_CIRCUS

Star players are larger
BIG STARS

Stronger Defense
DITKA

Stronger Forearms
PINBALL

Stronger hits
STEROIDS

Tip Mode
INFAMOUS_POP_UPS

Tornado Mode
TWISTER

Turbos
JUICE

Violent Injuries
ASSASSIN

Weaker QB
TORRETA

Worse Offensive Line
MANDARICH

Worse Pass Coverage
TOAST

NHL FACEOFF

Different Team Appearance
Hold X + Circle + L2 when the Just A Minute sign appears

NHL 98

Set of Uniforms
3RD 3rd

Away Uniforms
MASKDMAN

Bad Call
GIPTEA

Big Head Mode
BRAINY

EA Blades Bonus Team
EAEAO

Kid Mode
NHLKIDS

Large Goalies
PLAYTIME

More Free Agents
FREEEA

View Stanley Cup FMV
STANLEY

Nuclear Strike

Infinite Armor, Ammunition, Fuel
PACKISBACK

View Future Strike FMV sequence
COMMERCIAL

Unlimited Weapon Refill
GOPOSTAL

Faster Vehicles
WARPDRIVE

Infinite Lives
LAZARUS

Easy Mission 1
AVENGER

Four Continues
PHOENIX
Five Continues
WARRIOR

Fly Farther
MPG

Recon Mode
EAGLE EYE

Level 1 Password
JUNGLE WAR

Level 2 Password
CUTTHROATS

Level 3 Password
COUNTDOWN

Level 3B Password
PLUTONIUM

Level 4 Password
PUSAN

Level 5 Password
ARMAGEDDON

Bonus Level Password
LIGHTNING

Oddworld: Abe’s Oddysee

Level Select
At the Main Options screen, where Abe says “Hello,” hold R1 and press Down, Right, Left, Right, Square, Circle, Square, Triangle, Circle, Square, Right, Left.

View FMV Sequences
At the Main Options screen, where Abe says “Hello,” hold R1 and press Up, Left,

Right, Square, Circle,
Triangle, Square, Right, Left,
Up, Right.

Invincibility
During gameplay, hold R1 and press Circle, Triangle, Square, X, Down(3), Circle,
Triangle, Square, X.

Pac-Man World
God Mode
Pause and press Up, Down, Right, L2 (3), Right, Left, Up.

Extra Continues
Select Classic mode. Before pressing Start, press Select to raise the number of continues to 99.

31 Lives
Enter VITAMINS as a password.

Bonus Screen
Enter CASHDASH as a password. Then, finish a level to reach a bonus screen.

Extra Hearts for Health
Enter CORONARY as a password.

Immortal Enemies
Enter EVILDEAD as a password.

Invincibility
Enter HARDBODY as a password.
Level Select
Enter BORNFREE as a password.

Pinball Screen
Enter TOMMYBOY as a password. Then, finish a level. You’ll reach a pinball screen. You can also enter KNACCKDE as a password.

Restart Without Quitting
Enter INANDOUT as a password. You can quit in the middle of the game and return to the Level Selection screen. To return to the main screen, repeat the quit procedure on the Level Selection screen.

Rotate Screen
Enter TWISTEYE as a password. Hold down L1+L2 and press Left or Right to rotate the screen. Press Down to return to normal.

Special Weapons
Enter OTTOFIRE as a password. This allows access to special weapons that never run out of power.

Switch Characters
Enter BODYSWAP as a password. During gameplay, press Triangle to switch characters.

Warp Body
Enter THETHING as a password. Hold L2+Circle to cycle through different body shapes. Press L2+X to return to normal.

Level 1
ABIAAIIA

Level 2
ACIAEIIC

Level 3
NCAFEBAI

Level 4
KMACBIGA

Level 5
JFACBJAE

Level 6
JNACBICE

Level 7
FEIACCDI

Level 8
JHABBIAI

Level 9
JNAABICCI

Level 10
NIABEBCI

Level 11
AHIAEIJG

Level 12
EPAAACC

Level 13
AIIAAIJM

Level 14
NKAABJ

Level 15
NMAAEBE

Level 16
ACMAEIID A
Level 17
KJABBIFA

Level 18
ADMAEIIH

Parasite Eve

EX Game Mode
Finish the game to enable a new mode option.

Extra Points
Complete one day without saving to receive extra points when the following day begins.

Extra Ammunition
Return to the police station and open the box inside the weapon storage room to collect 30 bullets. This may be done 10 times.

Track the Helicopter
At the City Map screen, press Select to track the helicopter as it flies around the city.

Rainbow Six Rogue Spear

Unlocks All Levels
P8HIH!P8P?H!?

Unlocks All Levels in Recruit Mode
48H6HW48H!H!?

Unlocks Level 10
k6gvfrpsf9g9j

Unlocks Level 11
s6kvjrxcf9k9j

Unlocks Level 2
4yh8h8yp?h87

Unlocks Level 3
wyl8l8xqhi8z

Unlocks Level 4
lyp5p5?qh?p8z

Unlocks Level 5
czt565hrf?t8z

Unlocks Level 6
kzx5v5prf?x8z

Unlocks Level 7
sz75z5rf?78z

Unlocks Level 8
6z?595?rf??78z

Unlocks Level 9
c6dvbvhsf9d9j

Rayman

Bongo Hills
B0D4?HL29X

Eraser Plains
DW44?1!CN7

Gong Heights
B04DG13L9K

Mosquitos Nest
L044Z9LNHM

Mr Sax's Hullabaloo
B0D4?R33HP

Mr Stone's Peaks
49DN?1!!WF
Pink Plant Woods
L8W8Z9LW9M
Start
38W8Z92W9M
Swamp of Forgetfulness
L04JPHLW9M
99 Lives
XNB9FMIZ2?
All abilities and levels
FJSJCS20P.
End of game
942KV3W9XD
Start at Mr. Skop’s Stalactites
NW?WD15!4Q

READY 2 RUMBLE

Fight in Bronze Class and get Kemo Claw
BRONZE
Fight in Silver Class and get Bruce Blade
SILVER
Get in Gold Class and get Nat Daddy
GOLD
Unlock all boxers and classes
Champ

RESIDENT EVIL DIRECTORS CUT

Double Ammo
Highlight Advanced Mode at the main menu, then press and hold Right until the word Advanced turns green.

Easier Advanced Mode
On the difficulty select menu highlight Advanced and hold Right for a few seconds

More skill levels
At the demo title screen highlight New Game and hold Right for a few seconds.

RESIDENT EVIL 2

Infinite Rocket Launcher
Beat scenario 1 on normal difficulty in less than 2:30 with an A or B ranking

Machine Gun
Beat scenario 2 on normal difficulty in less than 3 hours with an A or B ranking

Gatling Gun
Beat the second scenario on Normal difficulty in less than 2:30 and get an A or B ranking.

Hunk Scenario
Complete scenario 1 and scenario 2 and get an A ranking on one of them, then save your game.

Tofu Scenario
Complete six scenarios and get an A ranking on one of them, then save your game.

RIDGE RACER

Bonus Tracks
Place first on all four tracks.
**Eight More Cars**
Destroy all enemies on the Galaxian loading screen within the allotted time

**Lamborghini**
Place first on the first four tracks, then go to Time Trial mode and beat the Lamborghini.

---

**SimCity 2000**

**0% Interest Bonds**
Open the City Budget window from the menu. At the Budget screen, hold Triangle and press L1, L2, L1, R2, R1, R2, R1.

**Cycle Night and Day**
To cycle night and day in 3D mode, press Down, Up, Down, Up, Down, L2, R2. To turn it off, press Down, Down, Up, Down, Down, L2, R2.

**Fade to Black**
To fade the screen to black, press Down, Down, Down, Down, Down, Down, L2, R2. To pause the fade, press Left, Left, Left, Left, Left, Left, R2, R2. To return the screen to normal, press Right, Right, Right, Right, Right, L2, R2.

**Maximum Dispatch**
Use of any of the dispatch tools (Fire, Police, Military) will yield the maximum number allowable within SimCity regardless of the number of stations you have. To activate, use the normal arrow cursor to select and cancel the dispatch tool. Go to the status bar and press Left, Right, Left, Right, Cancel, Accept. Be sure your cursor stays in the status area while doing this.

---

**SLED STORM**

**Cheaper Upgrades**
Enter X, L1, Circle, Triangle, Square, Square, Triangle, L2 as a password.

**Dance Mix**
Enter R2, Triangle, X, R2, Triangle, Square, Circle, X as a password. (Cheat also unlocks Snocross circuits 3-6.)

**Demo Track**
Enter R2, L1, Triangle, Square, Triangle, R1, Circle, X as a password.

**Gio’s Sled Storm**
Enter Circle, Triangle, Square, L1, R2, L1, X, Triangle as a password.

**Jackal’s Sled Storm**
Unlock Jackal. Enter Circle, Triangle, Square, L2, R2, L1, X, Triangle as a password.

**Jay’s Sled Storm**
Enter Circle, Triangle, Square, Circle, R2, L1, X, Triangle as a password.

**Mirrored Tracks**
Enter Circle, L1, R2, R2, X, Triangle, L2 as a password.
Nadia’s Sled Storm
Enter Circle, Triangle, Square, Square, R2, L1, X, Triangle as a password.

Play as Jackal
Enter L2, L2, Circle, R2, Square, R1, L1, Triangle as a password.

Play as Sergei
Enter Square, L1, Square, L2, Triangle, R2, X, Circle as a password. (In the European version, Sergei is known as Rhine Rider.)

Reversed Tracks
Enter Square, L1, X, Square, R2, X, Triangle, Circle as a password.

Sergei’s Sled Storm
Unlock Sergei. Then enter Circle, Triangle, Square, X, R2, L1, X, Triangle as a password. (In the European version, Sergei is known as Rhine Rider.)

Super Snocross 6
Enter Square, X, Triangle, Triangle, L1, R2, Circle, Triangle as a password.

Tracey’s Sled Storm
Enter Circle, Triangle, Square, Triangle, R1, L1, X, Triangle as a password.

Travis’ Sled Storm
Enter Circle, Triangle, Square, R1, R2, L1, X, Triangle as a password.

Win Open Mountain Championship
Enter Square, X, R2, Square, Circle, R1, Circle, Triangle as a password.

SOUL BLADE
Alternate Costumes
To change your costumes, go to the Character Selection screen, and press one of the following: Square, X + Square, Triangle, X + Triangle, or Circle.

Alternate Endings
When the endings start, press the following buttons for each character when the view shifts to full-screen.

Mitsurugi
Use the control pad to dodge Tanegashima’s shots, and use Square or Triangle to deliver the fatal blow.

Seung Mina
Hold X and press Left or Right.

Li Long
Press Square or Triangle repeatedly.

Taki
Press X.

Voldo
Press Up and Down rapidly until Soul Edge breaks (you can also change the camera angle with Triangle while Voldo is speaking to Vercci).

Sophitia
Press Right
Siegfried
Press Triangle

Rock
Press Triangle

Hwang
Press Square

Cervantes
Press Triangle

Hidden Level
After you unlock Evil Siegfried and Han Myong, a new background will unlock.

Namco Voice Trick
At the start of the game, you hear a voice say Namco. Hold L1+L2 then press Up for Seung Mina’s voice, Down for a quick voice, or Back for a normal voice.

Play as Evil Siegfried
Find Siegfried’s 8th weapon in Edge Master mode.

Play as Han Myong
After Soul Edge becomes selectable, beat Arcade Mode using Hwang, then Seung Mina immediately afterward.

Play as Sophitia in a Bathing Suit
Get every character’s 8th weapon in Edge Master mode.

Play as Sophitia without Armor
Find Sophitia’s 8th weapon in Edge Master mode.

Play as Soul Edge
To play as Soul Edge, beat Arcade mode with each character, or leave the game running for 12 hours. If you pause mid-game, this “timer” will still run.

Ultimate Weapon
After defeating Cervantes/Soul Edge, your character’s Ultimate Weapon appears in one of the stages that can be reached directly from Spain. If you lose the battle where the Ultimate Weapon was, your character performs his/her “loss by time-up” animation on the map screen. If this happens, the Weapon moves to one of the stages adjacent to the one you are on, but it will not move to Spain.

Ultimate Weapon in Arcade Mode
To use the Ultimate Weapons in Arcade mode, highlight the character you want to be and wait until a weapon list appears beside the character. You can also push select. Choose the Ultimate Weapon or any other weapon in battle. You must earn the weapons in Edge Master Mode.

Winning Poses
To change your winning pose, press Triangle, Square, Circle or X after you beat your opponent.
**Soviet Strike**

**Cheat Codes**
Enter these codes at the password screen.

**People Follow You Everywhere**
ANGRYLOCAL

**Natives Worship Your Chopper**
GHANDI

**World Peace (No Shooting)**
QUAKER

**More Powerful Weapons**
DAVEDITHER

**Double Damage**
DRBENWAY

**Unlimited Fuel**
MOUNTADEW

**Infinite Armor**
IAMWOMAN

**Unlimited Ammo, Fuel, and Attempts**
THEBIGBOYS
4 attempts
SADISSA
7 attempts
NOSFERAT

**Infinite Ammo**
STRANGELUV

**Infinite Fuel**
EARTHFIRST

**Double Fuel Mileage**
VULTURE

**Infinite Ammo, Infinite Fuel, Infinite Attempts**
FUGAZI

**Infinite Ammo, Infinite Fuel, Invincible Chopper**
MIDNIGHOIL

**Spider-Man**

**Invincibility**
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.” Enter RUSTCRST as a password.

**Big Head**
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.” Enter DULUX as a password.

**Level Select**
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.” Enter XCLSIOR as a password.

**Profanity Filter**
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.” Enter a profanity and the game will automatically replace that profanity with a cleaner word.

**Unlock All Comic Book Covers**
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.” Enter ALLSIXCC as a password.

**Unlock All Movies**
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.” Enter WATCHEM as a password.
Unlimited Webbing
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.”
Enter STRUDL as a password.

Unlock Everything
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.”
Enter EEL NATS as a password.

Unlock Joel Jewett
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.”
Enter RULUR as a password. Enter the gallery to see Joel Jewett, President of NeverSoft, at the bottom of the character viewer.

Debug Mode
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.”
Enter LLADNEK as a password.

Infinite Health
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.”
Enter DCSTUR as a password.

All Characters in Character Viewer
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.”
Enter CVIEWEM as a password.

Storyboard Viewer
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.”
Enter CGOSSETT as a password.

Amazing Bag Man Costume
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.”
Enter AMZBGMAN as a password.

Ben Reilly Costume
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.”
Enter BNREILLY as a password.

Capt. Universe Costume
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.”
Enter SCOSMIC as a password.

Peter Parker Costume
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.”
Enter MJSSTUD as a password.

Quick Change Spidey Costume
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.”
Enter ALMSTPKR as a password.

Scarlet Spider Costume
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.”
Enter LETTERS as a password.

Spidey Unlimited Costume
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.”
Enter PARALLEL as a password.

Spidey 2099 Costume
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.”
Enter TWNTYNDN as a password.

**Symbiote Costume**
At the main menu, select “Special” then “Cheats.” Enter BLKSPIDER as a password.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SPIDERMAN 2 ENTER ELECTO</strong></th>
<th><strong>Level 1</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“What If” Mode VVISIONS</td>
<td>BGNR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Feet Mode STACEYD</td>
<td>CLMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Head Mode ALIEN</td>
<td>KVNF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete Training CEREBRA</td>
<td>WKG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debug Mode DRILHERE</td>
<td>DFVJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See Programmers’ High Scores VWHISCRS</td>
<td>NGPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlock All Costumes WASHMCHN</td>
<td>WMCV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlock all Levels NONJYMNT</td>
<td>XNAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlock Everything AUNTMAY</td>
<td>HPJQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View Art Gallery DRKROOM</td>
<td>QHDG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SPONGE BOB SQUAREPANTS</strong></th>
<th><strong>Level 12</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Final Level WMBT</td>
<td>MNTL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Level 13</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unlock Everything AUNTMAY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Level 14</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>View Art Gallery DRKROOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Level 15</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unlock Everything AUNTMAY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Level 16</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>View Art Gallery DRKROOM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Level 17**
LKKV

**Level 18**
PVHS

**Level 19**
JAST

---

**Spyro Collectors Edition**

**2D Spyro**
Left, Right, Left, Right, L1, R1, L1, R1, Square, Circle

**99 Lives**
Select, Square, Square, Square, Square, Circle, Up, Circle, Left, Circle, Right, Circle, Start

**Level Select**
Square, Square, Circle, Left, Right, Left, Right, Circle, Up, Right, Down

**Rainbow Spyro**
Square, Square, Square, Square, Square, Square, Square, Square, Square, Square, Square, then hold L1 + R1 + L2 + R2 and press X, X, X, X

---

**Spyro The Dragon**

**Crash Bandicoot Warped Demo**
Hold L1+Triangle at the New/Load Game menu.

**More Lives**
Pause and enter the Inventory screen. Press Square (6), Circle, Up, Circle, Left, Circle, Right, Circle, Select to get 99 lives.

**Level Select**
Pause and enter the Inventory screen. Press Square (2), Circle, Left, Right, Left, Right, Circle, Up, Right, Down. You can access all levels when you go to a balloonist.

---

**Spyro 2 Ripto's Rage**

Enter the following while the game is paused.

**All Abilities**
Circle, Circle, Circle, Circle, Circle

**Big Head Mode**
Up, Up, Up, Up, R1, R1, R1, R1, Circle

**Black Spyro**
Up, Right, Down, Left, Up, Square, R1, R2, L1, L2, Up, Left, Down, Right, Up, Down

**Blue Spyro**
Up, Right, Down, Left, Up, Square, R1, R2, L1, L2, Up, Left, Down, Right, Up, X

**Extra Hit Point**
Square, Up, Square, Down, Square, Left, Square, Right, Circle

**Flat Spyro**
Left, Right, Left, Right, L2, R2, L2, R2, Square
Green Spyro
Up, Right, Down, Left, Up,
Square, R1, R2, L1, L2, Up,
Left, Down, Right, Up,
Triangle

Pink Spyro
Up, Right, Down, Left, Up,
Square, R1, R2, L1, L2, Up,
Left, Down, Right, Up,
Square

Red Spyro
Up, Right, Down, Left, Up,
Square, R1, R2, L1, L2, Up,
Left, Down, Right, Up,
Circle

Undo Color Change
Up, Right, Down, Left, Up,
Square, R1, R2, L1, L2, Up,
Left, Down, Right, Up,
View Credits
Square, Circle, Square,
circle, Square, Circle, Left,
Right, Left, Right, Left

Yellow Spyro
Up, Right, Down, Left, Up,
Square, R1, R2, L1, L2, Up,
Left, Down, Right, Up

**STAR WARS THE PHANTOM MENACE**

Level Select, Sound Test, Invincibility, FMVs
At the title screen highlight options and press Triangle, Circle, Left, L1, R2,
Square, Circle, Left. After the beep hold L1 + Select + Triangle

**STAR WARS EPISODE 1 JEDI POWER BATTLES**

Pause the game and enter.

Choose a level
L1,X,X,X,O,O,O,Square,
Square

Laser guns
Square,Triangle,Triangle,O,S
ELECT

**STAR WARS REBEL ASSAULT 2**

Skip Current Level
Triangle, Triangle, Circle,
Triangle, Square, Square

Unlock All Levels
Triangle, Square, Square,
Square, X, Triangle

Unlock All Movies
Triangle, Square, Circle,
Triangle, Circle, Circle

View Credits
Triangle, Triangle, Circle,
Triangle, Square, Square

Easy Mode
X, Circle, X, Circle, X,
Triangle

Hard Mode
Triangle, Square, Square,
Square, X, Triangle

Medium Mode
X, X, Triangle, Circle, X,
Triangle
**STUART LITTLE 2**

**Display Debug Info**  
Up, L1, Down, R1, R2,  
Down, L2, Up

**Infinite Mice**  
Pause the game, hold L1,  
Circle, Circle, Triangle

**Invincibility**  
L2, Square, L1, Circle, R2,  
Square, L1, Circle

**Loaded Ammo**  
Square, L1, R1, Up, Circle,  
L2, R2, Down

**Unlock All Levels**  
R2, Left, Right, R1, L1, Up,  
Down, L2

**Unlock All Movies**  
Circle, L2, Left, R1, R2,  
Right, L1

**View all Loading Screens and Intro Movie Clips**  
Right, Circle, Square,  
Square, R1, R2, Left, L2

**SYPHON FILTER**

**All weapons and infinite ammo**  
Press Start, highlight  
Weapons and press  
Right + L2 + R2 +  
Square + Circle + X

**Hard Mode**  
At the New Game title  
screen press Left + L1 +  
R2 + Select + Square +  
Circle + X

---

**One-Shot Kill**  
Pause the game, highlight  
Silenced 9mm and press  
Left + Select + Square + X +  
L1 + R2

**Stage Select**  
Press Start, choose Options,  
then highlight Select Mission  
and press Left + L1 + R1 +  
Select + Square + X

**Weak Enemies**  
Pause the game, highlight  
Map and press Right + L1 +  
R1 + X

---

**SYPHON FILTER 2**

**End Level**  
Pause the game, highlight  
Map and press Right + L2 +  
R2 + Circle + Square + X

**Expert Mode**  
At the main menu highlight  
New Game and press  
Square + Circle + L1 + R2 +  
Up + X

**Level Skip**  
Pause the game, highlight  
Map and press and hold  
Right, L2, R2, Circle, Square  
in that order

**Movie Theater**  
Pause the game and high-  
light Briefing, then hold  
Right + L1 + R2 + Circle  
and press X

**Super Agent Mode**  
Pause the game, highlight  
Weaponry and hold Select +  
Square + Circle + X + L2
**Syphon Filter 3**

**Play at Hard Difficulty**
Up, Select, L1, R2, Square, Circle, X at the same time, then highlight “One Player” and press Up, Select, L1, R2, Square

---

**Tekken 2**

**Big Characters**
In arcade mode while selecting your character hold Select and press X

**Fight as Angel**
Beat Devil using Kazuya, then select your fighter by pressing the Kick button

**Fight as Devil**
Beat Devil using Kazuya, then select your fighter using the Punch button

**Pick Roger in one player mode**
Highlight Roger and press Triangle

**Sky Mode**
Unlock all characters, then hold Select + Up when choosing a character. Keep holding them until the fight begins.

**Wire frame mode**
Unlock all characters, then hold L2 + L1 while selecting your character. Keep holding them until the match begins.

---

**Tenchu**

**All Ninja Tools**
Pause the game, hold R1 and press Left, Left, Down, Down, Square, Square, Triangle, Circle

**Debug Mode**
Pause the game, hold L1 + R2 and press Up, Triangle, Down, X, Left, Square, Right, Circle, then release L1 + R2 and press L1, R1, L2, R2, then wait a bit and press Start, L2 + R2

**Enable enemy layout selection screen**
At the select stage menu hold R1 and press Left, Left, Down, Down, Square, Square, Triangle, X

**Increase item capacity to 99**
At the items menu hold L1 and press Left, Left, Down, Down, Square, Square, Triangle, Square

**Increase Items**
At the item selection screen hold L2 and press Left, Left, Down, Down, Square, Square, Triangle, Circle

**Japanese Voices**
At the mission select screen hold L1 and press Left, Left, Down, Down, Square, Square, Triangle, Circle

**New costume for Ayame**
At the item select screen press Left, Left, Down, Down, Square, Square, Triangle, Circle
Refill health
Pause the game and press Left, Left, Down, Down, Square, Square, Triangle, Square

Unlock all levels
At the stage select screen hold R2 and press Left, Left, Down, Down, Square, Square, Triangle, Square

Test Drive 4
Bonus Cars
sausage
Bonus Tracks
knacked
Hovercraft
fly
Turbo Mode
whooooosh

Test Drive 5
Enable 3 Bonus Cars in Single Race mode
NOLIFE
Enables Cop Chase Mode
VRSIX
Fear Factory music video
AUXYRAY
Unlock 1/4 Mile Race
FIESTA
Unlock all 30 tracks
MTHREE
Unlock all of the hidden cars
RONE

Test Drive Off Road
Buggy
SPRINTER 4x4
All Tracks
ALLTRACK
Hot Rod
FIFTY
Monster Truck
BEEFY
No Clipping
DAVON
Pharoah’s Curse Track
SANDDUNE
Trap Track
CRAZY Sand
Snowball Express Track
SNOWMAN
Stock Car
LOWRIDER
Track Seven
FRIENDLY
Tracks 7-9 Unlocked
DIRTY
Under Construction Track
ELITE

Tetris Plus
Level Select
Down, Down, Right, Up, Up, Right, Up, Up, Right, Down, Down, Right, Up, Up, Right, Up, Up, Up, Right
The Lost World
Jurassic Park Special Edition

Debug Menu
Square, X, Circle, Triangle, Triangle, X, Square, Circle, Triangle, Circle, X, Square

TNN Hardcore 4x4

Raining Frogs
Set the weather option to “Severe.” Go to Time Trial mode and enter your name as RAINFROG. A face appears in the screen’s upper corner if you entered the code correctly.

Bonus Game
Go to Time Trial mode. Enter your name as DUTCHMAN. A face appears if you entered the code correctly. Now go to the Credits screen under the Options menu to play an Asteroids minigame.

Hidden Truck
Go to Time Trial mode. Enter your name as MAINLINE. A face appears if you entered the code correctly. This unlocks the hidden truck and two new levels of difficulty: Pro and Extreme.

Tomb Raider

All codes are based on the default control setup.

All Weapons
Press L1, Triangle, R2, L2 (2), R2, Circle, L1 in the Inventory screen (assuming default controls).

Level Skip
Press L2, R2, L1, Circle, Triangle, L1, R2, L2 in the Inventory screen (assuming default controls).

All Weapons, Infinite Ammunition, More Enemies
Beat the game and reload any saved level.

Tomb Raider 2

Cheat Information
To walk, hold R1 and press D-Pad in the indicated direction. To sidestep, hold R2 and press D-Pad in the indicated direction. Release R1 and R2 when jumping or spinning.

Level Skip
Perform the following tasks during a game: Sidestep left, sidestep right, sidestep left, walk back one step, walk forward one step. Then release R1 and spin at least three complete circles in any direction. Then, perform a forward jump and do a turn in mid-air by pressing Up+Square, Circle.

All Weapons
Perform the following tasks during a game: sidestep left, sidestep right, sidestep left,
walk back one step, walk forward one step. Then release R1 and spin at least three complete circles in any direction. Then, perform a backward jump and do a turn in mid-air by pressing Down+Square, Circle.

**Explosion**
Perform the following tasks during a game: Walk forward one step, walk back one step. Hold walk while you spin three complete circles in any direction. Then jump backward.

**Infinite Flares**
Enable the All Weapons or Level Skip code. During gameplay, press Triangle to pull out Lara’s guns and then press L2. Even if you don’t have any flares in inventory, a flare appears.

**CD Music**
Put the game disk into an audio CD player. Listen to track two or higher hear the game’s music.

---

**TOMB RAIDER 3**

**All Secrets and Keys**
Press L2 (5), R2, L2 (3), R2, L2, R2, L2 (2), R2, L2 (2), R2, L2 (2) during gameplay.

**All Weapons, etc.**
Press L2, R2 (2), L2 (4), R2, L2, R2 (2), L2, R2 (2), L2 (2), R2, L2 (2), R2 during gameplay.

---

**Level Skip**
Press L2, R2, L2 (2), R2, L2, R2, L2, R2, L2 (4), R2, L2, R2 (4), L2 during gameplay.

**Racetrack Key**
Press R2, L2 (3), R2, L2 (6), R2, L2 (5), R2, L2 (2) during gameplay in Lara’s mansion.

**Restore Health**
Press R2 (2), L2, R2, L2 (6), R2, L2 (3), R2, L2 (4), L2 during gameplay.

---

**TOMB RAIDER: THE LAST REVELATION**

All codes must be pressed and held down in sequence.

**Turn Lara Exactly North**
Have Lara hang or stand on something facing north. The compass turns transparent when she faces exactly north.

**Level Skip**
Have Lara face north, then press Select to enter the Inventory screen. Highlight “Load Game,” press L1, L2, R1, R2, Up, then exit the Inventory screen.

**All Weapons**
Have Lara face north, then press Select to enter the Inventory screen. Highlight “Small Medipack,” press L1, L2, R1, R2, Up, then exit the Inventory screen.

**All Items**
Have Lara face north, then press Select to enter the
Inventory screen. Highlight “Large Medipack,” press L1, L2, R1, R2, Down, then exit the Inventory screen.

All Secret Items
Have Lara face north, then press Select to enter the Inventory screen. Highlight “Large Medipack,” press L1, L2, R1, R2, Down, Triangle, then exit the Inventory screen.

**TONY HAWK’S PRO SKATER**

**Cheat Mode**
Pause, then hold L1 and press Circle, Right, Up, Down, Circle, Right, Up, Square, Triangle. All levels, FMV movies, tapes, full attributes, and Officer Dick are unlocked.

**Level Select**
Pause the game, then hold L1 and press Triangle, Right, Up, Square, Triangle, Left, Up, Square, Triangle.

**Full Special Meter**
Pause, then hold L1 and press X, Triangle, Circle, Down, Up, Right.

**Slow Motion Mode**
Pause, then hold L1 and press Square, Left, Up, Square, Left.

**Raise Attributes to 10**
Pause, then hold L1 and press X, Triangle, Up, Down.

**Raise Attributes to 13**
Pause, then hold L1 and press X, Square (2), Triangle, Up, Down.

**Big Head Mode**
Pause, then hold L1 and press Square, Circle, Up, Left (2).

**Play as Officer Dick**
Collect all 30 tapes with any character in Career mode.

**Play as Private Carrera**
Unlock everything with the Cheat Mode code or by earning everything. Start a game in any mode with Officer Dick. Pause, then hold L1 and press Triangle, Up, Triangle, Up, Circle, Up, Left, Triangle. The screen won’t shake. Restart and go back to the Character Selection screen. Private Carrera replaces Officer Dick.

**Random Start Locations**
Pause, then hold L1 and press Square, Circle, X, Up, Down.

**Skater’s FMV Sequences**
Win a gold medal in the three competitions with a specific character to see that skater’s videos.

**Neversoft Bails FMV Sequence**
Use Officer Dick and get a medal in all three competitions to see the developers trying to skate.
Andrew Reynolds’s Backflip  
When the Special Meter flashes, press Up, Down+Circle.

Andrew Reynolds’s Heelflip to Bluntside  
When the Special Meter flashes, press Down, Down+Triangle.

Andrew Reynolds’s Triple Kickflip  
When the Special Meter flashes, press Left, Left+Square.

Bob Burnquist’s One-Footed Smith  
When the Special Meter flashes, press Right, Right+Triangle.

Bob Burnquist’s Backflip  
When the Special Meter flashes, press Up, Down+Circle.

Bob Burnquist’s Burntwist  
When the Special Meter flashes, press Left, Up+Triangle.

Bucky Lasek’s Fingerflip Airwalk  
When the Special Meter flashes, press Left, Right+Circle.

Bucky Lasek’s Kickflip McTwist  
When the Special Meter flashes, press Right, Right+Circle.

Bucky Lasek’s Varial Heelflip Judo  
When the Special Meter flashes, press Down, Up+Square.

Chad Muska’s 360 Shove-It Rewind  
When the Special Meter flashes, press Right, Right+Square.

Chad Muska’s One-Footed 5-0 Thumpin  
When the Special Meter flashes, press Right, Down+Triangle.

Chad Muska’s Frontflip  
When the Special Meter flashes, press Down, Up+Circle.

Elissa Steamer’s Primo Grind  
When the Special Meter flashes, press Left, Left+Triangle.

Elissa Steamer’s Backflip  
When the Special Meter flashes, press Up, Down+Circle.

Elissa Steamer’s Judo Madonna  
When the Special Meter flashes, press Left, Down+Circle.

Geoff Rowley’s Backflip  
When the Special Meter flashes, press Up, Down+Circle.
Geoff Rowley's Double Hardflip
When the Special Meter flashes, press Right, Down+Square.

Geoff Rowley’s Darkside Grind
When the Special Meter flashes, press Left, Right+Triangle.

Jamie Thomas’s 540 Flip
When the Special Meter flashes, press Left, Down+Square.

Jamie Thomas’s One-Footed Nose Grind
When the Special Meter flashes, press Up, Up+Triangle.

Jamie Thomas’s Frontflip
When the Special Meter flashes, press Down, Up+Circle.

Kareem Campbell’s Kickflip Underflip
When the Special Meter flashes, press Left, Right+Square.

Kareem Campbell’s Casper Slide
When the Special Meter flashes, press Up, Down+Triangle.

Kareem Campbell’s Front Flip
When the Special Meter flashes, press Down, Up+Circle.

Officer Dick’s Assume the Position
When the Special Meter flashes, press Left, Left+Circle.

Officer Dick’s Yeeehaw Front Flip
When the Special Meter flashes, press Down, Up+Circle.

Officer Dick’s Neckbreak Grind
When the Special Meter flashes, press Left, Right+Triangle.

Private Carrera’s Ho-Ho-Ho
When the Special Meter flashes, press Left, Up, Square+Circle.

Private Carrera’s Somi Spin
When the Special Meter flashes, press Left, Down, Circle.

Private Carrera’s Well Hardflip
When the Special Meter flashes, press Right, Left, Square.

Rune Glifberg’s Kickflip McTwist
When the Special Meter flashes, press Right, Right+Circle.

Rune Glifberg’s Front Back Kickflip
When the Special Meter flashes, press Up, Down+Square.
Rune Glifberg’s Christ Air
When the Special Meter flashes, press Left, Right+Circle.

Tony Hawk’s 540 Board Varial
When the Special Meter flashes, press Left, Left+Square.

Tony Hawk’s 360 Flip to Mute
When the Special Meter flashes, press Down, Right+Square.

Tony Hawk’s Kickflip McTwist
When the Special Meter flashes, press Right, Right+Circle.

Tony Hawk’s the 900
When the Special Meter flashes, press Right, Down+Circle.

Toggle Blood/No Blood Code
Pause, hold L1 and press Right, Up, Square, Triangle.

Infinite Special
Pause, hold L1, and press X, Triangle, Circle(2), Up, Left, Triangle, Square.

Faster Gameplay
Pause, hold L1, and press Down, Square, Triangle, Right, Up, Circle, Down, Square, Triangle, Right, Up, Circle.

Fatter Skaters
Pause, hold L1, and press X (4), Left, X (4), Left, X (4), Left. The skater gains some weight. Enter this code multiple times to make the skater even fatter.

Thinner Skaters
Pause, hold L1, and press X (4), Square, X (4), Square, X (4), Square. The skater loses some weight. Enter this code multiple times to make the skater even thinner.

Unlock Private Carrera
Execute every Gap in the nonsecret levels of the game.

Unlock the Neversoft Making Video
Earn three gold medals with Private Carrera.

Unlock Spider-Man
Create your own skater and beat the game with 100
percent. Spider-Man has four costumes.

**Unlock the Spider-Man Skate Video**
Earn three gold medals with Spider-Man.

**Skate Heaven**
Earn 100 percent for every level of the game with all skaters, including Officer Dick, Spider-Man, and a custom skater to unlock a new track.

**Chopper Drop: Hawaii Level**
Earn three gold medals with every character to unlock this track.

**Unlock McSqueeb**
Beat the game with Tony Hawk at 100 percent. McSqueeb is a 1980's Tony.

**Unlock Officer Dick**
Clear every goal and collect all the cash on every level and competition to unlock Officer Dick.

**Skip to Restart**
Clear every goal and collect all the cash on every level and competition twice to pause the game and choose the spawn point.

**Kid Mode**
Clear every goal and collect all the cash on every level and competition three times to gain better stats and kid-like skaters.

**Perfect Balance**
Clear every goal and collect all the cash on every level and competition four times to gain better balance to grind for a long time.

**Infinite Special**
Clear every goal and collect all the cash on every level and competition five times to gain infinite special.

**Max Stats**
Clear every goal and collect all the cash on every level and competition six times to gain maximum stats.

**Weight Cheat**
Clear every goal and collect all the cash on every level and competition seven times to alter the skater appearances.

**Wireframe Mode**
Clear every goal and collect all the cash on every level and competition eight times to use Wireframe mode.

**Slow Motion Tricks**
Clear every goal and collect all the cash on every level and competition nine times to watch tricks in slow motion.

**Big Head Mode**
Clear every goal and collect all the cash on every level and competition 10 times to have the skaters appear with big heads.
Sim Mode
Clear every goal and collect all the cash on every level and competition 11 times to gain realistic physics.

Smooth Mode
Clear every goal and collect all the cash on every level and competition 12 times to have no textures.

No Gravity
Clear every goal and collect all the cash on every level and competition 13 times to get lowered gravity.

Disco Mode
Clear every goal and collect all the cash on every level and competition 14 times to get disco lights.

Mirrored Levels
Clear every goal and collect all the cash on every level and competition 15 times to gain mirrored versions of the original levels.

Special Moves
Perform these special moves when your special meter flashes.

Andrew Reynold’s Nosegrab Tailslide
Up, Down, Grind

Andrew Reynold’s Triple Heelflip
Up, Right, Kickflip

Andrew Reynold’s Hardflip Late Flip
Up, Down, Kickflip

**TONY HAWK’S PRO SKATER 3**

To enter the codes, pause the game, hold L1, and then enter the cheats as follows.

**Big Heads**
Up, Circle, Down

**Disco Lights**
Left (x15), Circle, Up

**Easy Contest Win**
Square, Circle, Right, Square, Circle, Right, Square, Circle, Right, Square, Circle, Right

**Extra Points**
Square, Circle, Right, Square, Circle, Right, Square, Circle

**Fat Skater**

**Kid Mode (Small Skater)**
X, Square, Triangle, Up, Right, Down, X

**Level Flip**
Down, Down, Triangle, Left, Up, Square, Triangle

**Moon Physics**
Right, Up, Down, X, Down, Up, Down, X, Square

**Perfect Balance Mode**
Up, Down, Up, Up, Triangle, X, Triangle, Triangle

**Random Start Locations**
Up, Up, Up, Up, Up, Up, Up, Circle
Sim Mode
Up, Triangle, Right, Circle, Down, X, Left, Square, Up, Triangle, Right, Circle, Down, X, Left, X

Smooth Mode
Left, Left, Up, Left, Left, Up, X Slow Motion Mode Left, Left, Up, Up, Circle, Circle, Left, Square

Special always 100%
Triangle, Right, Up, Square, Triangle, Right, Up, Square, Triangle

Stud Mode (Max Stats)
Square, Triangle, Up, Down, Right, Up, Square, Triangle

Thin Skater
X, X, X, X, Square, X, X, X, Square, X, X, X, X, Square

Turbo Mode
Left, Up, Square, Triangle

Wire Frame Mode
Left, Square, Left, Square, Left, Square, Up, X

TRIPLE PLAY 2001
Enter the following codes at the player/team select screen.

Play as one of the players from the Triple Play Dream Team in the Big League Challenge.
L1 + R1 + Up

Triple Play Dream Team
Left, Right, Left, Right, Left, Right, Left, Right, Left, Right, Left, Right

Twisted Metal

Cyburbia
X, Square, Triangle, Triangle, Triangle

Fight Minion
Triangle, X, Circle, Square, Triangle

Final Battle
Triangle, X, Circle, Square, Triangle

Freeway
X, Square, Square, Circle, Triangle

Helicopter view
Circle, Circle, Triangle, X, Space

Invincibility
Square, Triangle, X, Space, Circle

Park
X, Triangle, Square, Circle, Square

Rooftop
Square, Triangle, X, Circle, X

Secret Level
Square, Triangle, Circle, Square, Square

Unlimited Ammo
Triangle, Space, Square, Circle, Circle

Unlimited Turbo
Triangle, X, Triangle, Triangle, Circle

Warehouse
Circle, Triangle, Square, Circle, Circle
### TWISTED METAL 2

**Drop Mine code**
Right, Left, Down

**Freeze Burst Code**
Left, Right, Up

**High Jump**
Up, Up, Left

**Infinite Weapons + Turbo**
Hold L2 + R2, press Up, Down, Left, Right, Right, Left, Down, Up

**Invincibility**
Hold L1 + R1, press up, down, left, right, right, left, down, up, release L1 + R1 (code must be entered quickly)

**Mega Machine Gun**
Hold R2, press Up, Down, Left, Right, Right, Left, Down, Up

**Napalm Code**
Right, Left, Up

**Rear Attack**
Left, Right, Down

**Temporary Invisibility**
Right, Down, Left, Up

**Temporary Shield**
Up, Up, Right

**Health boost (note: you will lose all your weapons, and this only works if your advanced attack bar is full)**
During the game press
Down, Up, Right, Left, Up, Up, Down, Down

**Homing Napalms**
Highlight napalm, hold L2 and press Up, Down, Down, Left, Left, Left, Right, Right

**Massive Damage (ram your opponents)**
Select Axel, hold R1 and then during the game press
Up, Down, Left, Right, Right, Left, Down, Up

**Minion**
At the vehicle select screen press L1, Up, Down, Left

**Sweet Tooth**
At the vehicle select screen press Up, L1, Triangle, Right

**Minion's weapon with any character**
Hold the machine gun button and press Up, Down, Up, Up Use

### TWISTED METAL 3

**All Pick-Ups are Homing Missiles**
Start, R1, L1, Start, Start

**All Pick-Ups are Napalms**
Start, Start, L1 (x3)

**All Pick-Ups are Power Missiles**
Start, L1, Start, L1, Start

**Alone in Deathmatch**
X, Circle (x4)

**Computer Cars Ignore Health Pick-ups**
Down, L1, Down, Start, Triangle
CPU Kills Human Players
L1, R1, L1, R1, R1

Demo Level in Deathmatch
Up (x3), Left, Left

Different View of Flower Power
Left, Square (x3), Left

Freeze Missile
Triangle, Up, O, Right, Start

Giant Ricochet Bombs
Left, Right, Left, Right, Up

God Mode
L1, Square, X, R1, Start

Homing Rain Missiles
Up, Down, Up, Down, Up

Icy Levels
Up, Up, X, X, Up

Infinite Specials
L1, L1, R1 (x3)

Massive Force
Triangle, Circle, Down, Left, Up

No Full Health Pick-Ups
L1, Start (x3), R1

No Health Pickups
Select, L1, Select, Start, Circle

No Pick-Ups
Select, Select, R1, L2, Start

Play at Club Kid’s House in Deathmatch mode
Left (x3), Square, Square

Smart Seekers
Triangle, Left, Down, Right, Up

Super Napalms
R1, R1, L1 (x3)

Unlimited Weapons
Triangle, Circle, Up, Right, Down

Unlock Memory Card Option
Start (x5)

Unlock Minion
Right (x3), Left, Left

Unlock Sweet Tooth
Left (x3), Right, Right

Warehouse Level in Deathmatch
Square (x3), Left, Left

Twisted Metal 4

God Mode
As a password, enter Down, Left, L1, Left, Right. Laughter confirms correct entry.

More Powerful Specials
As a password, enter Up, Start, Circle, R1, Left. Laughter confirms correct entry.

Infinite Specials
As a password, enter Triangle, L1, Down, Triangle, Up. Laughter confirms correct entry.

Faster Weapons
As a password, enter R1, L1, Down, Start, Down. Laughter confirms correct entry.

Faster Health
Regeneration
As a password, enter Triangle, L1, Down, Triangle,
Up. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**No Traction**
As a password, enter Down, Triangle, Down, L1, R1. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**No Health and Weapon Pick-Ups**
As a password, enter Circle, Start, Left, L1, Start. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**Infinite Ammo**
As a password, enter L1, R1, Up, Square, Circle. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**One CPU Ally Vs. Two Human Opponents**
As a password, enter Down (2), Right (2), Down. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**Harder CPU**
As a password, enter Right, Triangle, Right, Triangle, L1. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**CPU Ignores Health**
As a password, enter L1, Left, Right, Circle, Right. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**All Power-Ups Are Homing Missiles**
As a password, enter R1, Right, Left, R1, Up. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**All Power-Ups Are Remote Bombs**
As a password, enter Up, Right, Down, L1, Triangle. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**All Power-Ups Are Power Missiles**
As a password, enter Down (2), Circle, L1, Left. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**All Power-Ups Are Napalms**
As a password, enter Right, Left, R1, Right, Circle. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**All Power-Ups Are Remote Bombs**
As a password, enter Down, Right, Down, L1, Triangle. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**All Power-Ups Are Remote Bombs**
As a password, enter Down, Right, Down, L1, Triangle. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**All Power-Ups Are Remote Bombs**
As a password, enter Down, Right, Down, L1, Triangle. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**Play as Crusher**
As a password, enter Down, R1, Right, R1, L1. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**Play as Minion**
As a password, enter Triangle, L1 (2), Left,
Up. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**Play as Moon Buggy**
As a password, enter Start, Triangle, Right, L1, Start. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**Play as RC Car**
As a password, enter Up, Down, Left, Start, Right. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**Play as Super Auger**
As a password, enter Left, Circle, Triangle, Right, Down. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**Play as Super Axel**
As a password, enter Up, Right, Down, Up, L1. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**Play as Super Slamm**
As a password, enter Right, L1, Start, Circle, Start. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**Play as Super Thumper**
As a password, enter Circle, Triangle, Start, Circle, Left. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**Play as Sweet Tooth**
As a password, enter Start, R1, Right (2), Left. Laughter confirms correct entry.

**Freeze Move**
Press Left, Right, Up (2) during gameplay.

**Rear Freeze Move**
Press Left, Right, Down (2) during gameplay.

**Hyperspace Move**
Press Up (2), Down (2) during gameplay.

**Massive Attack Move**
Press Up, Down, Up, Down, Up during gameplay.

**Rear Massive Attack Move**
Press Up, Down, Up, Down (2) during gameplay.

**Rear Attack Move**
Press Right, Left, Down (2) during gameplay.

**Jump Move**
Press Up (2), Left during gameplay.

**Shield**
Press Up (2), Right during gameplay.

**Invisibility**
Press Down (2), Up (2) during gameplay.

**Level 2: Neon City**
*Password*
Left, Triangle, Right (2), Left

**Level 3: Road Rage**
*Password*
Start (2), Down, Circle, L1

**Level 4: Bedroom**
*Password*
L1, Right, Left (2), L1

**Level 5: Amazonia 3000**
*B.C. Password*
Circle, L1, Start, L1, Start
Level 6: The Oil Rig
Password
Start, Left, Up, Start, Circle

Level 7: Minion’s Maze
Password
Start, R1, Left, R1 (2)

Level 8: The Carnival
Password
Circle, Left, Down, R1, L1

**Vigilante 8**

**Access Passcode**
At the Options menu, select “Game Status,” highlight any driver, and press Circle. Now you can enter any of the following codes

**All Vehicles and Levels**
Access passcode and enter WMNNWLHTSCUCLH. This also unlocks all hidden characters, including “Y” the Alien.

**Invincibility**
Access passcode and enter I_WILL_NOT_DIE.

**Homing Missile Power-Up**
Access passcode and enter DEADLY_MISSILE.

**All Characters and Extra Levels**
Access passcode and enter GIMMIE_DA_WORKS.

**Identical Vehicles in 2P Mode**
Access passcode and enter SAME_CHARACTER.

**Slow Motion**
Access passcode and enter SLOW_MOTION_ON.

**Sand Factory and Secret Base Levels**
Access passcode and enter SECRET_LOCALES.

**Unlock Secret Cars**
Move the cursor to “Controller Select” in the Options screen. Press Up (2), Down (2), Left (2), Right, Right, Circle (2), Square (2), Circle (2), Triangle (2) quickly.

**Alien Character**
Access passcode and enter INVITE_VISITOR.

**All Standard Characters**
Access passcode and enter GANGS_ALL_HERE.

**Monster-Truck Tires**
Access passcode and enter MONSTER_WHEELS.

**No Enemies**
Access passcode and enter GO_SIGHTSEEING.

**Low Gravity**
Access passcode and enter REDUCE_GRAVITY.

**Expert Mode**
Access passcode and enter HARDEST_OF_ALL.

**Two-Player Mode with Same Vehicles**
Access passcode and enter SAME_CHARACTER.
Watch the FMV Sequences
Access passcode and enter SEE_ALL_MOVIES.

Music Change
Once a level has completely finished loading, take out the game CD and replace it with a music CD of your choice. To change music tracks, pause the game. Once the level finishes, you’re prompted to put the game CD back in.

Interceptor Missiles
During the game, if you have Halo Decoys in the inventory (though they do not need to be active), press Up (2), then shoot the machine gun. This causes your opponent’s missiles or special attacks to lock onto your missiles rather than your vehicle. Requires two Halo Decoys.

Interceptor Missiles II
Requires Turbo and uses two missiles. Press Up (3) and shoot the machine gun. Your vehicle speeds up for a few seconds.

Bull’s Eye Rockets
Requires Stampede and uses one through five rockets. Press Up, Down, Up, and then shoot the machine gun. If you hit an enemy, something special happens.

Sky Hammer Mortar
Requires Turtle Turnover and uses two shells. Press Down (3), and shoot the machine gun. This flips opponents’ vehicles.

Sky Hammer Mortar II
Requires Crater Maker and uses two shells. Press Down (2), Up, and then shoot the machine gun. This drops a huge bomb, which leaves a crater.

Bruiser Cannon
Requires Cow Puncher and uses two shells. Press Down, Up, Down, and then shoot the machine gun. This pushes opponents’ vehicles away.

Bruiser Cannon II
Requires Scatter Blast and uses six shells. Press Down, Up (2), and shoot the machine gun to simultaneously shoot six cannon shells.

Roadkill Mines
Requires Cactus Patch and uses one through six mines. Press Left, Right, Up, and then shoot the machine gun to quickly plant a group of land mines.

Roadkill Mines II
Requires Magnetic Mine and uses two mines. Press Left, Right, Down, and then shoot the machine gun to drop a land mine that pulls nearby vehicles toward it.

Chassey Blue 1
AOGIKYFGQQTWGA

Chassey Blue 2
YMBEJEOPDHYHZV
Chassey Blue 3
RIPJNYEPGFPJAI

Chassey Blue 4 Level
HGFTDDNMUBXRLV

Slick Clyde 1 Level
TNLCROHSQAZDMQ

Slick Clyde 2 Level
QDANNFHMSLBMWF

Slick Clyde 3 Level
FYLYRFKEAHGGAW

Slick Clyde 4 Level
OIRYEEBGDBNHBJ

Shiela 1 Level
EDAOHLJIIOUEDBA

Shiela 2 Level
HSDNTZSGVGCLP

Shiela 3 Level
NTWZYUQSPXMHB

Shiela 4 Level
BXINCWNWGCQVJF

John Torque 1 Level
WSLZFBNQDTFDBF

John Torque 2 Level
BXNJRYSXTYACKE

John Torque 3 Level
IBXGFDQBSNISJQ

John Torque 4 Level
ZCTEAFJVMNDJUT

Dave 1 Level
PYQXPDUMJNBUP

Dave 2 Level
OULIUZTJHPKWTD

Dave 3 Level
QYDJBUYBZTEUQC

Dave 4 Level
WMNNWLHTSCUCLLH

Convoy 1 Level
AIHJZNFIPZNFWA

Convoy 2 Level
UKXCMCOAIYOKVH

Convoy 3 Level
KHREIWYIZREYHK

Convoy 4 Level
VSNKJWURSUNRXb

Loki 1 Level
THLOHJWURONKLQ

Loki 2 Level
VIBWYIVGOPAUX

Loki 3 Level
CEJMULWPCYYAVS

Loki 4 Level
PGGOVIUNUQUEIV

Houston 3, 1 Level
BDPTGXUBXCCKE

Houston 3, 2 Level
GCTPCXCCIXVUJ

Houston 3, 3 Level
CEJMULWPCYYAVS

Houston 3, 4 Level
PGGOVIUNUQEIVU

Boogie 1 Level
FOJGCRHLWUMQZV

Boogie 2 Level
DRFIQVOUYIHGEN
Boogie 3 Level
WCHPZDGBCYEDBF

Boogie 4 Level
JHAZRUUMTLUYBG

Beezwax 1 Level
YUYFNKTAQGLNYW

Beezwax 2 Level
TXKKGEWRONKLQ

Beezwax 3 Level
KHUSNNWJXORZHK

Beezwax 4 Level
UIBRJCCYSARVH

Molo 1 Level
EDDNXIAPNTRDBA

Molo 2 Level
ITAHZJRMYTLSJQ

Molo 3 Level
NPRJUYRYRAAGMB

Molo 4 Level
AKFQPUISMAHWA

Sid Burn 1 Level
LPHPMMDNMPEMVB

Sid Burn 2 Level
PEONQGUNUQIEIVU

Sid Burn 3 Level
XOKIXD XBKQRFOJ

Sid Burn 4 Level
OYROHGBDNLSJSI

WARHAWK

God Mode
Circle, Circle, Circle, Space, X, Triangle, X, X

Infinite Weapons
Triangle, Triangle, Circle, Triangle, Square, Triangle, Triangle, X

Kali Mode
X, Circle, Circle, Square, X, Triangle, Circle, Triangle

Preview movies
Triangle, X, Space, Circle, Circle, X, Triangle, Square

Preview the Epilogues
Square, Square, Space, Circle, Square, X, Square, Triangle

Special Upgrades
Square, Space, Circle, Square, Triangle, X, X, Square

Thor Mode
Square, Circle, Square, Square, Triangle, X, Triangle, Triangle

Warhawk a la mode
Circle, Circle, Circle, Space, X, Triangle, X, X

WCW NITRO

Big Head
At the character selection screen press R1, R1, R1, R1, R1, R1, R1, R2, Select
Big Head
At the character select screen press L1, L1, L1, L1, L1, L1, L1, L2, Select

Hidden Rings
At the options screen highlight the Ring Option and press R1, R2, R1, R2, L1, L2, L1, L2, Select

Secret Characters
At the title screen press R1, R1, R1, L1, L1, L1, L1, R2, R2, R2, R2, L2, L2, L2, L2, Select

View all FMV sequences
At the title screen press R2, R2, R2, R1, R2, R1, R2, R1, R2, Select

WCW vs. the World
Jeff Jarrett
Beat the WCW League.

Masahiro Chino in an NWO shirt
Press Start instead of X to select Masahiro

Old Hulk Hogan and Sting
Select the characters with Start instead of X

The Giant
Win the World Title in every league.

WWF Westlemania The Arcade Game
Infinite Combo Meter
At the character select screen hold L1 + R2 and press Square, X, Circle, Triangle

Invincibility
Pause the game and press X, Triangle, R2, Up

Make CPU Stupid
Pause the game and press X, Triangle, R2, Triangle, X

Stop timer
Pause the game and press X, Triangle, L2, Down

Super strength
Pause the game and press X, Triangle, L2, Down

Weak opponents
Pause the game and press X, Triangle, L2, Right

You will see a flash to indicate that it was done correctly, all codes will be deactivated.